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SUMMARY

When training supervised computational systems that learn from data, the most basic
scenario consists of the learning algorithm operating on a fixed batch of data, provided in its
entirety before training. However, there are a large number of applications ranging from
adaptive robotic sensing to human-in-the-loop drug discovery where there lies a choice
in which data points are selected for labeling, and where this choice can be made “on the
fly” after each selected data point is labeled. In such interactive machine learning (IML)
scenarios, the quality of interactions with the information source providing data labels has
a tremendous impact on the performance of the resulting system. At any point in time
during training, certain data points are more informative to label than others due to label
redundancy (similar data points provide superfluous labels) or different levels of noise (noisy
labels do not improve the learned model). By only labeling informative data points, it is
possible for systems trained in an interactive paradigm to learn a generalizable model with
far fewer labels than would be required otherwise. This reduced demand for data labels is
important in any setting where labels are expensive or time-consuming to acquire, such as
when soliciting the knowledge of a human expert.
To measure the informativeness of labeling any particular data point, it is common
practice to apply statistical tools from the field of information theory. However, using
these tools to directly estimate query informativeness over a large number of possible
data points can be computationally expensive, and in many applications such as real-time
human-computer interfacing, queries need to be selected with minimal computational
overhead. More fundamentally, as we explore in this work there sometimes exist convenient
query structures in IML that allow for computational and algorithmic advantages not
capitalized on by brute-force information maximization. In this thesis, we identify and
model query structures in IML to develop direct information maximization solutions as well
as approximations that allow for computationally efficient query selection. A major theme

xvi

of this work is the utilization of tools and concepts from feedback coding theory, which have
only seen limited application to IML.
Specifically, we frame IML as a feedback communications problem and directly apply
principles and algorithms from coding theory to design and analyze high-performing IML
systems that efficiently utilize interactions between the labeling expert and learner. As a
step towards integrating concepts from coding theory into IML, we directly apply a recently
developed feedback coding scheme to sequential human-computer interaction systems including control of a robot swarm with a brain-computer interface [1] and interactive object
segmentation [2]. We then identify simplifying query structures to develop approximate
methods for efficient, informative query selection in interactive ordinal embedding construction [3] and preference learning systems [4, 5]. Finally, we combine the direct application
of feedback coding with approximate information maximization to design and analyze a
general active learning algorithm, which we study in detail for logistic regression [6].

xvii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Recent improvements in computational power, increased availability of large datasets, and
algorithmic advances have led to a surge in performance of machine learning systems across
a wide variety of settings. For instance, the ImageNet dataset contains over 14 million
labeled images across over 21,000 categories [7], and state-of-the-art methods have been
able to successfully classify this data with high accuracy [8]. However, is it imperative
to not only investigate how machine learning algorithms can be scaled to match larger
datasets, but also how one can be more judicious in the selection of training data itself. It is
crucial to select data intelligently for labeling in any learning scenario where data labels are
expensive, such as in some healthcare applications where a medical expert can only provide
a small set of labeled examples [9] or when selecting experiments for drug discovery from
a combinatorially large set of chemical possibilities [10, 11]. Even in settings rich with
labeled data, one may still wish to select data intelligently to reduce training memory and
compute time costs [12]. In cases such as these, it is advantageous to have a labeling expert
“in the loop” during training, where the expert and machine learner iteratively collaborate to
select data points for training that maximize learning efficiency. In this thesis, we broadly
refer to this type of learning as interactive machine learning (IML) [13].
As an example of the sample complexity benefits gained from having an expert in-theloop for data selection, consider the illustrative example in Figure 1.1 of a one-dimensional
threshold classifier (adapted from [14]). In this example, an expert assigns a label y ∈ {0, 1}
to each requested data point x ∈ R, each depicted as a circle. Labels are indicated by
circle texture, with solid, red (y = 1) or hatched, blue (y = 0) circles for labeled points,
and unfilled circles for unlabeled points. A learner predicts data labels with the threshold
function hθ (x) = 1x≤θ (x), parameterized by a threshold θ ∈ R.
1

θ

θb

θ

θb

θ

θb

θb

(a) Passive learning

θ

θ

θb θ

θb = θ

θbθ

θb = θ

(b) Active learning

θb

(c) Machine teaching

Figure 1.1: One-dimensional threshold classification for different example selection strategies, depicted vertically over three sequentially labeled examples for each method.
Suppose that an optimal (or “ground truth”) threshold θ exists that perfectly separates
the two data classes, and that the learner estimates this threshold with a maximum margin
b which is computed as the bisecting value of the two innermost
classifier parameterized by θ,
data points with disagreeing labels. If data points are selected passively for labeling as in
Figure 1.1a by sampling uniformly at random, then obtaining an absolute deviation |θb − θ|
less than ∆ for some ∆ > 0 requires on the order of O(∆−1 ) labeled examples. If the learner
instead adopts an active learning strategy as in Figure 1.1b by intelligently requesting data
points for labeling, it only requires O(log ∆−1 ) labeled examples to achieve the same degree
of error. This can be achieved by employing a bisection search strategy, where at each
iteration the learner requests labels for examples that bisect the feasible space of threshold
values. However, if the expert adopts a machine teaching strategy as in Figure 1.1c by
utilizing their knowledge of the ideal separator value θ to both select and label examples,
the number of required samples can be drastically reduced. In this case, the expert utilizes
the fact that the learner uses a maximum margin classifier: since the learner will estimate
θb as the bisector between the two innermost examples that differ in label, the expert can
simply label two examples that are bisected by θ. This insight allows the expert to specify θ
with O(1) labeled examples for any arbitrary ∆ > 0, demonstrating the power of putting
the expert in-the-loop to gain sample complexity benefits in machine learning.
The key factors that differentiate between these strategies are to what degree the example
2

selection policy can leverage the history of labeled examples (as in active learning) or the
ground truth threshold known by the expert (as in machine teaching), as well as differences in
the information pathways between the expert and the learner. In passive learning, information
about the ground truth threshold is passed to the learner through data labels rather than
example locations, since the locations are simply selected at random without regard to the
ground truth threshold. In active learning, although the learner leverages the labeling history
to select each example location such that assigned labels are as informative as possible, the
locations themselves do not directly encode information about the ground truth threshold.
By contrast, in machine teaching the example locations themselves directly encode the
ground truth threshold value (assuming that these points have opposite labels). In other
words, the differences in sample complexity between each example selection policy are
related to differences in what type and how much information each labeled example encodes,
along with what information is available to the example selection policy, which serves as an
encoder of the ground truth decision parameters.
Thinking about labeled examples as encoding ground truth parameters is reminiscent of
Shannon’s mathematical theory of communication, which showed the limitations for how
efficiently a telecommunications message could be encoded and communicated with a set
of symbols, and mathematically guaranteed the existence of coding algorithms that could
achieve this optimal performance [15]. These efforts evolved into the fields of information
and coding theory, which not only had the benefit of delineating clear design benchmarks for
telecommunications systems in the seventy years that followed Shannon’s work, but have
also provided a suite of statistical tools that have had profound impacts on fields ranging
from psychology [16] to machine learning [17, 18, 19]. Viewing the IML task of judiciously
selecting training examples to maximize a machine’s learning rate as a coding problem, we
can leverage this same set of tools to measure and maximize example information.
As we introduce in Chapter 2, the key quantity in applying information theory to
example selection is the information gain provided by any particular example, which is
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the mutual information between an example’s label and the underlying model parameters
being learned1 . While information gain (and similarly mutual information) has several
complementary interpretations, roughly speaking it measures the reduction in uncertainty
that labeling an example provides about the ground truth model parameters. While the direct
estimation and subsequent maximization of information gain is already a popular strategy
for active data selection [20], there are several challenges involved in its estimation2 . In
particular, it is not always the case that information gain can be evaluated analytically, and
so samples typically need to be drawn from a probability distribution over the possible
model parameters, which are then used in a Monte Carlo estimate of information gain. This
approach adds algorithmic complexity and can be computationally expensive, since the
accuracy of the information gain estimate scales directly with the number of samples drawn,
and generating samples from the parameter distribution may be difficult. Any increase in the
computational cost of estimating information gain per candidate example can be significant,
since typically a large pool of unlabeled examples is considered for labeling and, as we
explore in Chapter 5, for more complex interaction types the number of candidate examples
to consider can scale combinatorially with the pool size. It is particularly important for
data selection compute times to be kept low in applications involving humans-in-the-loop in
order to minimize real-time interaction latency, and is especially important when there is a
direct cost associated with a human expert’s time spent waiting between interactions.
More fundamentally, the brute-force approach of estimating and maximizing information
gain does not fully capitalize on query structures inherent to many IML problems. In this
thesis, we fully identify and model these query structures and show in several cases how
they lead to either direct information maximization solutions that do not require explicit
information gain estimation, or alternate example selection policies that approximate the
1

In this work, we take a Bayesian approach and assume the existence of a prior distribution over “optimal”
or “ground truth” model parameters that generate labels according to the same model class as the learner.
2
The computational challenges we discuss here are present even when analytical expressions are available
for probability densities, and are distinct from the statistical and computational difficulties involved in
estimating mutual information from empirical samples (see for example [21]).
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action of information maximization while having a cheaper computational cost along with
other algorithmic advantages. Specifically, by formalizing the notion of labeled examples as
“encoding” the underlying model parameters to be learned, we model interactive learning
from first principles as a noisy communications system with feedback, and utilize theoretical
and algorithmic tools from feedback channel coding and information theory to analyze and
develop example selection policies for efficient IML. We use this model to both deploy
existing feedback coding schemes for the design of example selection policies that maximize
information gain by construction, and motivate computationally efficient approximations
to information maximization. In general, such feedback coding schemes and models
have previously only had limited application to designing example selection policies in
interactive learning, and we anticipate that more formally bridging feedback coding theory
with interactive learning will open up new avenues for efficient example selection and IML
analysis.
We approach our coding-theoretic design of IML interaction policies through a sequence
of investigations:
• How can existing feedback coding algorithms that are simple and human-implementable
be applied to directly select informative interactions in general human-computer interaction (HCI) tasks?
• What challenges arise when applying these algorithms specifically to machine learning
tasks, and how can these challenges be addressed in the case studies of interactive
similarity and preference learning by gaining insights from each problem’s query
structure?
• How can we leverage a coding-theoretic modeling and analysis of active machine
learning to modify existing optimal coding strategies for the design of general example
selection policies?
After an introduction to information theory, feedback coding, and interactive learning in
5

Chapter 2, we explore these research thrusts across three parts.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we directly apply feedback coding to design an interaction algorithm
for two HCI problems in brain-computer interfacing and image segmentation. We begin
in Chapter 3 by studying feedback coding for brain-computer interfaces (BCI), which are
systems that consist of hardware to measure a human user’s brain activity, an interaction
algorithm to map the user’s mental commands to control signals, and an end effector that the
user operates via these control signals. BCIs involve either invasive measurements which
allow for high precision control but are generally infeasible, or noninvasive measurements
which offer lower quality signals but are more practical to use. In general, BCI systems have
not been developed that efficiently, robustly, and scalably perform high-complexity control
while retaining the practicality of noninvasive measurements. In this chapter, we leverage a
recently developed feedback coding scheme [22, 23] to fill this gap by modeling BCIs as a
communications system and deploying a human-implementable interaction algorithm for
noninvasive control of a high-complexity robot swarm. We construct a scalable dictionary
of robotic behaviors that can be searched simply and efficiently by a BCI user, as we demonstrate through a large-scale user study testing the feasibility of our interaction algorithm,
a user test of the full BCI system on (virtual and real) robot swarms, and simulations that
verify our results against theoretical models. Our results provide a proof of concept for
how a large class of high-complexity effectors (even beyond robotics) can be effectively
controlled by a BCI system with low-complexity and noisy inputs.
In Chapter 4, we consider the problem of interactively specifying an object segment
in an image in an efficient and robust manner via binary inputs corrupted by noise. Our
method leverages a similar formulation and feedback coding scheme as in Chapter 3 that
allows a user to interactively select a segment from an ordered lexicon of segments for a
given image. We propose an intuitive lexicon based on ellipses (EllipseLex) and evaluate its
ability to specify desired object segments over increasing numbers of inputs at various levels
of input noise, and compare it to a baseline algorithm. After evaluating the performance
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of each method on the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS-COCO) dataset using
several metrics, we find that our method exhibits competitive performance when specifying
real-world objects in images.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we describe how the algorithms used in Chapters 3 and 4 cannot
generally be directly applied to problems in machine learning, and instead explore how
specific query structures can still motivate approximate information maximization methods
for interactive similarity and preference learning. These chapters explore how many machine
learning tasks such as clustering, classification, recommender systems, and dataset search
benefit from embedding data points in a space where distances reflect notions of relative
similarity as perceived by humans. A common way to construct such an embedding is
to request triplet similarity queries to an oracle, comparing two objects with respect to a
reference. In Chapter 5 we generalize triplet queries to tuple queries of arbitrary size that ask
an oracle to rank multiple objects against a reference, and introduce an efficient and robust
adaptive selection method called InfoTuple that uses a novel approach to information gain
maximization. We show that the performance of InfoTuple at various tuple sizes exceeds
that of the state-of-the-art adaptive triplet selection method on synthetic tests and new human
response datasets, and empirically demonstrate the significant gains in efficiency and query
consistency achieved by querying larger tuples instead of triplets.
Once such an ordinal embedding is constructed, in Chapter 6 we consider the task of
estimating a user’s preference vector w from paired comparisons of the form “does user
w prefer item p or item q?,” where both the user and items are embedded in the same
low-dimensional Euclidean space with distances that reflect user and item similarities.
Such observations arise in numerous settings, including psychometrics and psychology
experiments, search tasks, advertising, and recommender systems. In such tasks, queries can
be extremely costly and subject to varying levels of response noise; thus, we aim to actively
choose pairs that are most informative given the results of previous comparisons. We provide
new theoretical insights into the benefits and challenges of greedy information maximization
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in this setting, and develop two novel strategies that maximize lower bounds on information
gain and are simpler to analyze and compute respectively. We use simulated responses from
a real-world dataset to validate our strategies through their similar performance to greedy
information maximization, and their superior preference estimation over state-of-the-art
selection methods as well as random queries. We also consider a time-varying extension
of this problem, in which w evolves according to some unknown dynamics model. In this
extension, we consider the task of actively selecting informative paired comparisons between
landmark points to jointly estimate the state trajectory and identify the true dynamics model
from a finite set of candidate models.
In Chapter 7, we propose a new feedback coding scheme specific to IML problems to
address the challenges encountered in Chapters 5 and 6 by proposing a generic approximation
to the feedback coding algorithm utilized in Chapters 3 and 4. We focus specifically on how
the iterative selection of examples for labeling in active machine learning (where the task
of example selection lies with the learner, as opposed to machine teaching) is conceptually
similar to feedback channel coding: in both tasks, the objective is to seek a minimal sequence
of actions to encode information in the presence of noise. While this high-level overlap has
been previously noted, there remain open questions on how to best formulate active learning
as a communications system to leverage existing analysis and algorithms in feedback coding.
In this chapter, we formally identify and leverage the structural commonalities between the
two problems, including the characterization of encoder and noisy channel components,
to design a new algorithm. Specifically, we develop an optimal transport-based feedback
coding scheme called Approximate Posterior Matching (APM) for the task of active example
selection and explore its application to Bayesian logistic regression, a popular model in active
learning. We evaluate APM on a variety of datasets and demonstrate learning performance
comparable to existing active learning methods, at a reduced computational cost. These
results demonstrate the potential of directly deploying concepts from feedback channel
coding to design efficient active learning strategies.
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We conclude in Chapter 8 with a summary of our findings and discussion of future
directions. This thesis is the product of a series of fruitful and exciting collaborations; at the
start of each chapter, we list in a footnote the contributions of each project collaborator.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

In this chapter, after introducing our mathematical notation we briefly describe core problems, quantities, and concepts in information theory, coding theory, and interactive learning.

2.1

Mathematical Preliminaries

When introducing scalars, vectors, or matrices, we immediately define their domains (e.g.,
x ∈ Rd or x ∈ R) rather than distinguishing between these quantities with boldface or
other notation. We denote random variables and vectors by uppercase letters (e.g., X) and
observed instantiations of random variables and vectors with lowercase letters (e.g., x). In a
slight abuse of terminology, in general we forgo the distinction between random variables
and vectors, and refer generally to both as “variables,” with dimensionality being clear from
context (e.g., random variable X ∈ Rd ). We denote sequences of variables (random or
deterministic) with subscripts and superscripts as Yjk = {Yi }ki=j = {Yj , Yj+1 , . . . Yk−1 , Yk }.
When j = 1, we simply write Y k to indicate {Yi }ki=1 = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . Yk−1 , Yk }.
If A is a finite set of discrete elements, then |A| denotes the cardinality of A, i.e., the
number of elements in A. |Σ| is also used to denote the determinant of square matrix Σ,
and we assume that the distinction between cardinality and determinant will be clear from
context. If A is an uncountable set A ⊂ Rd , then Vol denotes the volume of A:
Z
Vol(A) =

Z
1A (x) dx =

Rd

dx,
A

where 1A (x) denotes the indicator function on set A, i.e., 1A (x) = 1 if x ∈ A and 1A (x) = 0
otherwise. We use log to denote the natural logarithm unless stated otherwise, in which case
the base will always be given explicitly (e.g., log2 ).
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The probability of an event E is denoted by P(E). We use the same notation for both
probability mass functions (p.m.f.) of discrete random variables and probability density
functions (p.d.f.) of continuous random variables, and leave the distinction to context. For
two random variables X and Y , we notate their joint density as pX,Y (x, y), their marginal
densities as pX (x) and pY (x), and their conditional densities as pY |X (y | x) and pX|Y (x | y).
If the distribution arguments are clear from context, or if we wish to refer to a distribution as
its own entity, we will sometimes omit the arguments from notation and refer to pX,Y , pX ,
pY , pY |X and pX|Y . Conversely, we sometimes instead omit the subscript, and include only
the arguments, i.e., p(x, y), p(x), p(y), p(y | x), and p(x | y), in which case the relevant
random variables are determined from the arguments. We use similar conventions to denote
the expectation of a random variable, with EX [X] being equivalent to E[X] if the notation
is clear in context. When taking the expected value of a function f (X) over X, we will
sometimes explicitly highlight the variate x ∼ pX in writing expectations, as Ex∼pX [f (x)].
One important class of distributions for continuous random variables are those that
are log-concave, meaning that their probability density functions p(w) satisfy p(αw1 +
(1 − α)w2 ) ≥ p(w1 )α p(w2 )1−α for any w1 , w2 ∈ Rd and 0 < α < 1. More generally,
any function p that satisfies this property is also referred to as log-concave. The class of
log-concave distributions is broad, and includes many common distributions such as the
normal, exponential, and uniform distributions. Log-concave distributions and functions
have several convenient properties, including that log-concavity of distributions is preserved
under marginalization [24], and log-concavity of functions is preserved under multiplication
[25].
The latter property is particularly useful when studying log-concave distributions in
Bayesian inference: for a hidden random variable θ with prior distribution pθ , and M
independent observations Y M = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . YM } each distributed according to pYi |θ , we
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can use Bayes’ rules to write the posterior distribution for θ after observing Y M :

pθ|Y M (θ | Y

M

)=

pθ (θ)

QM

i=1 p(Yi
p(Y M )

| θ)

.

(2.1)

Since p(Y M ) is simply a normalizing constant that does not depend on θ, we observe from
eq. (2.1) that the posterior density of θ after observing Y M is proportional to a product of
the prior and observation likelihoods. If both the prior and likelihoods are log-concave with
respect to θ, then the product property of log-concave functions implies that pθ|Y M is also
log-concave.

2.2

Information Theory, Entropy, and Mutual Information

Information theory is a field of study that has revolutionized statistical technologies over
the past seventy years, having profound impacts on fields from telecommunications to
machine learning. The field was born in the 1940s out of the pursuit for a fundamental
understanding of how information (e.g., messages, data) could be stored and transmitted
efficiently, in either the presence or absence of corrupting noise. While this coding problem
had been contemplated previously, it was the seminal work and ideas of Claude Shannon in
his Mathematical Theory of Communication that formally defined the statistical notion of
information and used the set of resulting tools to both prove fundamental limits on coding
performance and mathematically guarantee the existence of optimal codes to represent and
transmit data in the presence of noise [26, 15]. This work set the foundation for information
and coding theory in the years that followed, providing a set of tools and approaches for
studying the storage and transmission of information as well as delineating clear performance
benchmarks for engineers to strive for when designing new coding systems. Following in
the footsteps of a long line of work applying these tools to signal processing and machine
learning, in this thesis we further expand their application to problems in IML.
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The first quantity typically studied in information theory1 is the entropy of a discrete
random variable X ∈ X with p.m.f. pX (x), defined as

H(X) = Ex∼pX

 X
1
1
=
pX (x) log2
,
log2
pX (x)
p
X (x)
x∈X

(2.2)

where by convention 0 log 0 = 0. Entropy has been widely adopted in information theory,
coding theory, and other fields as a standard measure of uncertainty of a random variable.
Intuitively, the reciprocal of the p.m.f. is a measure of the “surprise” in observing a particular
random variate, with less (resp. more) likely events being more (resp. less) surprising to
observe. The logarithm ensures that “surprise” is additive when observing independent
random variables, which is a convenient mathematical property for such a measure. If
uncertainty is interpreted to mean the expected level of surprise in observing a random
variable, then the definition of entropy in eq. (2.2) follows naturally. We use the base
2 logarithm in entropy and all information-theoretic quantities that follow, such that the
resulting units of uncertainty and information are in bits.
When the distribution of X is conditioned on fixed observations of a discrete random
variable Y ∈ Y, we can evaluate entropy with the conditional p.m.f. pX|Y (X | y) instead:

H(X | Y = y) = Ex∼pX|y log2

 X
1
1
,
=
pX|Y (x | y) log2
pX|Y (X | y)
p
(x
|
y)
X|Y
x∈X

which we call the fixed conditional entropy2 . For shorthand, we will sometimes denote this
as H(X | y), where conditioning on a lowercase variate indicates conditioning on a fixed
observation. Calculating the entropy of X according to the p.m.f. pX|Y represents a measure
of uncertainty of X upon observing a fixed instance of Y . When we average this measure
of uncertainty over the marginal distribution of Y given by pY (y), we have the conditional
entropy of X conditioned on Y , which represents an aggregate measure of uncertainty of X
1

The material from this section is largely drawn from [27].
It would be more standard to call this quantity the discrete entropy of X conditioned on a fixed observation
of Y , but we adopt this terminology for conciseness.
2
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upon observing Y :

H(X | Y ) = EY ∼pY [H(X | Y = y)]
X
=
pY (y)H(X | Y = y)

(2.3)

y∈Y

"
=

X

=

XX

pY (y)

y∈Y

X

pX|Y (x | y) log2

x∈X

pX,Y (x, y) log2

y∈Y x∈X

1
pX|Y (x | y)

#

1
,
pX|Y (x | y)

where pX,Y (x, y) = pY (y)pX|Y (x | y) is the joint p.m.f. of X and Y .
We can also define similar quantities for continuous random variables. If X has a p.d.f.
given by pX (x), the differential entropy of X is defined as

h(X) = Ex∼pX log2

 Z
1
1
pX (x) log2
=
dx.
pX (x)
pX (x)
X

While differential entropy is not equivalent to discrete entropy in the limit, in some cases it
can still be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty in the sense of measuring the volume of
a distribution’s support. For instance, if X ∈ Rd is uniformly distributed over a set A ⊂ Rd ,
and the volume of A is well defined, then differential entropy corresponds directly to this
volume:
Z
h(X) =
A

1
log2 (Vol(A)) dx = log2 (Vol(A)).
Vol(A)

Similarly, when X ∈ Rd is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix Σ,

then h(X) = 12 log2 (2πe)d |Σ|]. In this case, differential entropy corresponds geometrically
to the volume of an ellipsoid defined by the eigenvectors of Σ.
In a similar manner to the discrete case, we can define the fixed conditional differential
entropy of continuous random variable X ∈ X when conditioned on continuous random
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variable Y ∈ Y, where in this case X and Y are continuous sets:

h(X | Y = y) = Ex∼pX|y

 Z
1
1
log2
=
pX|Y (x | y) log2
dx.
pX|Y (X | y)
pX|Y (x | y)
X

We can also define the corresponding conditional differential entropy given by

h(X | Y ) = EY [h(X | Y = y)]
"Z
Z
=
pY (y)
pX|Y (x | y) log2
Y

X

Z Z
=

pX,Y (x, y) log2
Y

X

(2.4)
#

1
dx dy
pX|Y (x | y)

1
dx dy.
pX|Y (x | y)

As in the discrete case, we sometimes write h(X | y) as a shorthand for h(X | Y = y).
More generally, we can define conditional entropies between mixtures of discrete and
continuous random variables by simply altering the domain of the outer expectation in either
eq. (2.3) or eq. (2.4). Specifically, for continuous random variable X and discrete random
variable Y (with p.d.f.’s pX|Y and pX and p.m.f.’s pY |X and pY defined accordingly), we
have
H(Y | X) = Ex∼X [H(Y | x)]

h(X | Y ) = Ey∼pY [h(X | y)].

With entropy and conditional entropy defined for discrete and continuous random
variables, we now introduce mutual information, which is arguably the central quantity in
information theory. With a slight abuse of integral notation (substituting summations as
needed for discrete random variables), the mutual information between random variables
X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y with joint distribution pX,Y (x, y) and marginal distributions pX (x) and
pY (y) is defined as
Z Z
I(X; Y ) =

pX,Y (x, y) log2
Y

X

pX,Y (x, y)
dx dy.
pX (x)pY (y)

(2.5)

While there are many motivations, interpretations, and representations of mutual information,
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here we focus on a difference of entropies formulation. In particular, in this thesis we are
mainly concerned with the mutual information between one discrete, and one continuous
random variable. It is immediately clear from eq. (2.5) that mutual information is symmetric
with respect to X and Y , and so without loss of generality we assume X is continuous, and
Y is discrete. By expanding terms and using the fact that pX,Y (x, y) = pX (x)pY |X (x | y),
we can rewrite eq. (2.5) as

I(X; Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y | X).

(2.6)

This form of mutual information leads to a classic interpretation: the first term of eq. (2.6)
measures the uncertainty of random variable Y , and the second term measures the resulting
uncertainty of Y after having observed X. Thus, mutual information corresponds to the
reduction in uncertainty about Y , upon observing X.
Similarly, we can expand eq. (2.5) by instead factoring pX,Y (x, y) = pY (y)pX|Y (x | y),
resulting in
I(X; Y ) = h(X) − h(X | Y ).

(2.7)

While differential entropy on its own cannot be interpreted in the same manner as discrete
entropy, the difference of differential entropies in eq. (2.7) is strongly related to the discrete
case since in the limit it is equivalent to approximating X as a discrete random variable
and measuring the corresponding reduction in discrete entropy. When differential entropy
corresponds to volume (as in the uniform or Gaussian case), eq. (2.7) can also be interpreted
as the expected reduction in the support volume of X, upon observing Y . We explore
this interpretation more formally in the context of active estimation of user preferences in
Chapter 6.
In many problems in coding theory and interactive learning, the joint distribution between
two random variables X and Y is most naturally represented as the product of marginal
pX (x) and conditional distribution pY |X (y | x). For this reason, we also introduce notation
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to represent mutual information as an explicit function of marginal distribution pX and
conditional distribution pY |X given by I(pX , pY |X ) := I(X; Y ). Finally, as we explore in
Section 2.3.1 it is sometimes the case that the distributions of X and Y are conditioned on a
third variable Z ∈ Z, and in a similar manner to conditional entropy we can define fixed
conditional mutual information as
Z Z
I(X; Y | Z = z) =

pX,Y |Z (x, y | z) log2
Y

X

pX,Y |Z (x, y | z)
dx dy,
pX|Z (x | z)pY |Z (y | z)

and conditional mutual information as

I(X; Y | Z) = Ez∼pZ [I(X; Y | Z = z)]
Z Z
Z
pX,Y |Z (x, y | z)
pX,Y |Z (x, y | z) log2
pZ (z)
=
dx dy dz
pX|Z (x | z)pY |Z (y | z)
Y X
Z
Z Z Z
pX,Y |Z (x, y | z)
pX,Y,Z (x, y, z) log2
dx dy dz.
=
pX|Z (x | z)pY |Z (y | z)
Z Y X
We sometimes use I(X; Y | z) to indicate fixed conditional mutual information, where
the lowercase variate z indicates conditioning on a fixed observation. It is easy to show
that I(X; Y | z) = H(X | z) − H(X | Y, z) and similarly I(X; Y | Z) = H(X |
Z) − H(X | Y, Z), where the notation H(X | Y, z) simply indicates a conditional entropy
H(X | Y ) where the joint distribution over X, Y is conditioned on observing Z = z, i.e.,
pX,Y |Z (x, y | z). Conditioning on multiple random variables as in H(X | Y, Z) can be
understood by defining Y 0 = (Y, Z) and computing H(X | Y 0 ) = Ey0 ∼pY 0 [H(X | y 0 )] =
Ey,z∼pY,Z [H(X | y, z)].
2.3

Channel Coding Theory

With notions of statistical uncertainty and information defined, we can directly apply
these quantities to the fundamental problem of information theory: efficiently and robustly
encoding a message with a set of symbols. In a typical telecommunications framework, an
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information source has a message that it wishes to send across some medium, or channel, to
a recipient. To accomplish this, the message must first be translated to an encoding, or a
representation compatible with transmission over the channel. This abstraction is applicable
to almost any scenario where information is transferred from one point to another; when we
as humans converse with a listener, we translate the words in our minds into sound waves
traveling through air, and when we wish to capture an image with a camera and send it
across the internet, the image must be first stored in a binary representation which is then
transmitted via a digital signal. Similarly in IML, when a human expert wishes to teach a
concept to a machine, they must do so by encoding their knowledge through a set of labeled
training examples. Once the message is appropriately encoded, it is then transmitted across
the channel and received by the recipient. Assuming that the recipient understands how
to translate, or decode, the transmitted encoding back into its original format, it can then
understand the message sent by the source.
Often times, the information source wishes to transmit their message by using as compact
of an encoding as possible in order to minimize the complexity of the translation process
from message to encoding and back, as well as to minimize the usage of the transmission
channel, which in many real-world scenarios has an associated cost for each use (e.g.,
memory, energy, bandwidth). However, during the process of transmission it is possible
for the message encoding to be corrupted such that it exits the channel at the receiver in
a corrupted form. We generally refer to this corruption as noise, and call a channel with
corruption a noisy channel. Therefore, the source wishes to use an encoding process that not
only minimizes the complexity and cost of transmission, but also somehow ensures that the
receiver will be able to decode the message, even if it is corrupted along the way.
These two goals of compactness and robustness to noise are often in conflict with one
other, since the primary mechanism to build robustness into a code is to intentionally add
redundancy into the encoding scheme. Intuitively, encoding a message with some degree
of redundancy mitigates the risk of overall message corruption, since by definition the
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message can be recovered with only a subset of the transmitted code remaining intact. A
classic example of redundant coding that illustrates the tradeoff between compactness and
robustness is repetition coding, where a message is first represented as a sequence of zeros
or ones — or bits, not to be confused with the information unit described previously — and
at transmission time each bit is repeated K times. The receiver then processes each block of
K bits by taking a majority vote and inferring the original bit. Even if some repetition bits
are corrupted during transmission, each original bit will be inferred correctly (and the source
message decoded corrected) as long as a majority of repetition bits are left uncorrupted in
each block. Because the degree of noise protection scales with K, this means that increased
robustness comes at the cost of transmitting a signal that is K times longer than the original
encoding.
To make these concepts more precise, suppose that the source’s goal is to transmit
a message θ belonging to set S by mapping the message to a sequence of n symbols
Ln = {L1 , L2 , . . . , Ln } each belonging to a symbol alphabet A. In the problem of source
coding, a recipient has direct access to Ln and decodes this symbol set into a decoded
message θbn ∈ S, with the hope that θbn = θ. In this case, an efficient source coding scheme
will map the message into as few symbols as possibly while simultaneously preserving the
content of the message θ. More realistically, in many settings the symbols Ln are passed
through a channel and corrupted by noise, resulting in a noisy set of corresponding symbols
Y n = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yn } belonging to alphabet Y. This noisy transmission process is typically
modeled as sampling each Yi from a fixed probability distribution pY |L conditioned on Li ; in
communications terms, each Li is a channel input symbol passing through a noisy channel
pY |L , resulting in a corresponding channel output symbol Yi , and the total set of outputs Y n
is then decoded into a potentially erroneous θbn . Since the statistics of Yi only depend on the
input statistics of Li , the channel pY |L is considered a memoryless channel. When both A
and Y are discrete sets, pY |L is called a discrete memoryless channel. In this channel coding
scenario, redundancy must be added by the encoder (in the spirit of repetition coding) such
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Figure 2.1: Channel coding in a communications system.
that the decoder can robustly infer the sent message from the channel outputs, even in the
presence of channel noise (full communications system depicted in Figure 2.1).
An important quantity in this framework is the information gain across the channel,
which is the mutual information I(L; Y ) between the channel input and channel output.
Recalling from Section 2.2 the reduction in uncertainty interpretation of mutual information, information gain measures the decrease in uncertainty about channel input L upon
receiving Y , i.e.,3 I(L; Y ) = H(L) − H(L | Y ). In a well-designed coding scheme, this
reduction in uncertainty should be maximized. To see this, note that if L were known to
the decoder before observing Y , then receiving Y does not tell the decoder anything about
the message it didn’t already know. Mathematically, this means that H(L) must be large
for the transmission and receipt of Y to be of any use to the decoder. Even if transmitting
L does in fact have the potential to be informative to the decoder (i.e., large H(L)), the
received output Y is only useful to the decoder if transmission over the channel does not
detrimentally corrupt the input. If this level of corruption is low, then roughly speaking the
channel input is recoverable from the channel output and so the uncertainty about L is low
upon receiving Y , i.e., H(L | Y ) is small. Combining these insights, a large information
gain H(L) − H(L | Y ) corresponds to informative transmission over the channel.
Since pY |L is fixed for any particular channel, the information gain depends solely on
the probability distribution of channel inputs pL utilized by a particular coding scheme,
which is known as the channel input distribution. A natural question to ask is, what is
the maximum amount of information that can be gained across a given channel, and under what input distribution pL does this maximization occur? The maximum information
3

For the sake of exposition we use discrete random variables in this discussion, but the results here
generalize to continuous random variables.
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gain is called the channel capacity and is denoted by C := maxpL I(pL , pY |L ), and the
maximizing distribution is called the capacity-achieving distribution which we denote by
p∗L := arg maxpL I(pL , pY |L ). Arguably the most fundamental and important result in channel coding theory concerns the relationship between channel capacity and the performance
limits of any possible coding scheme. This classic result is Shannon’s Noisy Channel
Coding Theorem, which we summarize below. In our statement of the theorem, we define
a coding scheme as achieving a rate R > 0 if |S| = 2Rn for n transmitted symbols and
P (θbn 6= θ) → 0 as n → ∞. Intuitively, the achievable rate of a code measures the number
of possible messages that can be reliably transmitted with only n channel uses, with higher
rates indicating more efficient codes. We say that a coding scheme is capacity-achieving or
optimal if it achieves the channel capacity C.
Theorem 2.3.1 ([15]). For every rate R < C there exists a coding scheme that achieves
R. Conversely, for every rate R > C no such scheme exists. More generally, for coding
schemes with information gain I(L; Y ), no rate R > I(L; Y ) is achievable.
This theorem laid the groundwork for all of channel coding theory, since it showed
that communication is possible with arbitrarily small error across a noisy channel while
simultaneously defining its efficiency limitations, which sent telecommunications engineers
on a search for capacity-achieving coding schemes while preventing them from attempting
to design any schemes that achieved a rate higher than C. Furthermore, the theorem’s
converse motivates coding schemes that maximize the information gain I(L; Y ) in general,
since this quantity upper bounds the achievable rates of a given code.
2.3.1

Coding with Noiseless Feedback

Since the early years of information theory, one particular problem of interest has been
channel coding in the presence of feedback [28, 29, 30]. In this setting, the encoder chooses
symbols iteratively (i.e., one after another in a sequence) and after each channel output
is received, a signal (such as an acknowledgment of receipt) is transmitted back from the
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receiver to the encoder. This feedback signal then functions as side information during the
next iteration of encoding, and better informs the encoder’s choice of the subsequent channel
input. In the case where all received channel outputs are noiselessly available to the encoder,
the channel is said to have noiseless feedback (depicted in Figure 2.2). Intuitively, noiseless
feedback allows the encoder to fully observe what information is still “missing” at the
decoder so that it can better select its encoded symbols [31]. At any particular iteration n, all
probability distributions at the encoder and decoder are conditioned on observing y n−1 , so
that the information gain across the channel becomes I(Ln ; Yn | y n−1 ) = I(pLn |yn−1 , pY |L )
and the posterior distribution of the message (the message being unknown to the decoder) is
pθ|yn−1 .

Figure 2.2: Channel coding with feedback.
Without feedback, capacity-achieving coding schemes typically involve complex forward
error-correcting codes that require elaborate computational mechanisms to implement.
However, in the presence of noiseless feedback the existence of simple capacity-achieving
codes have been shown that involve only basic operations on the transmitted message and
previous channel outputs [29, 30]; we will show in Chapters 3 and 4 how this simplicity leads
to feedback coding schemes that are implementable by humans to convey their intentions in
human-computer interaction. Furthermore, although noiseless feedback does not increase
the channel capacity of discrete memoryless channels [28], it has been shown to increase
the rate of decoding error decay in some cases [30] and can increase capacity for certain
channels with memory [27].
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2.3.2

Posterior Matching

In recent years, a capacity-achieving coding scheme known as posterior matching (PM) has
been proposed as a general approach to feedback coding [22]. The mechanism behind PM is
a simple, yet powerful idea: at each iteration, an encoder mapping is constructed such that
each channel input is distributed as the capacity-achieving distribution and is statistically
independent of all previous channel outputs. These conditions ensure that the overall
information conveyed about the message over the channel (i.e., I(θ; Y n )) is maximized
at nC, which is the maximum possible reduction in uncertainty about the message after
having received a length-n sequence of channel outputs at the decoder [32]. For message
θ ∈ [0, 1], channel inputs Li ∈ R, and channel outputs y n−1 observable at the encoder, the
PM encoding mapping is given by

gn (·, y n−1 ) = FL−1 ◦ Fθ|yn−1 (· | y n−1 )

Ln = gn (θ, y n−1 ),

(2.8)

where FL−1 is the inverse c.d.f. of the channel’s capacity-achieving distribution, and Fθ|yn−1
is the c.d.f. of the message posterior pθ|yn−1 . The intuition behind PM relies on properties of
transforming a random variable through c.d.f.’s: transforming θ by Fθ|yn−1 (· | y n−1 ) results
in a uniformly distributed random variable, which when subsequently transformed through
FL−1 is shaped to the capacity-achieving distribution. In essence, at every channel input the
message posterior distribution is “matched” to the capacity-achieving distribution in order
to maximize information transfer across the channel.
One remarkable aspect about PM is that it generalizes several existing feedback coding
schemes [22]; when transmitting over a binary symmetric channel (see next section) PM
simplifies to the one-bit feedback scheme introduced by Horstein [29]. When transmitting
over an additive white Gaussian noise channel, PM distills to the intuitive SchalkwijkKailath scheme, which transmits the error of a minimum mean square error estimate as a
means of refining the decoder state [30]. As we discuss in Chapter 7, PM has also been
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extended to feedback communication with multidimensional message, channel input, and
channel output spaces [31].

2.3.3

Posterior Matching over a Binary Symmetric Channel

One posterior matching application of particular interest is the case of feedback coding
over a binary symmetric channel (BSC). A BSC with crossover probability 0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.5 is
a binary input (L ∈ {0, 1}) binary output (Y ∈ {0, 1}) channel defined by the following
transition probability (diagrammed in Figure 2.3a):

p(Y = y | L = `) =




1 − ε

y=`



ε

y 6= `

.

It is easy to show in this case that PM (eq. (2.8)) distills to the following scheme (diagrammed
in Figure 2.3b):
Ln =




0 θ < median(pθ|yn−1 )

.

(2.9)



1 θ ≥ median(pθ|yn−1 )
In this simple coding rule, at each coding iteration the encoder indicates to the decoder if
the message is less or greater than the median of the current message posterior distribution,
after which the decoder updates its message posterior. If the posterior median is interpreted
as a “guess” of the message, this strategy is akin to a noisy “twenty questions” style game
between the encoder and decoder, where the encoder uses binary answers to refine the
decoder’s guess [33, 34]. In fact, since only the posterior median is required to implement
this rule (rather than requiring knowledge of the full message posterior pθ|yn−1 ), it is sufficient
for the decoder to compute the median at the receiver and feed back this guess directly,
rather than relaying the entire history of channel outputs. Another interpretation of PM over
a BSC is related to the idea of binary search; at each iteration, the encoder effectively cuts
the message posterior distribution in half, essentially executing a noise-tolerant version of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Feedback coding over a BSC. (b) In posterior matching over a BSC, the
encoder transmits the result of a comparator between the message and posterior median,
which functions as an Bayesian estimate of the message.
binary search over the unit interval. For this reason, the algorithm is also known as the
probabilistic bisection algorithm [35]. As we will discuss in the next section, the active
bisection strategy in Figure 1.1b is closely related to PM over a BSC.
PM over a BSC has a long history in the coding-theoretic, active hypothesis testing, and
adaptive sampling literature. The probabilistic bisection algorithm was originally proposed
by Horstein, who studied it in the context described here of channel coding over a BSC with
noiseless feedback [29]. Since Horstein’s original work, the algorithm has been analyzed
in depth [36] as well as extended to bisection in general hypothesis spaces [37]. It has
also be specialized to the case of communicating a message from a discrete set of points
rather than from the entire unit interval [38]. Following prior literature [35], we refer to
this discretized version as the Burnashev-Zigangirov (BZ) algorithm. The BZ algorithm
is conceptually similar to the PM rule in eq. (2.9), with slight modifications that take into
account the discrete nature of the message set [38]. As we will describe, the BZ algorithm
plays a critical role in Chapters 3 and 4. Due to the conceptual similarities with PM and
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the fact that any differences come down to technicalities during bisection and posterior
updating, for simplicity we sometimes refer to BZ interchangeably with PM and make it
clear in implementation details whether the discretized version is being used.

2.4

Interactive Machine Learning

Conceptually, the statistical notions of uncertainty formalized by information and coding
theory weave naturally into the question of learning from data. When a label is assigned
to a data point and provided to a learner that seeks a hypothesis within a structured model
class, the learner gains evidence for certain plausible structures in the data. That is to say,
upon receiving a labeled data point the learner’s uncertainty is reduced about the optimal
model within their learning class. By measuring this reduction in uncertainty — which is a
reduction that should be maximized at every iteration of learning — we can measure the
“value” (or “utility”) that labeling any particular data point provides to the learning process.
If various data points have different amounts of “value” to the learning process, it may
be the case that one can train a learner with a small amount of high-value labeled data
(in terms of reduction in model uncertainty) rather than training on a large dataset labeled
passively, i.e., examples selected for labeling uniformly at random with varying levels of
informativeness. Furthermore, it may also be the case that the value of labeling any particular
data point changes over the course of learning; due to underlying structure between data
points, labeling certain data may eliminate the need to label other data points that provide
redundant information, or may give the learner new information that allows them to identify
points that are likely to be noisy and therefore should not be requested for labeling. The fact
that data points have different utility levels that may change throughout learning suggests
that in order to train a learner efficiently by only labeling a small amount of high utility data,
data should be selected both judiciously (only select informative data points for labeling) and
iteratively (solicit labels for data “on the fly” to adapt to changing levels of informativeness).
We refer to this combination of judicious, iterative selection of training data as interactive
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selection.
More broadly, we use the term interactive machine learning in this thesis to refer to any
scenario where a machine learns to make decisions (including classification, estimation,
image segmentation, robotic control, or general effector control) by receiving supervised
information (e.g., data labels, control signals) from an expert (or oracle), and where each
training point is selected judiciously and iteratively by either the learner, the expert, or by
some consensus between the two. Although the oracle is typically a human expert who
supervises interactions, it may also consist of more abstract oracles such as the natural world
(which implicitly provides labels when it is measured) or another machine. In this thesis,
we consider two subfields of interactive machine learning, which we introduced briefly in
Figure 1.1: in active learning, the learner has agency over which examples are selected for
labeling, and in machine teaching the oracle has agency over example selection.
In active learning, data points are selected sequentially by a learner for labeling to train
a model with as few labeled examples as possible, with a variety of approaches ranging
from uncertainty sampling to querying by committee [39]. Minimizing the number of
labeled examples is critical in any active learning scenario where labels are expensive to
obtain, such as in healthcare applications where a medical expert must hand-label each
training example [9], or where only a limited number of examples can be evaluated, such
as in drug discovery [10] or adaptive sensing by mobile robots [40]. The study of active
example or measurement selection dates back to the work of Lindley [41] and Chernoff
[42] on the design of experiments for sequential hypothesis testing. These approaches have
been subsequently extended to general Bayesian techniques for maximizing information
in statistical experiments and estimation [20, 43]. Modern active learning methods vary
considerably in their approach to example selection, ranging from coreset construction [44,
45] and adversarial learning of informative examples [46] to ensemble measures of example
utility [47] and Bayesian information acquisition methods [48, 49].
In machine teaching, the oracle is engaged even more directly in the learning process
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by functioning as a teacher who has an explicit role in selecting examples or interactions
with the learner, rather than serving as a passive labeler who only responds to labeling
requests by the machine [14]. While much of this thesis is specific to the scenario of active
learning, as we discuss in Chapter 8 the extension of this work to the design of interaction
policies in machine teaching is an exciting avenue for future work. In our formulation of
active learning and machine teaching problems, we specifically focus on a Bayesian learning
scenario where the oracle’s knowledge is encapsulated in a set of parameters that during
labeling is fixed and known exactly by the oracle, but a priori is modeled probabilistically
with a prior distribution over a parameter space. Upon observing newly labeled data points,
the learner updates a posterior distribution over this parameter space.
The fundamental idea in this thesis is that interactive learning shares many technical
parallels with channel coding with feedback. The oracle has knowledge of ground truth
parameters (e.g., decision surface parameters) that they wish to teach a machine learning
algorithm, but they cannot communicate these parameters directly and instead must act on
them by providing labels for individual data examples. In the language of coding theory, the
oracle’s knowledge plays the role of the “message” which is encoded to the learner through a
sequence of interactions. Because the expert may be inconsistent in their labeling or the data
features and model class may not be rich enough to model the oracle’s true behavior, this
labeling process is inherently noisy and can be modeled as a noisy communications channel.
Each noisy interaction (e.g., labeled examples with noisy labels) plays the role of a “channel
output” that is observable through feedback to select the next interaction. Both feedback
channel coding and interactive learning seek to minimize the number of encoder actions,
leverage a history of noisy observations to select the next most informative action, must
account for observation noise, and should operate in a computationally efficient manner. By
noting this overlap and capitalizing on the intuition that the value of a data label comes from
the reduction in uncertainty it provides about the oracle’s knowledge, one can translate the
problem of example selection in interactive learning to a problem of channel coding, and
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Figure 2.4: One-dimensional threshold classification as channel coding with feedback.
subsequently utilize tools from information and coding theory to both select and measure
the informativeness of examples.
While related feedback coding formulations and insights have been proposed in the
literature, in this work we focus on how identifying coding structures in each interactive
problem setting leads to direct application of existing coding strategies (in particular, PM)
or approximations to information maximization that leverage insights from the query structure. A key component of this process is the identification of the encoder structure in the
equivalent interactive learning communications system. As an example, recall from the
one-dimensional threshold example in Figure 1.1 that the expert interacted with the learner
through a fixed function hθ (x) = 1x≤θ (x). In this example, the assigned label Y was taken
directly as the output of this function, but one might imagine imposing a noise distribution
pY |L on the labels where L = hθ (x). In this case, the noiseless label L functions as an
“encoder output” which is then input into a “channel” given by pY |L that corrupts the true
label with noise, resulting in “channel output” Y . In a Bernoulli noise model where L
is flipped with probability ε, we can model the channel by a BSC as in Figure 2.4. By
comparing this system to Figure 2.3b, the resemblance to PM over a BSC is clear; this
correspondence motivates the selection of the posterior median of pθ|yn−1 — or an example
in a finite pool U that closely approximates this point — as an active learning policy πn to
select the next example Xn for labeling. In fact, this approach is one way to motivate the
bisection strategy used for active example selection in Figure 1.1b.
By identifying similar structures in Chapters 3 and 4, we directly deploy PM over a BSC
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for intelligent interaction selection in HCI tasks. We then identify other comparison-based
query structures in Chapters 5 and 6 for more general IML tasks, and discuss how PM is
problematic to directly apply for example selection in these settings. Instead, we develop alternate strategies to approximately maximize information gain in a computationally efficient
manner, utilizing these identified query structures. Finally, in Chapter 7 we formalize how
the interaction mechanism of an expert acting upon ground truth parameters with a fixed
function (i.e., encoder) passed through a fixed noise distribution (i.e., noisy channel) is common for many general active learning problems of interest such as logistic regression. We
present an extension to PM that is compatible with these general active learning scenarios;
specifically, we explore the idea of finding an encoder mapping that finds the closest input
distribution to the capacity-achieving distribution, rather than p∗L itself. We defer a detailed
review of similar approaches in the literature to the related work section of each respective
chapter, so that any related prior work is presented and discussed in context.
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CHAPTER 3
INTERACTIVE BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACING FOR HIGH-COMPLEXITY
EFFECTOR CONTROL

In this chapter and the next, we explore the application of PM to informative interaction
selection in various human-computer interaction (HCI) tasks including brain-computer
interfacing (BCI) for robot swarm control and interactive object segmentation, as a step
towards understanding how coding principles can be applied to IML in general. In both
BCI swarm control and interactive object segmentation we utilize a noisy one-bit input as
a system interaction mechanism, which is common in HCI settings. Mathematically, we
model the human user as having some intended behavior θ which they wish to communicate
to a machine using a sequence of one-bit inputs, each denoted by Li ∈ {0, 1}. Since there
may be errors stemming from either incorrect user decisions or from the input mechanism
itself, we model these interactions as being susceptible to a Bernoulli error with flipping
probability 0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.5, resulting in a noisy bit Yi ∈ {0, 1}. As depicted in Figure 3.1a we
can represent this interaction mechanism as a feedback communications system over a BSC
with crossover probability ε, where the intent θ serves as a message being communicated to
a computer that attempts to recover it from the sequence of noisy binary inputs.
As we will describe in detail, in both of our HCI applications we can model the human
intent (e.g., swarm configuration or image segment) as a real number on the unit interval
θ ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, in both applications we introduce the ability for a human operator to
compare any two behaviors in a way that mathematically translates to a comparator function
hθ (x) = 1x≤θ (x). To do so, the set of possible intended behaviors must be constructed in
such a way that a human operator can reliably state if one behavior comes before or after
another behavior according to a total ordering. With this ordering, PM over a BSC can then
be directly applied to design an efficient one-bit interaction mechanism where the computer
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) One-bit interaction in human-computer interfaces as a coding problem. (b) If
a total order exists for the set of possible human intents, then we can directly apply PM over
a BSC to design a one-bit HCI interaction mechanism.
presents a guessed intent Xn ∈ [0, 1] to the human, who indicates (possibly with errors)
if their intent precedes or succeeds the guess in the behavior ordering. Specifically, the
computer guesses the behavior corresponding to Xn = median(pθ|Y n−1 ) (Figure 3.1b).
PM and feedback coding models similar to Figure 3.1 have previously been directly
applied for interaction selection in various areas of HCI including brain-computer interfacing
[23], map localization [50], and aircraft path planning [51, 52]. However, as we demonstrate
in this chapter and the next, there are significant differences between these previous efforts
and our use of PM for general effector control. In particular, our approach greatly expands
the complexity of effectors controllable by one-bit HCIs beyond that of previous work by
designing richer sets of intended behaviors along with scalable rules for determining a total
ordering.
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3.1

Tradeoffs in Brain-Computer Interfacing

A BCI1 is a system that allows a human operator to use only mental commands in controlling
end effectors that interact with the world around them [53]. Such a system consists of a
measurement device to record the human user’s brain activity in the form of electrical signals,
which are then processed into commands that drive a system end effector. This direct link
between brain and effector provides a means for paralyzed users to circumvent muscular
pathways and interact with everyday devices [54] as well as an augmented interface for
healthy users. Although BCIs with invasive neural measurements have had experimental
success in controlling high-complexity effectors (e.g., robotic arms [55, 56, 57, 58]) with
many degrees of freedom, such BCIs are only available in research settings and require
a surgical procedure for electrode implantation. BCIs with noninvasive measurements
(e.g., scalp electrode recordings via an electroencephalogram (EEG)) are more widely
implementable due to their relative ease of use and lower cost, but are limited to controlling
comparatively simpler effectors (e.g., basic wheelchair control [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
66, 67, 68, 69, 70], cursor control [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]) with few degrees of freedom due
to lower signal-to-noise ratios. There are several tradeoffs involved in the design of BCIs,
including whether measurements are taken invasively or noninvasively, how many mental
commands are needed to drive the effector to a desired behavior, how scalable the system is
to effectors of varying complexity, and how robust the system is to user error and noise in
measurement processing.
In recent years there has been an emerging interest in improving these tradeoffs for
neurotechnology in commercial and clinical applications, with aims to both broaden intended uses and engineer higher quality BCI devices [77, 78, 79, 80]. Despite this increased
interest, there remains a large gap between the complexity of potential end effectors and the
1
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Rozell. GC developed and tested the signal processing and dictionary search pipeline along with the associated experiments and analysis. YDM implemented the low-level swarm control algorithms and supervised
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article, where GC is the lead author [1].
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capabilities of interaction algorithms that map the user’s mental commands from noninvasive
interfaces to control signals. There are several specifications required for a noninvasive
interaction algorithm to meet this need. First and foremost, any such algorithm must be
implementable by humans through mental commands easily learned with training. Furthermore, such interaction algorithms must be scalable so that they remain tractable with
a minimal increase in user overhead when controlling more complex effectors. Similarly,
increases in effector complexity should not result in a need for increased measurement capabilities (e.g., additional EEG features). Because even the most advanced BCI measurements
are susceptible to errors, an interaction algorithm must be robust to such errors. Finally, due
to the wide range of applications that can benefit from BCIs, an ideal interaction algorithm
should be designed for general use and be easily adaptable to a variety of specific tasks.
Currently, interaction algorithms for noninvasive BCIs fall into two broad categories that
only achieve a subset of these specifications. In the first category, the user selects discrete
effector behaviors from a finite set of options displayed on an interface, such as choosing
waypoints for a motorized wheelchair [70] or selecting letters on a virtual keyboard [81, 82,
83, 84]. Although this type of interaction is easy to use, it scales poorly since it becomes
increasingly tedious for a user to select their desired behavior as the number of options (i.e.,
the precision) increases. In the second category, continuous features from measured brain
activity are directly mapped to continuous control over effector action spaces with arbitrary
precision (e.g., robotic arm control [85, 86], quadcopter control [87], cursor control in up
to three-dimensional space [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]). Unlike discrete selection, continuous
control allows a user to navigate an effector’s action space with arbitrary precision in a
scalable method. However, this type of interaction is severely limited in that each additional
effector degree of freedom requires an independent, continuous measurement feature, which
scales poorly and typically limits an effector to a maximum of three degrees of freedom for
EEG-based BCIs.
Our new, robust interaction algorithm reaps the benefits of both discrete selection and
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continuous control while addressing the disadvantages of each. The key innovation of our
information-theoretic approach is that each new input is used in conjunction with closedloop feedback to the user to efficiently refine the entire effector state simultaneously through
a sequence of simple and tractable decisions. We test our approach on human control of
a mobile robot swarm (a large collection of robots, as depicted in Figure 3.2c), where a
human operator issues high-level, global commands which are executed by the swarm in a
distributed fashion (individual robot depicted in Figure 3.2d).
Robot swarm control serves as an ideal testbed for our approach, since robot swarms are
high-complexity cyber-physical systems that can be naturally parameterized beyond three
degrees of freedom and have been previously tested in a BCI setting [88]. Part of what makes
robot swarm control complex is the necessity to coordinate the individual robot motion to
avoid collisions while attempting to achieve their objectives, e.g., reach a target formation.
Robot swarms typically consist of weak robots which possess limited computation, sensing,
and communication capabilities. Thus, in order to achieve the desired behavior, the control
must rely on local sensing information and scale well in complexity with the number of
robots in the swarm. These local rules result in the desired global emergent behavior. When
humans are involved, the swarm formation must be achieved quickly and be cohesive enough
to provide the human operator with clear visual feedback to aid in the decision-making.
Over the last couple of decades, there have been many developments in large classes
of coordination algorithms and abstractions that support the required mapping from lowcomplexity, high-level commands to highly complex coordinated swarm behaviors [89].
Recent advances in coverage control [90, 91] provide an excellent approach to perform this
mapping for formation control. The algorithms allow for a human operator to broadcast
reference swarm spatial densities and boundaries in the robot domain that encode desired
formations. The robots in the domain can then coordinate their motion with nearby robots to
robustly achieve the commanded density distributions in real time in a scalable, distributed
manner. In this chapter, we show through an array of human trials and simulations that
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refining the entire state space is an effective approach for BCI swarm control, thereby
demonstrating the potential and flexibility of our method for controlling high-complexity
end effectors with low-complexity inputs.

3.2

Refining End Effector Behavior

To understand our interaction algorithm at a high-level, first consider the task of finding
a word in an English dictionary. Anecdotally, one would commonly find that the user
repeatedly bisects the remaining pages depending on whether their desired word comes
before or after the current page. Our interaction algorithm is analogous to this efficient
search procedure: the BCI user selects an effector behavior from an ordered dictionary
of candidate behaviors through a sequence of bisections. Specifically, suppose that the
BCI user learns a lexicographical ordering rule for the set of effector behaviors, which
determines a total order of behaviors organized as a dictionary. At each round of interaction,
the effector presents to the user the behavior that bisects the remainder of the dictionary.
The user indicates to the effector (via a binary mental command) if their desired behavior
precedes or succeeds the candidate behavior, and the dictionary scope is narrowed based on
their reply. Rather than strict elimination of half of the dictionary at each step, the algorithm
uses a probabilistic weighting over the dictionary to account for possible noise in the user’s
input (see Section A.3.1). Eventually, the user will have provided enough refinements
for the end effector to correctly converge to the user’s desired behavior. Importantly, this
procedure does not involve the adjustment of individual effector parameters, but instead
only requires the user to decide on the precedence of their desired behavior with respect to
the current one. Although each dictionary bisection affects every effector parameter, the
user only has to make a simple binary decision at each round, regardless of the number of
effector parameters; this is distinct from a brute-force approach where the user adjusts each
parameter individually.
While this interaction algorithm is intuitively satisfying, it is also endowed with rigorous
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performance guarantees that become apparent when the entire interface is framed as a
feedback communications system: the human user acts as a “transmitter” by encoding
their desired effector behavior (the “message”) through a sequence of binary BCI inputs
(“codes”). These inputs are sequentially decoded by the end effector to refine a new estimate
of the user’s desired behavior, which is fully observable to the user as “noiseless feedback”
and informs the choice of their next input. Because there is some chance that the user’s
binary input will be misclassified or that the user will make a decision error, the sequence of
classification results can be modeled as outputs of a noisy binary symmetric channel (BSC)
with a crossover probability equal to the misclassification probability. When framed as such
a communications system, our interaction algorithm is mathematically equivalent to the
posterior matching coding scheme [22]. Posterior matching is an optimal capacity-achieving
code [27], meaning that this interaction algorithm communicates the user’s desired behavior
to the effector with as few binary inputs as possible for a given error rate.
In previous work, posterior matching has been used as an interaction algorithm in
noninvasive BCIs for tasks such as text entry or vehicle path planning [23, 52, 50, 51]. In
these cases, a dictionary of ordered effector behaviors can be formed by constructing each
dictionary element, or string, as a concatenation of characters from a fixed alphabet. For
example, in text entry and path planning a string is constructed as a concatenation of English
language letters and arc segments, respectively. In either of these cases, the precedence
between two strings can be determined by identifying the first character that differs between
the strings (referred to here as the critical character), and assigning precedence to the string
whose critical character comes earliest in the character alphabet (e.g., ‘a’ precedes ‘z,’ arcs
angled left precede arcs angled right). We refer to such dictionaries as homogeneous since
in each case a single alphabet is used for all character positions in the behavior string. Tasks
such as text entry or path planning can be adequately modeled by homogeneous dictionaries,
since each additional effector parameter (e.g., letter or arc segment) is of the same type.
Unlike the tasks described above, many high-complexity effectors cannot be described
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with homogeneous dictionaries by concatenating characters from a single alphabet. For
example, in robot swarm control, each swarm configuration is characterized by varied
parameters describing position, shape, and size. To model these high-complexity effectors
we design a heterogeneous dictionary, where a different alphabet is used for each character
position in the behavior string. To our knowledge, posterior matching has not been deployed
as an interaction algorithm using heterogeneous dictionaries, and it was previously unknown
if BCI users can successfully learn and apply a heterogeneous dictionary to posterior
matching control of a high-complexity effector. As we detail below, we demonstrate in a
large-scale interface study that people can learn such a heterogeneous dictionary with little
training and make pairwise string comparisons with high proficiency.
While one might conceive of a variety of heterogeneous dictionaries to describe swarm
configurations, here we adopt a dictionary of regular polygons as a proof of concept. Each
polygon string is parameterized by characters including horizontal position, vertical position,
number of sides, and size, with distinct alphabets for each character position (Figure 3.2b).
To search this polygon dictionary with posterior matching, the BCI user issues hand motor
imagery (MI) inputs detected via EEG measurements to indicate if the desired behavior
comes before or after the currently demonstrated behavior in the dictionary. MI tasks are
a well-studied and popular binary input modality where the user mentally visualizes wrist
flexions of either their left or right hand and the resulting changes in EEG frequencies
are detected by a binary classifier [92, 93]. To refine the swarm, the user determines the
first character where their desired configuration differs from the current configuration and
issues a left-hand (right-hand) MI input if their desired polygon preceded (succeeds) the
current polygon at the critical character. As the complexity of the dictionary increases,
the sequential scan to find the critical character may take marginally more time, but the
decision by the user is ultimately based only on a simple evaluation of that character (despite
each user input potentially updating all characters). Note that this approach is not limited
to EEG-based MI, and is compatible with any binary input mechanism including inputs
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detected by invasive BCIs. We refer to this combination of a heterogeneous swarm dictionary
with binary input posterior matching as SCINET: Swarm Control via Interactive Neural
Teleoperation (illustrated in Figure 3.2a).
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(c)

(a)

(d)
(b)

Figure 3.2: Refining effector behavior through configuration sorting. Effector behavior
is determined through iterative refinement from the BCI user. a, In the example of robot
swarm configuration refinement, the BCI user indicates through a mental command (e.g.,
binary motor imagery) if their desired configuration comes before or after the current
configuration in the swarm dictionary (see b). A computer decodes the input by classifying
scalp electrode recordings from the user, and updates a posterior distribution over the
configuration dictionary. The median of the updated distribution is selected as a new
configuration guess and transmitted to the swarm through a global update. Each individual
robot then adjusts its position locally so that the overall configuration conforms to the
new guess in a distributed manner. b, In the swarm configuration dictionary, character
alphabets are defined in order from first to last as follows, with alphabet precedence in
parentheses: horizontal position of the configuration center (centers to the left preceding
centers to the right); vertical position of the configuration center (centers below preceding
centers above); number of sides (fewer sides preceding more sides); configuration size
as the radius from the center to each vertex (smaller radii preceding larger radii). Each
example panel depicts a pair of strings whose critical character corresponds to the panel
column, with blue (solid) configurations preceding red (dashed) configurations in the overall
dictionary ordering. c, Example of a robot swarm coordinating to form a globally specified
configuration by using only local information. d, Close-up view of an individual mobile
robot used in our demonstrations. A robot swarm (as in c) consists of several such robots
collectively performing global actions in a distributed manner.
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3.3

Dictionary Sorting Proficiency

Although in theory SCINET is capable of controlling an arbitrary number of degrees of
freedom (i.e., string characters), this scalability is limited in practice by the ability and ease
by which the BCI operator can sort strings according to the swarm dictionary ordering. A
typical human user should be able to quickly learn the swarm dictionary and subsequently
sort any pair of strings, with high proficiency when the critical character is located at any
position in the string. To evaluate these user capabilities in an isolated manner from the rest
of the BCI system, we conducted a user study where participants (n = 150) used a point-andclick interface to select between configurations on a screen (study details in Section A.2).
Each participant was first presented with a set of graphical and text instructions explaining
the polygon dictionary ordering and how to use it to sort a given string pair. Each participant
was then presented with 150 randomly selected shape pairs from the dictionary (Figure 3.3b),
and asked to indicate which shape precedes the other in the dictionary ordering. We provided
each participant with a visual aid to use as a reference during the task (Figure 3.3a); such an
aid could also be presented to a BCI operator in a practical setting.
Overall, participants were able to sort shape pairs with high accuracy. When evaluating
sorting accuracy over all pairs of strings (Figure 3.3c), most subjects sorted with nearly
perfect accuracy (median 99.3% accuracy). Furthermore, response accuracy does not appear
to decrease in the aggregate as the position of the critical character appears later in the
string (median 100% accuracy for all characters, see Figure 3.3d). When evaluating critical
character performance for each individual participant, we also find that most participants
exhibit non-decreasing or only modestly decreasing performance as character depth increases
(Supplementary Figure A.8). Although a user’s capacity for learning and memorizing a
dictionary ordering may create a performance bottleneck, this can be mitigated by providing
users with a mnemonic aid to assist in recalling the ordering, as was done in our study. These
results suggest that users can rapidly learn and apply string sorting in our heterogeneous
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dictionary, and that adding more characters (i.e., effector parameters) does not hinder a user’s
ability to effectively compare pairs of strings across multiple parameters simultaneously.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3: Evaluating configuration sorting proficiency in a user study. a, Mnemonic aid
for dictionary ordering recall using plain language, provided to each user study participant
(n = 150). b, Example shape pair presented to each participant; in this case, the correct
sorting is that the blue (solid) triangle precedes the red (dashed) pentagon, since horizontal
position is the critical character and the triangle’s center is located further to the left. c,
Estimated distribution of overall dictionary sorting accuracy across all participants, where
each participant is represented by a dot. The vast majority of participants were able to
correctly sort configurations with high accuracy, with a mean accuracy (dashed vertical) of
95.8% and a median accuracy (solid vertical) of 99.3%. d, Dictionary sorting accuracy for
each critical character. Each column shows accuracy across all participants (represented as
dots, with added horizontal jitter for visual clarity) when calculated only for queried shape
pairs with the respective critical character. As the depth of the critical character position
increases, sorting ability does not decrease, as exhibited by a median accuracy of 100% for all
characters. These results support the scalability of sorting heterogeneous dictionary strings
as an interaction mechanism, since accuracy does not decrease as additional characters are
added to the dictionary.
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3.4

Full System Evaluation

Beyond the interaction algorithm, there are a number of additional factors which can affect
SCINET performance in the full system. Namely, the user must not only compare the current
swarm configuration against their target string in the dictionary ordering, but must then
issue a binary input via a mental command and subsequently observe the real-time changes
in the swarm’s behavior. Due to practical effects such as user fatigue, the user’s error
in issuing inputs may stray from the theoretical BSC assumed by the posterior matching
algorithm. Since posterior matching assumes a fixed BSC crossover probability, it is unclear
if non-ideal input statistics will result in poor system performance, and if such effects can
be modeled. To evaluate SCINET in practice, we measure accuracy of a physical SCINET
implementation against a simulation model that accounts for these practical effects.
As a pilot demonstration, GC trained an EEG MI classifier and used the rules of posterior
matching to control a simulated robot swarm (presented visually on a monitor) (Figure 3.4b).
In a series of repeat trials, target configurations were presented and MI commands were
issued to steer the swarm towards the specified configuration (details in Section A.2). As
one might anticipate, over the course of issuing a sequence of MI inputs, the error rate of
user inputs (calculated with respect to the correct input according to the rules of posterior
matching) varied as additional commands were issued (Figure 3.4c). In theory, this error can
be attributed to both the user error of issuing the incorrect posterior matching input, as well
as classification error due to the MI detection algorithm classifying the input incorrectly. We
conclude from the previous dictionary sorting user study that the former error source is small
(estimated at 4.2%, see Figure 3.3c), and therefore the increasing net input errors are likely
due to degrading MI signal feature separation (Supplementary Figure A.12). This effect is
possibly due to user fatigue in issuing a large number of inputs with minimal training, and
resulted in an overall input error of 21.8%. Given previous work on MI inputs, this error
rate is likely to be significantly improved with higher-fidelity interfaces and more extensive
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user training [94].
Nonetheless, an overall configuration selection accuracy of 75.7% was achieved (Figure 3.4d), calculated as the fraction of trials where the swarm converged perfectly to the
specified target with zero error; this greatly exceeds the accuracy of 1.67% that would be
obtained by chance selection alone. Furthermore, we can account for these observed results
with a simple model on the non-stationary input statistics. We fit a piecewise polynomial
to the empirical crossover probability (Figure 3.4c, see Section A.2) and use this profile
to generate input errors in a posterior matching simulation that assumes a fixed crossover
probability. This simulation model obtains a similar configuration accuracy (74.3%) to that
observed in practice (Figure 3.4d). Additionally, this model matches the observed behavior
even when evaluating trials based on their required numbers of inputs to converge, which is a
distinguishing element between trials since longer convergence is associated with increasing
input errors and, therefore, with decreased performance.
GC also demonstrated SCINET’s capability to be implemented in a (non-virtual) cyberphysical system by successfully steering a physical robot swarm in multiple trials as a
proof-of-principle to complement the virtual simulations of swarm behavior (Figure 3.4a).
Taken together, these results collectively demonstrate that SCINET can achieve reasonable
configuration accuracy despite the presence of non-stationary input errors, and that performance can be captured by a simple model. Additionally, the availability of a simulator
that closely matches observed empirical behavior allows us to explore the performance of
SCINET with more general dictionaries.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4: End-to-end testing of full system with EEG inputs and swarm control.
SCINET was tested as a full system by GC for controlling both physical (a) and virtual (b)
robot swarms. a, When controlling physical robots, the target configuration is presented to
the user as an illuminated shape on the robot arena (accentuated here for visibility). b, During
virtual swarm control, the BCI user views a monitor that presents a target configuration
(depicted as a shape outline) alongside the swarm’s current configuration. The virtual robots
simulate realistic robot motion, and readjust their positions dynamically after each user input.
c, Non-stationary crossover probability versus number of inputs in virtual swarm control
trials (n = 70). At each input, we estimate the empirical crossover probability (blue, dotted
line, with 95% Wilson confidence interval [95]) as the fraction of trials where that input was
decoded incorrectly with respect to the target configuration. A modified cubic function was
fit to this changing crossover probability (orange, solid line) and used to generate errors
in a realistic SCINET simulation (see Section A.2). d, Comparison of experimental and
simulation configuration accuracy as a function of number of inputs until convergence, where
the non-stationary crossover profile from c was used for simulating input errors. Results
are binned into short, medium, and long trials by selecting bin edges at the 1/3 and 2/3
percentiles of virtual swarm convergence times, such that each bin includes approximately
the same number of trials. Configuration accuracy within each bin is computed as the
fraction of trials (n = 10, 000) converging successfully, where error bars depict the 95%
Wilson confidence interval. The overall configuration accuracy across all trials (regardless of
number of inputs to converge) is also depicted. Experimental accuracy (binned and overall)
closely matches that of the simulated model, suggesting that posterior matching (which
assumes a fixed crossover probability) with input errors generated by the profile in c is an
appropriate model for the observed experimental behavior. This suggests that the end-to-end
system is performing as expected (once the input statistics are accounted for), and that it is
reasonable to use this simulator to further explore system behavior.
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3.5

Generalizing Performance Tradeoffs

Ultimately, the accuracy and number of controllable degrees of freedom (and hence the
dictionary size) in SCINET is determined by the error rate of the input mechanism and
budget on the allowable number of inputs; increasing the controlled degrees of freedom
requires additional inputs to refine effector behavior. To more fully explore this tradeoff,
we use different input error profiles and dictionary sizes (corresponding to a variety of endeffector degrees of freedom) to simulate posterior matching as well as a baseline interaction
algorithm (called stepwise search) that resembles discrete menu selection in existing BCIs.
In stepwise search, each binary input updates the swarm’s guessed configuration by moving
to the next string in the dictionary, in the direction indicated by the user’s input.2 Note that
the number of steps needed for convergence in stepwise search scales linearly with the size
of the dictionary.
In the data collected from a simple interface (with input characteristics reported in
Figure 3.4c), our proposed interaction mechanism can work well in some scenarios despite
the relatively high overall error rate and the non-stationary error profile that nears chance
probability (50%) as the number of inputs increases. However, large dictionaries providing
more resolution will suffer a performance bottleneck with this non-stationary error profile
because they require more inputs for convergence. While developing high-performance input
mechanisms is not the focus of this work, we evaluate SCINET system performance with
realistic improved input mechanisms by simulating both posterior matching and stepwise
search for a fixed crossover probability of 10% (comparable to input errors seen in prior
work [94]) and a variety of dictionary sizes (expressed as an equivalent number of degrees
of freedom by subdividing each dictionary with an average alphabet size from our physical
system — see Section A.2). The information transfer rate (ITR) [53] (specified in bits
per trial) is shown in Figure 3.5a, demonstrating that SCINET, with this simulated input
2

This algorithm is similar to the fixed offset [96] and sequential-select [51] policies explored in previous
work on PM-based BCIs.
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mechanism, can achieve increasingly high information rates with larger dictionaries. The
fraction of error-free configurations (i.e., perfectly achieving the desired configuration) also
approaches 100% (Figure 3.5b), even with large dictionaries and non-zero error rates in the
user input. Finally, to study the rate of convergence of the estimated configuration to the
target in the dictionary (which is not reflected in the fraction of error-free configurations),
we also measure the absolute deviation of the estimated configuration from the target and
observe that error decays quickly regardless of dictionary size (Figure 3.5c, see Section A.2).
In all metrics, posterior matching vastly outperforms discrete menu selection through
a stepwise search approach. While larger dictionaries require more inputs to refine a
configuration to a desired level of accuracy, posterior matching with a fixed crossover
probability still achieves high performance for large dictionaries in a modest number of
inputs. We note that with a fixed input profile, posterior matching can successfully control
upwards of 6 separate degrees of freedom, which (to our knowledge) exceeds the current
capabilities of noninvasive continuous control BCIs. We also plot the same performance
metrics for simulations where input errors are generated according to the non-stationary
profile observed in our physical experiments (Figures 3.5d to 3.5f). Even with this adverse
input characteristic, posterior matching greatly outperforms stepwise search across all
metrics. Although performance degrades for larger dictionary sizes, these larger dictionary
sizes correspond to estimated degrees of freedom that lie beyond the control capabilities of
typical noninvasive BCIs.
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Figure 3.5: Performance as a function of number of inputs and dictionary size. We
simulated the proposed posterior matching approach (solid lines) and stepwise search akin to
discrete menu selection (dotted lines) over various dictionary sizes corresponding to different
(estimated) end effector degrees of freedom (see Section A.2). We evaluate both algorithms
over two input error profiles: a fixed 10% crossover probability similar to prior reported
decoding performance (a-c), and more adverse non-stationary errors generated according a
model of our physical experiments (d-f). a,d, Information transfer rate (ITR) [53], measuring
the amount of information specified by a trial’s inputs with respect to dictionary size. Error
bars are calculated as the ITR of the corresponding accuracy limits in b and e. b,e, Fraction
of estimated configurations that are a perfect match with the target configuration, with 95%
Wilson confidence intervals. c,f Absolute deviation (dictionary distance) between estimated
and target configurations, where error bars depict 95% bootstrap confidence intervals over
10,000 samples (separate resampling for every number of inputs). By all metrics (a-f),
posterior matching greatly outperforms stepwise search, with differences in performance
becoming more drastic for larger dictionary sizes. Additionally, posterior matching obtains
high configuration accuracies at high (> 4) estimated degrees of freedom with a modest
number of inputs.
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3.6

Discussion

The results in this chapter demonstrate how our interaction algorithm significantly expands
the capabilities of low-complexity BCIs to efficiently, robustly, and scalably control high
complexity effectors, while requiring no more than currently available signal acquisition
hardware already in widespread development and use. The success of human users in
learning and sorting a heterogeneous shape dictionary supports the use of pairwise string
sorting as a simple-to-use and tractable interface design that scales well with the complexity
of the end effector system. When tested in a physical system, SCINET can perform well
despite the presence of non-stationary input errors, validating the deployment of posterior
matching control over a heterogeneous dictionary in a practical setting. By extending our
experimental results to a range of dictionary sizes and input mechanism fidelities through
realistic simulations, we find that posterior matching both outperforms a baseline algorithm
comparable to discrete menu selection and exhibits the ability to control a large number of
estimated degrees of freedom with only a modest number of inputs.
While posterior matching with a heterogeneous dictionary was implemented here for
the control of robot swarms, the general technique is applicable to any setting where each
effector parameter can be assigned its own ordered alphabet. Importantly, our approach
has the flexibility for a system designer to select a dictionary size based on their effector’s
behavioral specifications such as allowable number of user inputs, minimum configuration
accuracy, and number of effector parameters (i.e., degrees of freedom). Once the designer
decides on a fixed number of dictionary elements, they can then distribute this fixed number
of elements among their degrees of freedom in a customized manner by tuning the size
of each character’s alphabet, allowing for variable resolutions between parameters. More
generally, by iteratively refining effector behavior through a sequence of low-complexity
inputs rather than requiring a single high-fidelity measurement to instantaneously extract a
total system state from the BCI user, SCINET complements years of research devoted to
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improving the input mechanisms of BCIs by instead fundamentally redesigning how inputs
are utilized.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERACTIVE OBJECT SEGMENTATION WITH NOISY BINARY INPUTS

4.1

Interactive Image Segmentation

In this chapter,1 we take a similar approach as in SCINET to design a one-bit interactive
object segmentation system that is simple, robust, and human-implementable. Interactive
image segmentation is a task where users specify regions of interest in an image by providing
limited, low-complexity inputs with dynamic feedback from the segmentation program.
Such low-complexity inputs are commonplace in many human-computer interfaces since
they can be easier to use than traditional mechanisms and are sometimes necessary due to
user restrictions. For instance, low-complexity inputs are beneficial for users who may wish
to interact with a computer system in a hands-free manner such as in sterilized operating
rooms [97] or to prevent repetitive strain injuries [98]. Furthermore, users suffering from
paralysis or neurological diseases sometimes require alternate means of communication that
provide low-complexity inputs and do not rely on traditional muscular mechanisms [53]. For
example, such input devices might involve brain-computer interfaces [99], input switches
activated by gross motor movements [100], or command entry through non-traditional motor
commands such as the tongue drive [101]. From a mathematical perspective, using such
an HCI for interactive segmentation is a challenging communications problem since such
a system should allow users to indicate segments with high specificity, utilize provided
information in an efficient manner, and remain robust to noise in the input (e.g. interface
noise, user errors, etc.). In typical communications systems, messages can be conveyed via
noisy symbols from low-complexity alphabets with negligible recovery error by employing
1

This chapter is in collaboration with Sivabalan Manivasagam, Shaoheng Liang, and Dr. Christopher
Rozell. GC supervised the low-level details of the project including algorithm and experiment design, and
conducted the data analysis. SM and SL assisted in algorithm design and implemented the experiments. CR
supervised the project. GC was the lead author of this work, which appears in [2].
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complex error correcting codes [27]. However, in the interactive segmentation setting where
the ‘message’ is a segment and the ‘encoder’ is a human, the utilized encoding scheme must
instead be simple and human-implementable.
Approaches to interactive image segmentation systems with these desired traits have
varied in the type of input provided and how it is processed [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,
108, 109, 110]. However, there are few examples of approaches developed for the important
special case of noisy binary inputs that correspond to many alternative or augmented communication systems. The first segmentation method to use binary inputs is a variant of a twenty
questions style game, which we refer to as “N-Questions” and use as a baseline algorithm
[111]. In this setting, the user is sequentially queried for a binary response indicating
whether a specified pixel is within their desired region, from which the segmentation is
updated and the next question presented. While N-Questions performs well over several
datasets that emphasize selection of arbitrary regions in a given image, it is not as well suited
to the task of specific object segmentation (as opposed to general image segmentation). In
the context of real-world HCI systems, arbitrary segmentations that merge multiple objects
into composite foreground regions may have limited utility compared to specifying discrete
objects for meaningful interaction. Other algorithms using such binary membership queries
for specifying arbitrary segmentations include methods based on transductive inference with
pixel [112] or superpixel [113] queries, and an extension of N-Questions to voxel queries in
three-dimensional space [97].
The main contribution of this chapter is to propose a novel interactive image segmentation algorithm titled EllipseLex that is specifically designed for segmenting real-world
objects using noisy binary inputs using the principles of feedback information theory.
Rather than creating segmentations directly from user inputs (e.g. bounding boxes, foreground/background seeds), our method builds on previous work in brain-computer interfaces
[23, 52] to allow a user to efficiently choose an explicit segment from a large repertoire of
possible segments designed to provide a broad approximation of the object space. This set
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of possible segments consists of ellipses in various positions, rotations, sizes, and aspect
ratios, since ellipses can serve well as bounding boxes around common objects while simultaneously qualifying as inputs into post-processing steps such as the popular GrabCut
segmentation algorithm [106] to refine the segment border as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.
By assigning an order to this set (or lexicon) of ellipses, an algorithm derived from new
results in feedback information theory can be used to specify the desired ellipse in an
optimal manner and makes our method, to the best of our knowledge, the first binary-input
segmentation algorithm to directly model and compensate for input noise. The empirical
results of this work demonstrate improved performance of the proposed lexicon at efficient
object segmentation with simulated users under a variety of experimental conditions.
Original

EllipseLex

Post-processed

Figure 4.1: EllipseLex with post-processing. source image (left), result of EllipseLex on
bear segment (center), EllipseLex with GrabCut [106] post-processing (right)

4.2

Methods

At its essence, the task of specifying an ellipse (denoted by z∗ ) in an ordered lexicon
using only noisy binary inputs can be abstracted as a communications system between a
human user and a computer, where the user encodes this ellipse using a sequence of inputs2
Xk ∈ {0, 1}. Each Xk passes through a BSC such that the output symbol Yk ∈ {0, 1}
2

In this chapter, X is used to indicate channel inputs rather than L, in order to remain consistent with the
chapter’s original publication [2].
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experiences a bit flip with some crossover probability p ∈ [0, 0.5). From this output, the
computer guesses, or decodes, an ellipse ẑk , which is then provided to the user as noiseless
visual feedback. With this setup, we can directly apply PM3 as an interaction algorithm,
with guaranteed convergence to the desired ellipse z∗ even in the presence of channel noise
[22]. Intuitively, the algorithm can be described as a guessing game between the user and
computer; at each time step, the computer guesses the median of the posterior distribution
over the segments (conditioned on previous inputs) as the user’s selected ellipse, and the
user then issues a binary input to inform the computer if their desired ellipse (which should
approximate their desired object) comes before or after the guessed ellipse according to the
ordering of the lexicon. From this input (which may be corrupted by noise), the computer
applies a Bayesian update to the segment posterior and presents an updated guess to the user,
thereby repeating the cycle. As the user and computer iterate in this manner, the posterior
distribution converges to a single mass at the user’s desired segment [32].
To apply this coding technique, a finite, ordered lexicon of ellipses must be constructed:
an ellipse word in this lexicon is described by the tuple z = (y, x, θ, a, r) denoting the
ellipse’s vertical position, horizontal position, angle from the horizon, half-length of the
major axis, and aspect ratio of the minor axis to major axis. This lexicon is ordered by
comparing the first letter (i.e. y, x, θ, a, or r) that differs between two ellipse words in
question, in the same manner that words are alphabetized in English. Just as a precedes z
in the English alphabet, each ellipse letter’s alphabet has a precedence rule stated in the
upper section of Figure 4.2. Each alphabet’s order of precedence was selected based on the
authors’ preferences, but any individual alphabet’s ordering could be reversed based on a
user’s preferences, without any changes in the algorithm’s performance. Our algorithm in
its entirety, referred to as “EllipseLex,” is presented in Algorithm 1. At time step k, ellipse
mask ẑk−1 is presented to the user as feedback, which they observe to choose the subsequent
binary input as illustrated by the examples in Figure 4.2.
3

Since we are technically searching over a discretized lexicon of ellipses, the BZ algorithm is used here
rather than the probabilistic bisection algorithm.
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Figure 4.2: Description and examples of ellipse lexicon. The user finds the first letter that
differs between the target (z ∗ ) and guess (ẑ) by moving down the rows of the ‘Alphabet
Precedence’ table, and then issues an input according to Algorithm 1 as demonstrated in
boxes (a) through (e). For instance, in (d) the vertical and horizontal positions as well as
the angle are aligned, but the guess’s major axis is longer than that of the target, so the
target precedes the guess in the lexicon and therefore a 0 should be issued. This type of
refinement continues until a guess is produced that matches the target ellipse.

4.3

Results

We compare the performance of EllipseLex to that of N-Questions using simulated ideal
users with fixed levels of input noise. In particular, we examine the convergence of guessed
segments to ground truth objects with respect to number of inputs, ground truth segment
size, object class, and noise level (i.e. BSC crossover probability). The injected input noise
used here lies within the typical range of crossover probabilities in binary-input HCI systems
[94] and simulates the compounded effect of input mechanism error with human errors
or bias. To quantitatively measure a segmentation method’s ability to specify a ground
truth region we use the popular F1 score, which lies in the interval [0, 1], with low scores
corresponding to poor segmentation performance and high scores indicating exceptional
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Algorithm 1: EllipseLex
Input: target ellipse mask z∗ = (y ∗ , x∗ , θ∗ , a∗ , r∗ )
ẑ0 ← initial ellipse guess
for k ← 1 to K do
if ŷk−1 6= y ∗ then
compare vertical position y
else if x̂k−1 6= x∗ then
compare horizontal position x
else if θ̂k−1 6= θ∗ then
compare angle θ
else if âk−1 6= a∗ then
compare major axis length a
else
compare aspect ratio r
end if
let ρ represent the letter to be compared
if ρ∗ ≥ ρ̂k−1 then
Xk = 1 input 1
else if ρ∗ < ρ̂k−1 then
Xk = 0 input 0
end if
Yk = BSC(Xk , p) BSC with crossover p
ẑk = P M (Yk ) update posterior, return median (Section A.1.1)
end for
Output: ẑK
performance [114, 111, 109, 110]. We tested our method on the MS-COCO validation
dataset, which contains over 280,000 segmentations for 80 object classes (e.g. dog, chair,
cup) in both indoor and outdoor settings [115], allowing for a robust testing of each method’s
performance in object segmentation. Figure 4.3 illustrates example segments produced by
EllipseLex in comparison to N-Questions.
To test these algorithms in simulation, ground truth regions from each image serve as
proxies for a human user’s intended objects. In N-Questions, this ground truth is used
directly as an oracle to answer queries regarding pixel inclusion in the object segment.
However, for the sake of simulation EllipseLex operates on a target ellipse mask z∗ , which
is selected from the lexicon to approximate a given ground truth segment through the use of
a heuristic as follows: first, the centroid of a given ground truth segment is calculated as
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Ar = 0.1993

Ar = 0.1654

Ar = 0.0294

Figure 4.3: Comparison of segmentation methods. Row 1: source image [115]. Row
2: ground truth segmentation. Row 3: EllipseLex mask after 30 noiseless inputs. Row 4:
N-Questions mask after 30 noiseless inputs. The relative area (Ar ) of each ground truth
segment to its source image is displayed above each image column.
(xc , yc ). Then, the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the target ellipse are estimated as
y ∗ = arg min |y − yc | x∗ = arg min |x − xc |,
y∈Σy

(4.1)

x∈Σx

where Σy and Σx denote the vertical and horizontal position alphabets, respectively. After
y ∗ and x∗ are selected, θ, a, and r are set by conducting a brute-force search over their
respective alphabets (Σθ , Σa , Σr ) and selecting the ellipse that maximizes F1 score with
respect to the given ground truth. More precisely, for ground truth segment s,

(θ∗ , a∗ , r∗ ) =

arg max

F1s (y ∗ , x∗ , θ, a, r),

(4.2)

θ∈Σθ ,a∈Σa ,r∈Σr

where F1s (y, x, θ, a, r) calculates the F1 score for an ellipse mask parameterized by (y, x, θ, a, r)
with respect to a ground truth segment s. In practice, a human user steers the guessed ellipse
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Table 4.1: Mean F1 score vs. number of inputs. At each given input, the F1 score is
calculated for the guessed segment produced by EllipseLex-Low, EllipseLex-High, and
N-Questions, and averaged over all trials respectively for each method. Results are shown
for 0%, 5%, and 10% crossover probabilities in the input. The maximum of each column
at each noise level is displayed in bold, and all standard errors of the mean are less than
0.001.
Method
EllipseLex-Low
EllipseLex-High
N-Questions
EllipseLex-Low
EllipseLex-High
N-Questions
EllipseLex-Low
EllipseLex-High
N-Questions

Noise
0%
0%
0%
5%
5%
5%
10%
10%
10%

K = 10
0.2050
0.1886
0.1462
0.1720
0.1353
0.1269
0.1379
0.0970
0.1145

K = 20
0.5927
0.4400
0.2112
0.4472
0.2482
0.1747
0.3021
0.1766
0.1476

K = 30
0.5949
0.7487
0.2569
0.5685
0.5518
0.2064
0.4616
0.3344
0.1686

to fit their desired segment instead of performing intermediate estimation of a target ellipse.
We tested two lexicons corresponding to finer or coarser alphabet sizes (my , mx , mθ , ma ,
mr ) of (15, 20, 10, 20, 10) and (100, 100, 20, 20, 10), referred to as “EllipseLex-Low” and
“EllipseLex-High” respectively.
In Table 4.1, mean F1 score from all ground truth regions in MS-COCO is depicted at
select numbers of inputs for all methods across all noise levels. Overall, the EllipseLex
methods outperform N-Questions for increasing numbers of inputs over all noise levels. A
tradeoff between low and high resolution lexicons is evident, with EllipseLex-Low exhibiting
faster F1 growth and higher noise resilience in comparison to EllipseLex-High over all
noise levels. This is due to the fact that larger lexicon resolutions require more inputs for
convergence under noise according to the PM algorithm. However, in the noiseless case
EllipseLex-High achieves a significantly higher final F1 score, suggesting that the choice of
lexicon parameterization should be determined with respect to the number of desired inputs
as well as the noise level.
Next, the F1 score achieved after 30 inputs is compared across methods and noise
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Figure 4.4: Final F1 score vs. relative segment area. Average achieved F1 score after 30
inputs is plotted against relative segment area for all three methods (left axis) along with the
empirical cumulative distribution function of relative segment areas (right axis). Relative
segment area is calculated as the area of a ground truth segment divided by the area of its
source image. Averages here are taken over trials of segments in the same relative segment
area bin, with bin sizes of 0.01. Only relative segment areas below the 95th percentile are
displayed. Error bars consisting of ±1 standard error are displayed.
levels with respect to the relative area of each ground truth segment (segment area / image
area). As depicted in Figure 4.4, the EllipseLex methods outperform N-Questions for
segments with relative areas of 0.1 and less, a set which comprises approximately 90% of
the segments in MS-COCO. While N-Questions demonstrates superior performance for
segments with relative area more than approximately 0.15, these segment sizes are rare for
real-world objects in the MS-COCO database and the EllipseLex methods do not degrade in
performance with increases in area. These trends are evident across all noise levels.
Finally, when final F1 score is plotted against the 80 object classes in MS-COCO in
Figure 4.5, the EllipseLex methods appear to achieve improved performance. While all
three methods achieve comparable performance for some classes (e.g. “bed”), the EllipseLex
methods significantly outperform N-Questions even in the worst performing object classes
(e.g. “skis”). This supports the notion that EllipseLex methods are well suited to object
selection across multiple everyday object classes. Note that EllipseLex-High achieves higher
F1 scores than EllipseLex-Low uniformly across all classes.
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Figure 4.5: Final F1 score vs. object class. Average final F1 score after 30 inputs is plotted
against ground truth object class sorted in descending order of N-Questions performance,
for the noiseless case only. Averages here are taken over trials with ground truth segments
in the same object class. Error bars consisting of ±1 standard error are displayed.

4.4

Discussion

The results in this work demonstrate the potential for finite, ordered lexicons of ellipse
masks for specifying object segments using only noisy binary inputs according to the PM
algorithm. Our method performs well in noise levels that fall in the typical range of crossover
probabilities in binary-input HCI systems, indicating an ability to rapidly and precisely
specify object segments in a manner resilient to input errors. This is plausibly due to the
explicit noise modeling in posterior matching as well as optimal convergence guarantees
provided by feedback information theory. The promising performance of EllipseLex overall
as well as by class and segment size on a large dataset that includes many classes of
real-world objects in natural contexts suggests that our method is conducive to real-world
interactive object segmentation in images. Furthermore, EllipseLex has the advantage that
after an ellipse mask is produced it can be input into any post-processing stage that accepts
a bounding box to produce segmentations by utilizing inherent structure in natural images.
Because this work is the first attempt to create a lexicon of segments that is robustly
navigated with noisy binary inputs in an information-efficient manner, this work is intended
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to test its performance in simulation to verify its “best case” properties, as is standard in
previous literature studying segmentation with binary inputs [111, 112, 113, 97]. Since
EllipseLex performs competitively against a baseline method on this task in realistic object
segmentation scenarios, a follow-up study involving human subjects is merited to test human
ability in ordering guessed ellipses with respect to target segments, evaluate possible user
biases, and assess overall human operation of EllipseLex.
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CHAPTER 5
ACTIVE ORDINAL QUERYING FOR TUPLEWISE SIMILARITY LEARNING

In Chapters 3 and 4, the problem of one-bit interaction design for HCIs fit conveniently into
the framework of feedback communication over a BSC via posterior matching, since both
the interactive BCI and image segmentation tasks are endowed with structures amenable to
lexicographical sorting by a human. However, general problems in IML do not typically
contain the appropriate query structures that allow for direct application of PM. In particular,
it is relatively uncommon for IML problems to be adequately modeled as encoding a scalar
parameter on the unit interval with a comparator function; in Chapter 7 we address this
challenge explicitly in the case of general active learning problems. Instead, in this chapter
and the next we show in the case of similarity and preference learning how there may still
exist convenient IML query structures that allow for simplifying approximations to be made
for the design of computationally efficient query selection strategies that approximate the
action of information gain maximization.

5.1

Relative Similarity Learning

Similarity learning1 is the process of assigning point coordinates to objects in a dataset such
that distances between objects in the learned space are consistent with notions of similarity
as perceived by humans (see for example Figure 5.1). While these objects usually exist in
some high-dimensional space (e.g., images, audio), very often the semantic information
humans attribute to these objects lies in a low-dimensional space (e.g., items, words). Once
this low-dimensional embedding is learned, existing intelligent algorithms [116, 4] can
be used to search the dataset with query complexity scaling in the embedding dimension,
1

This chapter is in collaboration with Stefano Fenu and Dr. Christopher Rozell. GC and SF contributed
equally on most project components, and coauthored the corresponding publication in [3]. CR supervised the
project.
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Figure 5.1: Low-dimensional similarity embedding of images.2
allowing large datasets to be searched quickly in applications such as task selection for robot
learning from demonstration [117], object recognition [118], or image retrieval [119].
To construct such an embedding for a given set of objects, queries that capture the
similarity statistics between the objects in question must be made to human experts. While
there exist several types of similarity queries that can be made (e.g., relative attributes
between objects [120]), we focus on relative similarity queries posed to an oracle comparing
objects with respect to a “head” (i.e., reference) object. Relative similarity queries are useful
because they gather object similarity information using only object identifiers rather than
predetermined features or attributes, allowing similarity learning methods to be applied
to any collection of uniquely identifiable objects. In contrast, if a head object were not
specified, an oracle would need to use a feature-based criterion for ranking the object set,
which is not viable in many applications of interest (e.g., learning human preferences).
Such relative similarity queries typically come in the form of triplet comparisons (i.e.,
“is object a more similar to object b or c?”) [121, 122, 123]. In our first main contribution,
we extend these queries to larger rank orderings of tuples of k objects to gather more
information at once for similarity learning. This query type takes the form “rank objects b1
through bk−1 according to their similarity to object a.” To the best of our knowledge, this
2

Image provided by courtesy of Stefano Fenu.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: In (a), it is ambiguous which item should be chosen as more similar to the head
object, since both comparison items are similar in distinct ways. In (b), adding one more
comparison item can add context to disambiguate this choice.
study is the first attempt to leverage this generalized query type in similarity learning. The
use of this query type is motivated by the fact that comparing multiple objects simultaneously
provides increased context for a human expert [124], which can increase labeling consistency
without a significant increase in human effort per query [125] and has demonstrated benefits
in settings such as rank learning [126]. In technical terms, tuplewise queries capture joint
dependence between objects that isn’t captured in triplet comparisons (which are often
incorrectly modeled as independent queries). To illustrate this point, consider the difference
between the triplet query and tuple query presented in Figure 5.2. In the triplet query,
multiple attributes could be used to rank a given query, increasing the ambiguity about
which item should be chosen as more similar to the reference. Adding an item to the
tuple can provide additional context about the entire dataset to the oracle, clarifying which
criterion should be used to rank the tuple and thereby making the query less ambiguous.
While tuple queries are appealing, their use presents two major challenges. First, in a

−1
dataset of N objects queried with tuples of size k there are N Nk−1
possible tuples. Labeling
these individual tuples is prohibitively time consuming for large datasets. Even if uniformly
random query selection is used to downsample this set, there is evidence that such a strategy
is still punitively expensive [127]. Requesting an exhaustive number of queries is also
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inefficient from an information standpoint, since there is redundancy in the set of all tuple
rankings. Second, in many settings of interest, the oracle answering such queries may be
stochastic. For example, crowd oracles may aggregate responses from experts with differing
similarity judgments [121], and individual oracles can be unreliable over time (especially
for queries regarding similar objects).
These issues can be ameliorated in part by leveraging tools from active learning, the goal
of which is to minimize the total labeling cost including the number of expert interactions
(usually corresponding to monetary cost), aggregate response time, and computational
cost needed to dynamically select queries. This is achieved through adaptive approaches
that increase learning efficiency by using previous query responses to determine which
information about a model is still “missing” as well as model the oracle’s stochasticity.
In this framework, unlabeled data points that optimize a measure of informativeness are
selected for expert labeling. One such metric, mutual information, is a popular way to
assess the reduction in uncertainty a query provides about unknown learning parameters
[39, 41, 20]. In active similarity learning, the state-of-the-art is a strategy called “Crowd
Kernel Learning” (CKL) that selects triplets that maximize the mutual information between
a query response and the embedding coordinates of the head object [121]. However, CKL
does not apply to ordinal queries of general tuples sizes (k > 3), and its formulation of
mutual information only measures the information a query provides about the embedding
coordinates of the head object, disregarding information about the locations of the other
objects in the query.
In our second main contribution, we address these deficiencies and the lack of an active
similarity learning strategy for our new query type by introducing a novel method for
efficient and robust adaptive selection of tuplewise queries of arbitrary size. Our method,
called InfoTuple, maximizes the mutual information a query response provides about the
entire embedding, which is a direct measure of query informativeness that leverages the
high degree of coupling between all of the objects in a query. InfoTuple relies on a novel
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set of simplifying yet reasonable assumptions for tractable mutual information estimation
from a single batch of Monte Carlo samples. Our approach accounts for all objects in a
query, while avoiding the need to decompose mutual information into a prohibitive number
of terms. We demonstrate the performance of this method across datasets, oracle models,
and tuple sizes, using both synthetic tests and newly collected large-scale human response
datasets. In particular, we empirically show that InfoTuple’s performance exceeds that of
CKL and random queries, and furthermore that it benefits significantly from using larger
tuples even after normalizing for tuple size. We also demonstrate the utility of our novel
query type by showing an increase in query consistency for larger tuples over triplets, and
show that these advantages can be gained without excessive labeling-time increases.

5.2

Related Work

Similarity learning from triplets is increasingly commonplace in modern AI, and popular
deep learning architectures have been developed to leverage triplet labels [123]. Frameworks
such as that of [128] or t-STE [122] are relatively ubiquitous in the visualization community,
and attempt to directly capture a notion of visual similarity close to that observed in
psychometrics literature (e.g., [129]). However, for large datasets it is often punitively
expensive to collect such exhaustive relationship data from labelers, so the development
of approximate methods of learning such embeddings is a matter of interest to the AI
community.
The bulk of the existing literature on active selection of ordinal queries for constructing
these embeddings focuses on the case where distance relationships between objects can be
determined with absolute certainty. This deterministic case is well studied, and lower bounds
exist on the sample complexity needed to learn high-quality embeddings [127]. In reality,
responses are often not deterministic for a number of practical reasons and probabilistic
MDS methods have been proposed to model such cases [121]. Analytic results do exist
characterizing bounds on prediction error in this setting [130], but determining optimal
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strategies for query selection in the stochastic setting remains largely an open problem.
Specifically, to the best of our knowledge there have been no previous attempts to
adaptively select relative comparisons with respect to a head object for general tuple sizes
(k ≥ 3) in the context of similarity learning. Prior work [125, 131] develops an active
strategy for sampling tuples, but the query task is relative attribute ranking within the tuple
according to some pre-specified attribute as opposed to comparison against a head object.
Other work [132] actively samples the same query type as our study, but in the context of
classification via label propagation. Research exists that is similar to our learning scenario
since they actively sample tuples for relative similarity comparisons to a head for the sake
of learning and searching an embedding of objects [133], but these comparisons are ternary
‘similar’, ‘dissimilar’, or ‘neither’ labels and their methodology differs from the mutual
information approach presented here. Similarly, other work [134] actively samples tuplewise
queries with binary ‘similar’ or ‘dissimilar’ label responses with respect to a head, but in
the context of classification. Finally, the prior work [135] also employs such tuplewise
binary queries for similarity learning, but with randomly selected queries. While no previous
study addresses the similarity learning problem that we explore here, the existing literature
demonstrates the effectiveness, efficiency, and feasibility of queries involving multiple
objects and provides support for the practical use of our proposed query type.

5.3

Methods

The problem of adaptively selecting a tuplewise query can be formulated as follows: for
a dataset X of N objects, assume that there exists a d-dimensional vector of embedding
coordinates for each object which are concatenated as columns in matrix M ∈ Rd×N . The
similarity matrix corresponding to M is given by K = M T M , which implies an N × N
matrix D of distances between the objects in X . Specifically, the squared distance between
2
the ith and jth objects in the dataset is given by Di,j
= Ki,i − 2Ki,j + Kj,j . These distances

are assumed to be consistent in expectation with similarity comparisons from an oracle
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(e.g., human expert or crowd) such that similar objects are closer and dissimilar objects are
farther apart. Since relative similarity comparisons between tuples of objects inform their
relative embedding distances rather than their absolute coordinates, our objective is to learn
similarity matrix K rather than M , which can be recovered from K up to a change in basis
[121].
A tuplewise oracle query at time step n is composed of a “body” of objects B n =
{bn1 , bn2 , . . . bnk−1 } which the oracle ranks by similarity with respect to some “head” object
an . Letting Qn = {an } ∪ B n denote the nth posed tuple, we denote the oracle’s ranking
response as R(Qn ) = {R1 (Qn ), R2 (Qn ), . . . Rk−1 (Qn )} which is a permutation of B n such
that R1 (Qn ) ≺ R2 (Qn ) · · · ≺ Rk−1 (Qn ) where bi ≺ bj indicates that the oracle ranks object
bi as more similar to an than object bj . Since the oracle is assumed to be stochastic, R(Qn )
is a random permutation of B n governed by a distribution that is assumed to depend on
K. This assumed dependence is natural because oracle consistency is likely coupled with
notions of object similarity, and therefore with distances between the objects in M . The
actual recorded oracle ranking is a random variate of R(Qn ) denoted as r(Qn ). Letting
b n as an estimate of K learned from previous
rn = {r(Q1 ), r(Q2 ), . . . r(Qn )}, define K
b n.
rankings rn , with corresponding distance matrix D
Suppose that tuples Q1 , Q2 , . . . Qn−1 have been posed as queries to the oracle with
corresponding ranking responses rn−1 , and consider a Bayes optimal approach where
after the nth query we estimate the similarity matrix as the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
bn =
estimator over a similarity matrix posterior distribution given by f (K|rn ), i.e. K
arg maxK f (K|rn ) . To choose the query Qn , a reasonable objective is to select a query
that maximizes the achieved posterior value of the resulting MAP estimator (or equivalently
one that maximizes the achieved logarithm of the posterior), corresponding to a higher level
of confidence in the estimate. However, because the oracle response r(Qn ) is unknown
before a query is issued, the resulting maximized posterior value is unknown. Instead, a
more reasonable objective is to select a query that maximizes the expected value over the
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posterior of R(Qn ). This can be stated as
i
h
arg max ER(Qn ) max log f (K|R(Qn ), rn−1 ) | rn−1 .
K

Qn

In practice, this optimization is infeasible since each expectation involves the calculation of
several MAP estimates. Noting that maximization is lower bounded by expectation, this
optimization can be relaxed by replacing the maximization over K with an expectation over
its posterior distribution given R(Qn ) and rn−1 , resulting in a feasible maximization of a
lower bound given by
arg max −h(K | R(Qn ), rn−1 ),

(5.1)

Qn

where h(K | R(Qn ), rn−1 ) denotes conditional differential entropy. Let the mutual information between K and R(Qn ) given rn−1 be defined by
I(K; R(Qn ) | rn−1 ) = h(K | rn−1 ) − h(K | R(Qn ), rn−1 ),

and note that the second term is equal to eq. (5.1) while the first term does not depend on the
choice of Qn . Thus, maximizing eq. (5.1) over Qn is equivalent to maximizing I(K, R(Qn ) |
rn−1 ). Hence, we can adaptively select tuples that maximize mutual information as a means
of greedily maximizing a lower bound on the log-posterior achieved by a MAP estimator,
corresponding to a high estimator confidence.
However, calculating eq. (5.1) for a candidate tuple is an expensive procedure that
involves estimating the differential entropy of a combinatorially large number of posterior
distributions, since the expectation with respect to R(Qn ) is taken over (k − 1)! possible
rankings. Instead, in the spirit of [136] we leverage the symmetry of mutual information to
write the equivalent objective

arg max H(R(Qn ) | rn−1 ) − H(R(Qn ) | K, rn−1 ),
Qn
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(5.2)

where H(· | ·) denotes conditional entropy of a discrete random variable. Estimating
eq. (5.2) for a candidate tuple only involves averaging ranking entropy over a single posterior
f (K | rn−1 ), regardless of the value of k. This insight, along with suitable probability
models discussed in the next sections, allows us to efficiently estimate mutual information
for a candidate tuple over a single batch of Monte Carlo samples, rather than having to
sample from (k − 1)! posteriors.
Furthermore, by interpreting entropy of discrete random variables as a measure of
uncertainty, this form of mutual information maximization has a satisfying qualitative
interpretation. The first entropy term in eq. (5.2) prefers tuples whose rankings are uncertain,
preventing queries from being wasted on predictable or redundant responses. Meanwhile, the
second term discourages tuples that have high expected uncertainty when conditioned on K;
this prevents the selection of tuples that, even if K were somehow revealed, would still have
uncertain rankings. Such queries are inherently ambiguous, and therefore uninformative to
the embedding. Thus, maximizing mutual information optimizes the balance between these
two measures of uncertainty and therefore prefers queries that are unknown to the learner
but that can still be answered consistently by the oracle.
5.3.1

Estimating Mutual Information

To tractably estimate the entropy terms in eq. (5.2) for a candidate tuple, we employ
several simplifying assumptions concerning the joint statistics of the query sequence and
the embedding that allow for efficient Monte Carlo sampling:
(A1) As is common in active learning settings, we assume that each query response R(Qn )
is statistically independent of previous responses rn−1 , when conditioned on K.
(A2) The distribution of R(Qn ) conditioned on K is only dependent on the distances
between an and the objects in B n , notated as set DQn := {Dan ,b : b ∈ B}. This direct
dependence of tuple ranking probabilities on inter-object distances is rooted in the
fact that the distance relationships in the embedding are assumed to capture oracle
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response behavior, and is a common assumption in ordinal embedding literature [122,
121]. Furthermore, this conditional independence of R(Qn ) from objects x 6∈ Qn is
prevalent in probabilistic ranking literature [137]. In the next section, we describe a
reasonable ranking probability model that satisfies this assumption.
b n−1 . This assumption is reasonable
(A3) D is conditionally independent of rn−1 , given D
b n−1 (and subsequently D
b n−1 ) are
because embedding methods used to estimate K
designed such that distances in the estimated embedding preserve the response history
contained in rn−1 . In practice, it is more convenient to model an embedding posterior
b n−1 , learned from the previous responses rn−1 , rather
distribution by conditioning on D
than by conditioning on rn−1 itself. This is in the same spirit of CKL, where the
current embedding estimate is used to approximate a posterior distribution over points.
b n−1 , the posterior distribution of DQn is normally distributed about
(A4) Conditioned on D
2
2
b n−1 , i.e. Dn−1 ∼ N (D
b n−1 , σn−1
the corresponding values in D
) ∀b ∈ B, where σn−1
Qn
an ,b
an ,b

is a variance parameter. Imposing Gaussian distributions on inter-object distances is
a recent approach to modeling uncertainty in ordinal embeddings [138] that allows
us to approximate the distance posterior with a fixed batch of samples from a simple
distribution. Furthermore, the combination of this model with item (A2) means that
we only need to sample from the normal distributions corresponding to the objects
2
b n−1 , which is a
in Qn . We choose σn−1
to be the sample variance of all entries in D

heuristic that introduces a source of variation that preserves the scale of the embedding.

Combining these assumptions, with a slight abuse of notation by writing H(X) = H(p(X))
for a random variable X with probability mass function p(X), and NQn−1
to represent normal
n
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b n−1 , σ 2 ), we have
distribution N (D
n−1
Qn


H(R(Qn ) | rn−1 ) = H EK p(R(Qn ) | K, rn−1 ) | rn−1


= H EK p(R(Qn ) | K) | rn−1


= H EDQn p(R(Qn ) | DQn ) | rn−1
i

h
n−1
b
= H EDQn p(R(Qn ) | DQn ) | D


= H EDQn ∼N n−1 [p(R(Qn ) | DQn )] .
Qn

(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)

Similarly, we have

H(R(Qn ) | K, rn−1 ) = EDQn ∼N n−1 [H (p(R(Qn ) | DQn ))] .
Qn

This formulation allows a fixed-sized batch of samples to be drawn and evaluated over, the
size of which can be tuned based on real-time performance specifications. This enables us
to separate our computational budget and mutual information estimation accuracy from the
size of the tuple query.

5.3.2

Embedding Technique

In order to maximize the flexibility of our approach and draw a closer one-to-one comparison
to existing methods for similarity learning, we train our embedding on our actively selected
tuples by first decomposing a tuple ranking into k − 2 constituent triplets defined by the set
{Ri (Qm ) ≺ Ri+1 (Qm ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2, m ≤ n}, and then learning an embedding from
these triplets with any triplet ordinal embedding algorithm of choice. Since we compare
performance against CKL in our experiments, our proposed embedding technique follows
directly from the probabilistic MDS formulation in [121] so as to evaluate the effectiveness
of our novel query selection strategy in a controlled setting. We wish to constrain our learned
similarity matrix to the set of symmetric unit-length PSD matrices, so we consider the set
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S of such matrices: S = {K  0|K11 = K22 = · · · = KN N = 1}. We denote the closest
P
matrix in S to K as PS (K) = arg minA∈S ij (Kij − Aij )2 . Projecting to the element
in S closest to K is a quadratic program, which we solve by gradient projection descent
on K. We do this by selecting an initial K 0 arbitrarily, and for each iteration computing
K t+1 = PS (K t − η∇lt (K t )) with lt being the empirical log-loss at iteration t i.e. lt = log p1 ,
and p being the probability that the oracle correctly ordered the constituent triplets of the
selected tuples. For the response probability of an individual triplet, we adopt the model
in [121] that is reminiscent of Bradley-Terry pairwise score models [139]: for parameter
2
2
2
µ > 0, p(b1 ≺ b2 ) = (Da,b
+ µ)/(Da,b
+ Da,b
+ 2µ).
2
1
2

5.3.3

Tuple Response Model

Our proposed technique is compatible with any tuple ranking model that satisfies (A2).
However, since we use the triplet response model listed above in the probabilistic MDS
formulation, combined with the need for a controlled test against CKL, we extend their
model to the tuplewise case as follows: we first decompose an oracle’s ranking into its
constituent triplets, and then apply

p(R(Qn ) | DQn ) ∝

k−2
Y

2
Da,R
+µ
i+1 (Qn )

i=1

2
2
Da,R
+ Da,R
+ 2µ
i (Qn )
i+1 (Qn )

,

for parameter µ > 0. This model corresponds to oracle behavior that ranks objects proportionally to the ratio of their distances with respect to a, such that closer (resp. farther) objects
are more (resp. less) likely to be deemed similar. Models of this type are generally held to
be similar to the scale-invariant models present in some human perceptual systems [129].

5.3.4

Adaptive Algorithm

Combining these concepts, we have the following algorithm titled InfoTuple, summarized
in Algorithm 2: the algorithm requires that some initial set of randomly selected tuples be
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labeled to provide a reasonable initialization of the learned similarity matrix. Since the focus
of this work is on the effectiveness of various adaptive selection methods, this initialization
is standardized across methods considered in our results. Specifically, following established
practice [121], a “burn-in” period is used where T0 random triplets are posed for each object
a in object set X , with a being the head of each query. Then, for each time step n we
b n−1 on the set of previous responses rn−1 by using probabilistic
learn a similarity matrix K
MDS. To make a comparison to CKL, we follow their procedure and subsequently pose a
single tuple for each head a ∈ X . However, it is possible to adaptively choose a with our
method by searching over both head and body objects for a maximally informative tuple.
The body of each tuple, given some head a, is chosen by uniformly downsampling the set
of possible bodies and selecting the one that maximizes the mutual information, calculated
using the aforementioned probability model in our estimation procedure. This highlights the
importance of computational tractability in estimating mutual information, since for a fixed
computing budget per selected query, less expensive mutual information estimation allows
for more candidate bodies to be considered. For a tuple size of k we denote the run of an
algorithm using that tuple size as InfoTuple-k.

5.4

Experiments

Our results on synthetic and human response datasets show that InfoTuple’s adaptive
selection outperforms both random query selection and that of CKL. This is true even when
normalizing for changes in tuple size and when normalizing for labeling effort, showing that
the incurred benefit is not only due to the increased information inherently present in larger
tuples but also due to our improved adaptive selection. We also show that there are inherent
consistency benefits to the use of larger queries, and that human labelers can respond to
these query types in practice without undue cost.
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Algorithm 2: InfoTuple-k
Input: object set X , rate ω, sample size Nf , horizon T
r0 ← ∅ initialize set of oracle responses
b 0 ← initialize embedding
K
for n = 1 to T do
b n−1 ← calculate pairwise distances from K
b n−1
D


2
P
P
2
← N12 d∈Db n−1 d − N12 d∈Db n−1 d
σn−1
for all a ∈ X do
β ← downsampled k−1 sized bodies at rate ω
for all B ∈ β do
Q ← {a} ∪ B
2
b n−1 , σn−1
), drawn Nf times
Ds ∼ N (D

Q
P H(p(R(Q)|D))
P p(R(Q)|D)
−
IB ← H
Nf
Nf
D∈Ds

D∈Ds

end for
B ← arg maxB∈β IB
r ← oracle ranks objects in B relative to a
rn ← rn−1 ∪ r
end for
b n ← probabilisticMDS(rn )
K
end for
bT
Output: K

5.4.1

Datasets

To evaluate algorithm performance in a controlled setting, we constructed a synthetic
evaluation dataset by generating a point cloud drawn from a d-dimensional multivariate
normal distribution. To simulate oracle responses for this dataset, we use the popular
Plackett-Luce permutation model to sample a ranking for a given head and body [126,
140]. In this response model, each object in a tuple body is assigned a score according
to a scoring function, which in our case is based on the distance in the underlying space
between each object and the head. For a given subset of body objects, the probability of
an object being ranked as most similar to the head is its score divided by the scores of
all objects in that subset, and we generate each simulated oracle response by sequentially
sampling objects without replacement from a tuple according to this model. We chose this
tested response model to differ from the one we use to estimate mutual information in order
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to demonstrate the robustness of our method to mismatched noise models, and evaluate
an additional Gaussian noise model in the appendix. This dataset was used to compare
InfoTuple-3, InfoTuple-4, InfoTuple-5, CKL, Random-3, and Random-5 across noiseless,
Gaussian, and Plackett-Luce oracles.
To demonstrate the broader applicability of our work in real-world settings and evaluate
our proposed technique on perceptual similarity data, we also collected a large dataset of
human responses to tuplewise queries through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Drawing 3000
food images from the Food-10k dataset [141], we presented over 7000 users with a total of
192,000 varying-size tuplewise queries chosen using Infotuple-3, InfoTuple-5, Random-3,
and Random-5 as selection strategies across three repeated runs of each algorithm. Users
were evaluated with one repeat query out of 25, and users who responded inconsistently
to the repeat query were discarded. Query bodies were always shuffled when presented
to minimize the impact of any possible order effect, and it was not found to be the case
that there was any significant order effect in the human responses. Initial embeddings for
each of these methods were trained on 5,000 triplet queries drawn from [141]. Although
experimental costs prevented us from extending the experiments in Figure 5.3c to larger
tuple sizes, in order to verify the feasibility of having humans respond to larger tuples in
practice we performed a separate data collection in which we asked users to rank randomly
selected tuples up to a size of k = 10 and recorded the labeling time for each response.

5.4.2

Evaluation Metrics

In order to directly measure the preservation of object rankings between the ground truth
object coordinates and the embedding learned from oracle responses, we use Kendall’s Tau
rank correlation coefficient [142]. To get an aggregate measure of quality when comparing
an estimated embedding to a ground truth embedding, we take the mean of Kendall’s Tau
across the total rankings obtained by setting each object as the head and sorting all objects
by embedding distance to the head. In our experiments with human respondents it is not
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possible to use this measure, as the “ground truth” embedding that corresponds to human
preferences is not known. In these cases we instead measure the accuracy with respect
to a held-out set of queries drawn from the Food-10k dataset [141], which is a common
embedding quality metric [122, 141]. The holdout accuracy is the fraction of a held out set
of triplet comparisons that agrees with distances in the final learned embedding. To capture
a notion of the internal coherence between a set of oracle responses and an embedding that
is learned from them, we measure the mean rank correlation between each response in this
set and the ranking over the same objects imputed from the learned embedding–we refer to
this as the coherence of a set of tuples.
One issue that naturally arises when comparing results from strategies that select tuples of
different size is normalization, as larger tuples will naturally be more informative. In humanresponse studies normalization is relatively straightforward, as we can simply normalize
with respect to the total time spent labeling queries in order to reflect the total labeling
cost. While other more comprehensive measures of labeler effort exist, labeling time is a
first-order approximation for the cognitive load of a labeling task and is the most salient
metric for determining the cost of a large-scale data collection. In the case of synthetic data,
we instead compute a normalized query count corresponding to the number of constituent
triplet comparisons defining the relation of each body point to the head in the tuple. This
is justified since in practice we decompose tuples in this way when feeding them into the
embedding algorithm, and corresponds to the size of a tuple’s transitive reduction (a common
representation in learning-to-rank literature [143]). Additional experimental details such as
hyperparameter selection are available in Appendix B.

5.4.3

Experimental Results

Using simulated data, we show a direct comparison of embedding quality from using
InfoTuple, CKL, and Random queries under a simulated deterministic oracle (Figure 5.3a)
and two simulated stochastic oracles (Figure 5.3b), and note that InfoTuple consistently
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: (a) and (b) show a comparison of the fidelity of the learned embedding to the
ground truth embedding with a simulated deterministic (left) and a stochastic (right) oracle,
plotted with ±1 standard error. Results shown are for a synthetic dataset of N = 500 points
from a two-dimensional dataset. (c) shows holdout accuracy on human-subject tests with
N = 5000.
outperformed the other methods. We note two important observations from these results:
first, regardless of the oracle used, larger tuple sizes for InfoTuple tended to perform better
and converge faster than did smaller tuple sizes even after normalizing for the tuple size,
showing the benefit of larger tuples beyond just providing more constituent triplets. Recalling
that the Plackett-Luce oracle was not directly modeled in our estimate of mutual information,
this lends support to the robustness of our technique to various oracle distributions. Second,
results on Random-3, Random-4 and Random-5 are comparable, implying both that the
improvements seen in InfoTuple are not solely due to the difference in tuple sizes and that
our choice of normalization is appropriate. Note that since random query performance did
not change with tuple size, Figure 5.3b only shows Random-3 for the sake of visual clarity.
Using the Mechanical Turk dataset described previously, we also show that these basic
results extend to real data situations when the stochastic response model is not exactly known,
and allows us to examine the complexity of acquiring data with increasing tuple sizes. While
larger tuples sizes produce more informative queries, it is possible that the information
gained incurs a hidden cost in the complexity or labeler effort involved in acquiring the
larger query. Specifically, it can be the case that maximizing query informativeness can
produce queries that are more difficult to answer [144]. Fortunately, the results on tuplewise
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Figure 5.4: This violin plot shows the distribution of timing responses for random queries
from size k = 3 to k = 10, for the purpose of measuring labeler effort. The response time
for k ≤ 7 shows only modest increases in cost, although responses above these sizes require
significantly more effort.
comparisons collected for our Mechanical Turk dataset indicate that this is not an issue for
our proposed use case. In particular, Figure 5.3c shows the accuracy results when predicting
the labels from a held out set of 1200 triplet queries. These results show an increase in the
effectiveness of InfoTuple adaptive selection as well as increasing tuples sizes when plotted
against the aggregate query response time. In other words, any increase in query complexity
(measured by response time) is more than compensated for by the increased information
acquired by the query and the increase in the resulting quality of the learned embedding.
Figure 5.4 explores this issue further by examining the response times for our additional
timing dataset as a function of query size. There are only modest increases in the ranking
time cost with increasing tuple size, leading to the significant gains observed in normalized
information efficiency in this range of tuple sizes. While it is true that complexity cost will
continue to increase for larger tuple sizes and the gains in information efficiency are not
guaranteed to increase indefinitely and there may also be additional factors in the choice of
optimal tuple size for a given problem, we show that up to a modest tuple size it is strictly
more useful to ask tuplewise queries than triplet queries.
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Figure 5.5: Measuring the aggregate coherence for all tuples of size 3 and size 5 (i.e. over
80,000 tuples at each size) with respect to an aggregate embedding learned for each tuple
size, we find that there is a significant difference in their internal coherence as measured by
a t-test (p=0.007181). We hypothesize that the difference is due to an increase in context
available to the oracle. Error bars depict ±1 standard error.
One possible reason for why tuples outperform triplets is that asking a query that contains
more objects provides additional context for the oracle about the contents of the dataset,
allowing it to more reliably respond to ambiguous comparisons than if these were asked
as triplet queries. As a result of this increase in context, oracles tend to respond to larger
queries significantly more coherently than they do to smaller ones, as shown in Figure 5.5.
We note that this is not guaranteed to increase indefinitely as larger tuples are considered,
but the effect is noticeable for modest increases in tuple sizes and is clear when comparing
5-tuples to triplets.

5.5

Discussion

In this chapter we proposed InfoTuple, an adaptive tuple selection strategy based on maximizing mutual information for relative tuple queries for similarity learning. We introduce
the tuple query for similarity learning, present a novel set of assumptions for efficient
estimation of mutual information, and through the collection of new user-response datasets,
provide new insights into the gains acquired by using larger tuples in learning efficiency
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and query consistency. After testing on synthetic and real datasets, InfoTuple was found
to more effectively learn similarity-based object embeddings than random queries and
state-of-the-art triplet queries for both synthetic data (with a typical oracle model) and in a
real world experiment. The performance gains were especially evident for larger tuples and
even after normalizing for tuple size, indicating that the proposed selection objective that
maximizes the mutual information between the query response and the entire embedding
yields information gains that are not simply due to an increase in tuple size. Taken together,
these results suggest that large tuples selected with InfoTuple supply richer and more robust
embedding information than their triplet and random counterparts.
In practice, larger tuple sizes can provide more context for the oracle, increasing the
reliability of the responses without significant increases in labeling effort. In the pathological
extreme, the level of effort almost certainly outweighs the benefits of larger tuples, as an
oracle would have to provide a ranking over the entire dataset. Despite this downside in
extreme tuple sizes, our human study results indicate that performance increases hold up
in the real-world for moderate tuple sizes. This interesting tradeoff between informativeness per query and real-world oracle behavior merits a more comprehensive study on the
psychometric aspects of the problem, in the spirit of [16].
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CHAPTER 6
ACTIVE EMBEDDING SEARCH VIA NOISY PAIRED COMPARISONS

6.1

Preference Searching with Paired Comparisons

In this chapter,1 we consider the task of user preference learning, where we have a set of
items (e.g., movies, music, or food) embedded in a Euclidean space and aim to represent
the preferences of a user as a continuous point in the same space (rather than simply a rank
ordering over the items) so that their preference point is close to items the user likes and far
from items the user dislikes. To estimate this point, we consider a system using the method
of paired comparisons, where during a sequence of interactions a user chooses which of
two given items they prefer [145]. For instance, to characterize a person’s taste in food, we
might ask them which one of two dishes they would rather eat for a number of different
pairs of dishes. The recovered preference point can be used in various tasks, for instance in
the recommendation of nearby items, personalized product creation, or clustering of users
with similar preferences. We refer to the entire process of querying via paired comparisons
and continuous preference point estimation as pairwise search, and note that this is distinct
from the problem of searching for a single discrete item in the fixed dataset. A key goal
of ours is to actively choose the items in each query and demonstrate the advantage over
non-adaptive selection.
More specifically, given N items, there are O(N 2 ) possible paired comparisons. Querying all such pairs is not only prohibitively expensive for large datasets, but also unnecessary
since not all queries are informative; some queries are rendered obvious by the accumulation
1

The material before Section 6.5 is in collaboration with Dr. Andrew Massimino, Dr. Mark Davenport, and
Dr. Christopher Rozell. GC and AM contributed equally on most project components. GC was the lead author
of the associated publication in [4]. CR and MD supervised the project. Section 6.5 is in collaboration with
Matthew O’Shaughnessy, Dr. Mark Davenport, and Dr. Christopher Rozell. GC and MO contributed equally
to the project (which was initially developed during an overnight layover in Charles de Gaulle Airport) and
coauthored the resulting publication in [5]. CR and MD supervised the project.
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of evidence about the user’s preference point, while others are considered ambiguous due
to noise in the comparison process. Given these considerations, the main contribution of
this chapter is the design and analysis of two new query selection algorithms for pairwise
search that select the most informative pairs by directly modeling redundancy and noise
in user responses. While previous active algorithms have been designed for related paired
comparison models, none directly account for probabilistic user behavior as we do here.
To the best of our knowledge our work is the first attempt to search a low-dimensional
embedding for a continuous point via paired comparisons while directly modeling noisy
responses.
Our approach builds upon the popular technique in active learning and Bayesian experimental design of greedily maximizing information gain [39, 41, 20]. In our setting, this
corresponds to selecting pairs that maximize the mutual information between the user’s
response and the unknown location of their preference point. We provide new theoretical and computational insights into relationships between information gain maximization
and estimation error minimization in pairwise search, and present a lower bound on the
estimation error achievable by any query strategy.
Due to the known difficulty of analyzing greedy information gain maximization [19]
and the high computational cost of estimating mutual information for each pair in a pool,
we propose two strategies that each maximize new lower bounds on information gain and
are simpler to analyze and compute respectively. We present upper and lower bounds
on the performance of our first strategy, which then motivates the use of our second,
computationally cheaper strategy. We then demonstrate through simulations using a realworld dataset how both strategies perform comparably to information maximization while
outperforming state-of-the-art techniques and randomly selected queries.
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6.2

Background

6.2.1

Observation Model

Our goal in this work is to estimate a user’s preference point (denoted as vector w) with
respect to a given low-dimensional embedding of items constructed such that distances
between items are consistent with item similarities, where similar items are close together
and dissimilar items are far apart. While many items (e.g., images) exist in their raw form in
a high-dimensional space (e.g., pixel space), this low-dimensional representation of items
and user preferences offers the advantage of simple Euclidean relationships that directly
capture notions of preference and similarity, as well as mitigating the effects of the curse
of dimensionality in estimating preferences. Specifically, we suppose user preferences can
be captured via an ideal point model in which each item and user is represented using a
common set of parameters in Rd , and that a user’s overall preference for a particular item
decreases with the distance between that item and the user’s ideal point w [146]. This means
that any item placed exactly at the user would be considered “ideal” and would be the most
preferred over all other items. Although this model can be applied to the situation where a
particular item is sought, in general we do not assume the user point w to be co-located with
any item.
The embedding of the items can be constructed through a training set of triplet comparisons (paired comparisons regarding similarity of two items to a third reference item)
using one of several standard non-metric embedding techniques such as the Crowd Kernel
Learning [121] or Stochastic Triplet Embedding methods [122]. In this study, we assume
that such an embedding is given, presumably acquired through a large set of crowdsourced
training triplet comparisons. We do not consider this training set to be part of the learning cost in measuring a pairwise search algorithm’s efficiency, since our focus here is on
efficiently choosing paired comparisons to search an existing embedding.
In this work, we assume a noisy ideal point model where the probability of a user located
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Figure 6.1: Paired comparisons between items can be thought of as a set of noisy hyperplane
queries. In the high-fidelity case, this uniquely identifies a convex region of Rd . In general,
we have a posterior distribution which only approximates the shape of the ideal cell around
the true user point, depicted with an x.
at w choosing item p over item q in a paired comparison is modeled using

P (p ≺ q) = f (kpq (kw − qk2 − kw − pk2 )),

(6.1)

where p ≺ q denotes “item p is preferred to item q,” f (x) = 1/(1 + e−x ) is the logistic
function, and kpq ∈ [0, ∞) is the pair’s noise constant, which represents roughly the signalto-noise ratio of a particular query and may depend on the values of p and q. This type
of logistic noise model is common in psychometrics literature and bears similarity to the
Bradley–Terry model [139].
Note that eq. (6.1) can also be written as

P (p ≺ q) = f (kpq (aT w − b)),

where a = 2(p − q) and b = kpk2 − kqk2 encode the normal vector and threshold of a
hyperplane bisecting items p and q. After a number of such queries, the response model in
eq. (6.1) for each query can be multiplied to form a posterior belief about the location of w,
as depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Note that we allow the noise constant kpq to differ for each item pair to allow for differing
user behavior depending on the geometry of the items being compared. When kpq → ∞,
this supposes a user’s selection is made with complete certainty and cannot be erroneous.
Conversely, kpq = 0 corresponds to choosing items randomly with probability 1/2. Varying
kpq allows for differing reliability when items are far apart versus when they are close
together. Some concrete examples for setting this parameter are:

(1)
constant : kpq
= k0 ,

1
(2)
normalized : kpq
= k0 kak−1 = k0 k(p − q)k−1 ,
2

(K1)
(K2)

(3)
decaying : kpq
= k0 exp(−kak)

= k0 exp(−2k(p − q)k).

6.2.2

(K3)

Related Work

There is a rich literature investigating statistical inference from paired comparisons and
related ordinal query types. However, many of these works target a different problem than
considered here, such as constructing item embeddings [121], training classifiers [147],
selecting arms of bandits [148], and learning rankings [149, 126, 150, 151, 152] or scores
[153, 154] over items.
Paired comparisons have also been used for learning user preferences: [155] models user
preferences as a vector, but preferences are modeled as linear weightings of item features
rather than by relative distances between the user and items in an embedding, resulting in a
significantly different model (e.g., monotonic) of preference. [156] considers the task of
actively estimating the maximizer of an unknown preference function over items, while
[136] and [157] actively approximate the preference function itself, the former study notably
using information gain as a metric for selecting queries. Yet, these approaches are not
directly comparable to our methods since they do not consider a setting where user points
are assigned within an existing low-dimensional item embedding. [121] does consider the
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same item embedding structure as our setting and actively chooses paired comparisons
that maximize information gain for search, but only seeks discrete items within a fixed
dataset rather than estimating a continuous preference vector as we do here. Furthermore we
provide novel insights into selecting pairs via information gain maximization, and mainly
treat information gain for pairwise search as a baseline in this work since our primary focus
is instead on the development, analysis, and evaluation of alternative strategies inspired by
this approach.
The most directly relevant prior work to our setting consists of the theory and algorithms
developed in [158] and [116]. In [158], item pairs are selected in stages to approximate a
Gaussian point cloud that surrounds the current user point estimate and dyadically shrinks
in size with each new stage. In [116], previous query responses define a convex polytope in
d dimensions (as in Figure 6.1), and their algorithm only selects queries whose bisecting
hyperplanes intersect this feasible region. While this algorithm in its original form only
produces a rank ordering over the embedding items, for the sake of a baseline comparison
we extend it to produce a preference point estimate from the feasible region. Neither of
these studies fundamentally models or handles noise in their active selection algorithms;
slack variables are used in the user point estimation of [158] to allow for contradicting query
responses, but the presence of noise is not considered when selecting queries. In an attempt
to filter non-persistent noise (the type encountered in our work), [116] simply repeat each
query multiple times and take a majority vote as the user response, but the items in the query
pair are still selected using the same method as in the noiseless setting. Nevertheless, these
methods provide an important baseline.

6.3

Query Selection

We now proceed to describe the pair selection problem in detail along with various theoretical
and computational considerations. We show that the goal of selecting pairwise queries to
minimize estimation error leads naturally to the strategy of information maximization and
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subsequently to the development of our two novel selection strategies.

6.3.1

Minimizing Estimation Error

Let W ∈ Rd (d ≥ 2) denote a random vector encoding the user’s preference point, assumed
for the sake of analysis to be drawn from a uniform distribution over the hypercube [− 12 , 12 ]d
denoted by the prior density of p0 (w). Let Yi ∈ {0, 1} denote the binary response to
the ith paired comparison involving items pi and qi , with Yi = 0 indicating a preference
for qi and Yi = 1 a preference for pi . After i queries, we have the vector of responses
Y i = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . Yi }. We assume that each response Yi is conditionally independent from
previous responses Y i−1 when conditioned on preference W . Applying this assumption in
conjunction with a recursive application of Bayes’ rule, after i queries we have a posterior
density of
i

pi (w) ≡ p(w|Y ) =

p0 (w)

Qi

j=1 p(Yj |w)
,
p(Y i )

(6.2)

where p(Yi |w) is given by the model in eq. (6.1). This logistic likelihood is log-concave, and
since p0 (w) is also log-concave we have from Section 2.1 that the posterior density given in
eq. (6.2) is log-concave.
Suppose that after i queries, the posterior pi (w) is used to produce a Bayesian user point
ci . We denote the mean squared error for this estimate by MSEi = EW |Y i [kW −
estimate W
ci k22 ], which provides a direct measure of our estimation error and is a quantity we wish
W
to minimize by adaptively selecting queries based on previous responses. One approach
might be to greedily select an item pair such that MSEi+1 is minimized in expectation after
the user responds. However, this would require both updating the posterior distribution
and estimating MSEi+1 for each possible response over all item pairs. This would be
very computationally expensive since under our model there is no closed-form solution
for MSEi+1 , and so each such evaluation requires a “lookahead” batch of Monte Carlo
samples from the posterior. Specifically, if S posterior samples are generated for each
MSEi+1 evaluation over a candidate pool of M pairs at a computational cost of C per
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sample generation, and MSEi+1 is estimated with O(dS) operations per pair, this strategy
requires O((C + d)SM ) computations to select each query. This is undesirable for adaptive
querying settings where typically data sets are large (resulting in a large number of candidate
pairwise queries) and queries need to be selected in or close to real-time.
Instead, consider the covariance matrix of the user point posterior after i queries, denoted
as
ΣW |Y i = E[(W − E[W |Y i ])(W − E[W |Y i ])T |Y i ].
For the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimator, given by the posterior mean
ci = E[W |Y i ], we have
W
1

MSEi = Tr(ΣW |Y i ) ≥ d|ΣW |Y i | d ,

where the last inequality follows from the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (AM–
GM) [159]. This implies that a necessary condition for a low MSE is for the posterior
volume, defined here as the determinant of the posterior covariance matrix, to also be low.
Unfortunately, actively selecting queries that greedily minimize posterior volume is too
computationally expensive to be useful in practice since this also requires a set of “lookahead”
posterior samples for each candidate pair and possible response, resulting in a computational
complexity of O(((C + d2 )S + d3 )M ) to select each query from the combined cost per
pair of generating samples (O(CS)), estimating ΣW |Y i (O(d2 S)), and calculating |ΣW |Y i |
(O(d3 )).

6.3.2

Information Theoretic Framework

By utilizing statistical tools from information theory, we can select queries that approximately minimize posterior volume (and hence tend to encourage low MSE) at a more
reasonable computationally cost. Furthermore, an information theoretic approach provides
convenient analytical tools which we use to provide performance guarantees for the query
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selection methods we present.
Towards this end, we define the posterior entropy as the differential entropy of the
posterior distribution after i queries:

i

Z

hi (W ) ≡ h(W |y ) = −

pi (w) log2 (pi (w))dw.

(6.3)

w

As we show in the following lemma, the posterior entropy of log-concave distributions is
both upper and lower bounded by a monotonically increasing function of posterior volume,
implying that low posterior entropy is both necessary and sufficient for low posterior volume,
and hence a necessary condition for low MSE. The proofs of this lemma and subsequent
results are provided in the supplementary material.
Lemma 6.3.1. For a log-concave posterior distribution p(w|Y i ) in d ≥ 2 dimensions, where
√
cd = e2 d2 /(4 2(d + 2)),
1

2|ΣW |Y i | d
1
d
d
log2
≤ hi (W ) ≤ log2 (2πe|ΣW |Y i | d ).
2
2
e cd
2
This relationship between MSE, posterior volume, and posterior entropy suggests a
strategy of selecting queries that minimize the posterior entropy after each query. Since the
actual user response is unknown at the time of query selection, we seek to minimize the
expected posterior entropy after a response is made, i.e., EYi+1 [hi+1 (W )|y i ]. Using a standard
result from information theory, we have EYi [hi (W )|y i−1 ] = hi−1 (W ) − I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ),
where I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) is the mutual information between the location of the unknown user
point and the user response, conditioned on previous responses. Examining this identity, we
observe that selecting queries that minimize the expected posterior entropy is equivalent to
selecting queries that maximize the mutual information between the user point and the user
response, referred to here as the information gain.
In this setting, it is generally difficult to obtain sharp performance bounds for query
selection via information gain maximization. Instead, we use information theoretic tools
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along with Lemma 6.3.1 to provide a lower bound on MSE for any estimator and query
selection scheme in a manner similar to [160] and [27]:
ci after i queries, the MSE (averaged
Theorem 6.3.2. For any user point estimate given by W
over user points and query responses) for any selection strategy is bounded by
i

−2 d
ci k2 ≥ d2
EW,Y i kW − W
.
2
2πe

This result implies that the best rate of decrease in MSE one can hope for is exponential
in the number of queries and slows down in a matter inversely proportional to the dimension,
indicating quicker possible preference convergence in settings with lower dimensional
embeddings. To estimate the information gain of a query, we can use the symmetry of
mutual information to write

I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) = H(Yi |y i−1 ) − H(Yi |W, y i−1 )
X
H(Yi |y i−1 ) = −
p(Yi |y i−1 ) log2 p(Yi |y i−1 )

(6.4)
(6.5)

Yi ∈{0,1}

H(Yi |w, y i−1 ) = −

X

p(Yi |w) log2 p(Yi |w)

(6.6)

Yi ∈{0,1}

H(Yi |W, y i−1 ) = EW |yi−1 [H(Yi |W, y i−1 )].

(6.7)

Unlike the greedy MSE and posterior volume minimization strategies, information gain
estimation only requires a single batch of posterior samples at each round of query selection,
which is used to estimate the discrete entropy quantities in eqs. (6.4) to (6.7). Eq. (6.4) can
be estimated in O(dS) operations per pair, resulting in a computational cost of O(dSM )
for selecting each query, which although more computationally feasible than the methods
proposed so far is still likely prohibitive for highly accurate information gain estimates over
a large pool of candidate pairs.
Because of these analytical and computational challenges, we develop two strategies
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that mimic the action of maximizing information gain while being more analytically and
computationally tractable, respectively. In the next section we present our first strategy,
which we analyze for more refined upper and lower bounds on the number of queries needed
to shrink the posterior to a desired volume. Then we introduce a second strategy which
benefits from reduced computational complexity while still remaining theoretically coupled
to maximizing information gain.

6.3.3

Strategy 1: Equiprobable, Max-variance

In developing an approximation for information gain maximization, consider the scenario
where arbitrary pairs of items can be generated (unconstrained to a given dataset), resulting
in a bisecting hyperplane parameterized by (ai , bi ). In practice, such queries might correspond to the generation of synthetic items via tools such as generative adversarial networks
[161]. With this freedom, we could consider an equiprobable query strategy where bi is
selected so that each item in the query will be chosen by the user with probability 12 . This
strategy is motivated by the fact that the information gain of query i is upper bounded by
H(Yi |y i−1 ), which is maximized if and only if the response probability is equiprobable [27].
To motivate the selection of query hyperplane directions, we define a query’s projected
variance, denoted as σi2 , as the variance of the posterior marginal in the direction of a query’s
hyperplane, i.e., σi2 = aTi ΣW |yi−1 ai . This corresponds to a measure of how far away the user
point is from the hyperplane query, in expectation over the posterior distribution. With this
notation, we have the following lower bound on information gain for equiprobable queries.
Proposition 6.3.3. For any “equiprobable” query scheme with noise constant ki and
projected variance σi2 , for any choice of constant 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 we have

I(W ; Yi |y

i−1


  ck σ 
i i
) ≥ 1 − hb f
(1 − c) =: Lc,ki (σi ),
2

where hb (p) = −p log2 p − (1 − p) log2 (1 − p).
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This lower bound is monotonically increasing with ki σi and achieves a maximum
information gain of 1 bit at ki → ∞ and/or σi → ∞ (with an appropriate choice of c). This
suggests choosing ai that maximize projected variance in addition to selecting bi according
to the equiprobable strategy. Together, we refer to the selection of equiprobable queries
in the direction of largest projected variance as the equiprobable-max-variance scheme, or
EPMV for short.
Our primary result concerns the expected number of comparisons (or query complexity)
sufficient to reduce the posterior volume below a specified threshold set a priori, using
EPMV.
Theorem 6.3.4. For the EPMV query scheme with each selected query satisfying ki kai k ≥
1

kmin for some constant kmin > 0, consider the stopping time Tε = min{i : |ΣW |yi | d < ε} for
stopping threshold ε > 0. For τ1 =

d
2

1
log2 ( 2πeε
) and τ2 =

τ2 + 1
1
τ1 ≤ E[Tε ] ≤ τ2 +
−
l(τ2 )
l(τ2 )
where l(x) = Lc,kmin



2
√

−x
d

2πe



d
2

Z

log2

e2 cd
,
2ε

we have

τ2

l(x)dx,
0

for any constant 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 as defined in Proposition 6.3.3.

Furthermore, the lower bound is true for any query selection scheme.
This result follows from a martingale stopping-time analysis of the entropy at each query.
Our next theorem presents a looser upper bound, but is more easily interpretable.
Theorem 6.3.5. The EPMV scheme, under the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.3.4,
satisfies


1
E[Tε ] = O d log +
ε



1
2
εkmin



1
d log
ε

Furthermore, for any query scheme, E[Tε ] = Ω d log 1ε .
2


.

This result has a favorable dependence on the dimension d, and the upper bound can
be interpreted as a blend between two rates, one of which matches that of the generic
lower bound. The second term in the upper bound provides some evidence that our ability
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to recover w worsens as kmin decreases. This is intuitively unsurprising since small kmin
corresponds to the case where queries are very noisy. We hypothesize that the absence of
such a penalty term in the lower bound is an artifact of our analysis, since increasing noise
levels (i.e., decreasing kmin ) should limit achievable performance by any querying strategy.
On the other hand, for asymptotically large ki , we have the following corollary:
Corollary 6.3.1. In the noiseless setting (kmin → ∞), EPMV has optimal expected stopping
time complexity for posterior volume stopping.

Proof. When kmin → ∞, from Theorem 6.3.5 E[Tε ] = O d log 1ε ; for any scheme, E[Tε ] =

Ω d log 1ε .
Taken together, these results suggest that EPMV is optimal with respect to posterior
volume minimization up to a penalty term which decreases to zero for large noise constants.
While low posterior volume is only a necessary condition for low MSE, this result could be
strengthened to an upper bound on MSE by bounding the condition number of the posterior
covariance matrix, which is left to future work. Yet, as we empirically demonstrate in
Section 6.4, in practice our methods are very successful in reducing MSE.
While EPMV was derived under the assumption of arbitrary hyperplane queries, depending on the application we may have to select a pair from a fixed pool of items in a
given dataset. For this purpose we propose a metric for any candidate pair that, when
maximized over all pairs in a pool, approximates the behavior of EPMV. For a pair with
items p and q in item pool P, let apq = 2(p − q) and bpq = kpk2 − kqk2 denote the weights
and threshold parameterizing the bisecting hyperplane. We choose a pair that maximizes the
utility function (for some λ > 0)

η1 (p, q; λ) = kpq

q
1
aTpq ΣW |Y i−1 apq − λ pb1 −
2

(6.8)

pb1 = P (Yi = 1|Y i−1 ) = EW |Y i−1 [f (kpq (aTpq W − bpq ))].
This has the effect of selecting queries which are close to equiprobable and align with the
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direction of largest variance, weighted by kpq to prefer higher fidelity queries. While ΣW |Y i−1
can be estimated once from a batch of posterior samples, pb1 must be estimated for each
candidate pair in O(dS) operations, resulting in a computational cost of O(dSM ) which is
on the same order as directly maximizing information gain. For this reason, we develop a
second strategy that approximates EPMV while significantly reducing the computational
cost.

6.3.4

Strategy 2: Mean-cut, Max-variance

Our second strategy is a mean-cut strategy where bi is selected such that the query hyperplane
passes through the posterior mean, i.e. aTi E[W |Y i−1 ] − bi = 0. For such a strategy, we have
the following proposition:
Proposition 6.3.6. For mean-cut queries with noise constant ki and projected variance σi2
we have
1
e − 2 ln 2
≤
+
2
2e
ki σi
!
1
ln 2
π 2 (log2 e)
and, I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) ≥ hb
−
−
.
e ki σi
3ki σi
p(Yi |y i−1 ) −

For large projected variances, we observe that |p(Yi |y i−1 ) − 12 | / 0.14, suggesting
that mean-cut queries are somewhat of an approximation to equiprobable queries in this
setting. Furthermore, notice that the lower bound to information gain in Proposition 6.3.6
is a monotonically increasing function of the projected variance. As σi → ∞, this bound
approaches hb (1/e) ≈ 0.95 which is nearly sharp since a query’s information gain is
upper bounded by 1 bit. This implies some correspondence between maximizing a query’s
information gain and maximizing the projected variance, as was the case in EPMV. Hence,
our second strategy selects mean-cut, maximum variance queries (referred to as MCMV) and
serves as an approximation to EPMV while still maximizing a lower bound on information
gain.
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Algorithm 3: Pairwise search with noisy comparisons
Input: item set X , parameters S, β, λ
P ← set of all pairwise queries from items in X
f0 , µ0 , Σ0 ← initialize from samples of prior
W
for i = 1 to T do
Pβ ← uniformly downsample P at rate 0 < β ≤ 1
fi−1 )
InfoGain: pi , qi ← arg max η0 (p, q; W
p,q∈Pβ

fi−1 )
EPMV: pi , qi ← arg max η1 (p, q; λ, W
p,q∈Pβ

MCMV: pi , qi ← arg max η2 (p, q; λ, µi−1 , Σi−1 )
p,q∈Pβ

yi ← PairedComparison(pi , qi ) , y i ← yi ∪ y i−1 .
fi ← batch of S samples from posterior W |Y i
W
fi ), Covariance(W
fi )
µi , Σi ← Mean(W
ci ← µi
W
end for
cT
Output: user point estimate W
For implementing MCMV over a fixed pool of pairs (rather than arbitrary hyperplanes),
we calculate the orthogonal distance of each pair’s hyperplane to the posterior mean as
|aTpq E[W |Y i−1 ] − bpq |/kapq k2 and the projected variance as aTpq ΣW |Y i−1 apq . We choose a
pair that maximizes the following function which is a tradeoff (tuned by λ > 0) between
minimizing distance to the posterior mean, maximizing noise constant, and maximizing
projected variance:

η2 (p, q; λ) = kpq

q

aTpq ΣW |Y i−1 apq

|aTpq E[W |Y i−1 ] − bpq |
−λ
.
kapq k2

(6.9)

This strategy is attractive from a computational standpoint since the posterior mean E[W |Y i−1 ]
and covariance ΣW |Y i−1 can be estimated once in O(d2 S) computations, and subsequent
calculation of the hyperplane distance from mean and projected variance requires only
O(d2 ) computations per pair. Overall, this implementation of the MCMV strategy has a
computational complexity of O(d2 (S + M )), which scales more favorably than both the
information gain maximization and EPMV strategies.
We unify the information gain (referred to as InfoGain), EPMV, and MCMV query
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selection methods under a single framework described in Algorithm 3. At each round
of querying, a pair is selected that maximizes a utility function η(p, q) over a randomly
downsampled pool of candidates pairs, with η0 (p, q) ≡ I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) for InfoGain and η1
from eq. (6.8) and η2 from eq. (6.9) denoting the utility functions of EPMV and MCMV,
f as an input to η0 and η1
respectively. We include a batch of posterior samples denoted by W
to emphasize their dependence on posterior sampling, and add mean and covariance inputs
to η2 since once these are estimated, MCMV requires no additional samples to select pairs.
For all methods, we estimate the user point as the mean of the sample batch since this is the
MMSE estimator.

6.4

Results

To evaluate our approach, we constructed a realistic embedding (from a set of training
user-response triplets) consisting of multidimensional item points and simulated our pairwise search methods over randomly generated preference points and user responses. We
constructed an item embedding of the Yummly Food-10k dataset of [141, 135], consisting
of 958,479 publicly available triplet comparisons assessing relative similarity among 10,000
food items. The item coordinates are derived from the crowdsourced triplets using the
popular probabilistic multidimensional scaling algorithm of [121] and the implementation
obtained from the NEXT project2 .

6.4.1

Methods Comparison

We compare InfoGain, EPMV, and MCMV as described in Algorithm 3 against several
baseline methods:
Random: pairs are selected uniformly at random and user preferences are estimated as the
posterior mean.
GaussCloud-Q: pairs are chosen to approximate a Gaussian point cloud around the prefer2

http://nextml.org
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ence estimate that shrinks dyadically over Q stages, as detailed in [158].
ActRank-Q: pairs are selected that intersect a feasible region of preference points and
queried Q times; a majority vote is then taken to determine a single response, which is used
with the pair hyperplane to further constrain the feasible set [116]. Since the original goal of
the algorithm was to rank embedding items rather than estimate a continuous preference
point, it does not include a preference estimation procedure; in our implementation we
estimate user preference as the Chebyshev center of the feasible region since it is the deepest
point in the set and is simple to compute [159].
In each simulation trial, we generate a point W uniformly at random from the hypercube
[−1, 1]d and collect paired comparisons using the item points in our embedding according to
the methods described above. The response probability of each observation follows eq. (6.1)
(referred to herein as the “logistic” model), using each of the three schemes for choosing kpq
described in (K1) through (K3). In each scheme we optimized the value of k0 over the set of
training triplets via maximum-likelihood estimation according to the logistic model. We use
the Stan Modeling Language [162] to generate posterior samples when required, since our
model is log-concave and therefore is particularly amenable to Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods [163].
Note that unlike GaussCloud-Q and ActRank-Q, the Random, InfoGain, EPMV, and
MCMV methods directly exploit a user response model in the selection of pairs and estimation of preference points, which can be advantageous when a good model of user responses
is available. Below we empirically test each method in this matched scenario, where the
noise type (logistic) and the model for kpq (e.g., “constant”, “normalized”, or “decaying”)
are revealed to the algorithms. We also test a mismatched scenario by generating response
noise according to a non-logistic response model while the methods above continue to
calculate the posterior as if the responses were logistic. Specifically, we generate responses
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according to a “Gaussian” model

yi = sign(kpq (aTi w − bi ) + Z)

Z ∼ N (0, 1),

where k0 and the model for kpq are selected using maximum-likelihood estimation on the
training triplets.

6.4.2

Mean Squared Error Evaluation

The left column of Figure 6.2 plots the MSE of each method’s estimate with respect to
the ground truth location over the course of a pairwise search run. In the matched model
case of Figure 6.2a, our strategies outperform Random, ActRank-Q, and GaussCloud-Q
for multiple values of Q by a substantial margin. Furthermore, both of our strategies
performed similarity to InfoGain, corroborating their design as information maximization
approximations. Note that Random outperforms the other baseline methods, supporting the
use of Bayesian estimation in this setting (separately from the task of active query selection).
Although mismatched noise results in decreased performance overall in Figure 6.2c, the
same relative trends between the methods as in Figure 6.2a are evident.

6.4.3

Item Ranking Evaluation

We also consider each method’s performance with respect to ranking embedding items in
relation to a preference point. For each trial, a random set of 15 items is sampled from
the embedding without replacement and ranked according to their distance to a user point
estimate. This ranking is compared to the ground truth ranking produced by the true user
point by calculating a normalized Kendall’s Tau distance, which is 0 for identical rankings
and 1 for completely discordant rankings [116]. This metric measures performance in the
context of a recommender system type task (a common application of preference learning)
rather than solely measuring preference estimation error. This metric is depicted in the right
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column of Figure 6.2, for the matched model case in Figure 6.2b and mismatched case
in Figure 6.2d. The same trends as observed in MSE analysis occur, with our strategies
performing similarly to InfoGain and outperforming all other methods. This is a particularly
noteworthy result in that our method produces more accurate rankings than ActRank-Q,
which to our knowledge is the state-of-the-art method in active embedding ranking.

(a) Estimation error: matched logistic
noise, d = 4

(b) Ranking performance: matched logistic noise,
d=4

(c) Estimation error: mismatched Gaussian noise, d = 4

(d) Ranking performance: mismatched Gaussian
noise, d = 4

Figure 6.2: Performance evaluation over 80 simulated search queries, averaged over 50 trials
per method and plotted with ± one standard error. (Left Column) MSE. (Right Column) for
each trial, a batch of 15 items was uniformly sampled without replacement from the dataset,
and the normalized Kendall’s Tau distance (lower distance is better) was calculated between
a ranking of these items by distance to the ground truth preference point and a ranking by
distance to the estimated point. To get an unbiased estimate, this metric was averaged over
1000 batches per trial, and error bars calculated with respect to the number of trials. (Top
Row) “normalized” logistic model with matching noise in d = 4. (Bottom Row) “decaying”
logistic model with mismatched Gaussian “normalized” noise in d = 4. Additional plots
testing a wider selection of parameters are available in the supplement. Overall, our new
strategies (EPMV, MCMV) outperform existing methods and also perform comparably to
information gain maximization (InfoGain), which they were designed to approximate.
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6.5

Extension to Ideal Point Estimation with Dynamics

In this section, we discuss an extension of pairwise search to the case where the ideal point
evolves over time according to unknown dynamics. Many applications for pairwise search
can be naturally extended to include time-varying dynamics and system identification. For
example, in a simple two- or three-dimensional setting one might wish to triangulate an
object’s location using an array of sensors, where the only available information is which
of any two given sensors the object is closer to (since exact sensor range measurements
might be unavailable or too noisy to be utilized directly). Rather than being static and a
known object type, the localized object may be one of several vehicle types navigating along
a path. In this case, one may wish to jointly estimate the vehicle’s position, velocity, and
acceleration (state estimation), as well as identify the vehicle type from its dynamics (system
identification). In higher dimensional settings such as recommender systems [155, 156, 164,
149, 126, 150, 151, 152], a user’s preferences between pairs of items may change with time,
and these changes may be characteristic of one of several user phenotypes. While the task
of selecting pairs and estimating the state vector has been studied in the static case [4, 165,
166, 158], the time-varying setting has not been addressed.
Mathematically, we consider the problem of tracking the evolution of a vector w ∈ Rd
which varies over time according to an unknown dynamics model f as
 
wt 
xt =   ,
vt

xt+1 = f (xt ) + νt+1 ,

x0 ∼ P0 ,

(6.10)

where vt ∈ Rl is a vector of latent state variables (e.g., velocity and acceleration) which
together with wt comprise the state vector xt ∈ Rd+l . The dynamics are perturbed by
innovation noise νt+1 ∼ N (0, R) with known covariance R. We assume that f is drawn
from a finite set of candidate dynamics models F = {f1 , f2 , . . . fK } with prior distribution
pf (fi ), and that the initial state is drawn from a known prior distribution P0 .
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pi

qi

wt+1
f
wt

f
wt−1
Figure 6.3: We consider the problem of using paired comparisons to jointly infer the
trajectory of the state w0M and the dynamics model f ∈ F that describes its evolution.
At each time step t = 0, . . . , M , we can access the state only through binary measurements consisting of paired comparisons that indicate which of two landmark points wt is
closer to. Our task is to actively select a sequence of paired comparisons between landmark
pairs to jointly estimate the state trajectory xM
0 and identify the true dynamics model f .
In Section 6.5.1, we extend ideas for active selection of paired comparisons from
the static setting to the time-varying setting, and use these insights in Section 6.5.2 to
describe our Bayesian particle filter-based method for measurement selection, state tracking,
and system identification. We illustrate the operation of our method with an example in
Section 6.5.3, and evaluate its performance in Section 6.5.4.

6.5.1 Measurement Selection
At each time step t we take a measurement of the form kpt − wt k ≷ kqt − wt k, where
pt , qt are selected from a known set of landmark points X ⊂ Rd . Geometrically, this paired
comparison indicates that wt lies on one side of the hyperplane bisecting points pt and qt ,
as illustrated in Figure 6.3. This hyperplane is defined by normal vector at =
intercept bt =

kpt k2 −kqt k2
2kpt −qt k

pt −qt
kpt −qt k

and

. However, in many practical applications we can access only noisy

measurements, where comparisons are more likely to be erroneous when wt is equidistant
from the landmark points (i.e., close to the bisecting hyperplane). To represent this type of
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observation noise, we denote the tth measurement by Yt ∈ {0, 1}, where Yt = 1 indicates
that wt is closer to pt and Yt = 0 indicates that wt is closer to qt . We then model Yt with the
logistic likelihood
p(Yt = 1 | wt ) =

1
T

1 + e−k(at wt −bt )

,

(6.11)

where k represents the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. We assume that Yt depends
only on wt ; that is, letting A ⊥
⊥ B | C denote that A is conditionally independent of B
given C, we have Yt ⊥
⊥ wu | wt for u 6= t, Yt ⊥
⊥ v0M | wt , and Yt ⊥
⊥ f | wt . We adopt
a Bayesian framework, representing our knowledge of the state xt and dynamics model


f by the posterior densities p xt | y0t−1 and p fi | y0t−1 , where yt denotes an observed
instantiation of Yt .
A natural question arising in this stochastic measurement model is how to select the
measured paired comparison at each time step. In the static setting, as we described earlier
in this chapter it has been shown that some measurements become more informative than
others as w is localized, and dramatic improvements in inference are possible by adaptively
selecting landmark points [158, 4]. In the time-varying setting considered here, at each time
step we wish to select the landmark points (pt , qt ) defining measurement Yt that provide
the most information about the trajectory xM
0 and the dynamics model f . We propose a
similar approach as earlier in the chapter by selecting paired comparisons that maximize
the information gain [20] each measurement provides about both the state trajectory and
dynamics model, defined as the mutual information between the measurement Yt and
t−1
unknown trajectory xM
0 and dynamics f , conditioned on the previous measurements y0 :


t−1
(pt , qt ) = arg max I Yt ; xM
.
0 , f | y0

(6.12)

p,q∈X

Intuitively, this quantity represents the amount a paired comparison decreases our uncertainty
about the trajectory and dynamics model.
Because we seek to jointly infer the trajectory and dynamics model, it is at first unclear
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whether one should select measurements that are more informative about the trajectory or
about the model. However, the conditional independence of the measurement model in
eq. (6.11) greatly simplifies this design choice: applying the chain rule of mutual information
[27] to eq. (6.12) and simplifying using the conditional independences admitted by our
model yields

t−1
M
M
t−1
I(Yt ; xM
0 , f | y0 ) = I(Yt ; w0 , v0 , f | y0 )

= I(Yt ; w0M | y0t−1 ) + I(Yt ; v0M |w0M , y0t−1 ) + I(Yt ; f | w0M , v0M , y0t−1 )
= I(Yt ; w0M | y0t−1 )
M
|wt , y0t−1 )
= I(Yt ; wt | y0t−1 ) + I(Yt ; w0t−1 , wt+1

= I(Yt ; wt | y0t−1 ).

Therefore, jointly maximizing the information gain with respect to the entire state trajectory
and underlying dynamics model is equivalent to simply selecting paired comparisons that
maximize the information gain about wt .
6.5.2

Methods

Unfortunately, the measurement likelihood in eq. (6.11) does not admit a closed-form expression for the information gain I(Yt ; wt | y0t−1 ) of a candidate pair, and approximating it
with samples from the posterior p(wt |y0t−1 ) is computationally prohibitive when evaluating
a large pool of pairs. Instead, as in the static case we approximate the action of maximizing
information gain by using the MCMV selection strategy, selecting the pair whose bisecting
hyperplane cuts through the posterior mean in the direction of maximum variance. Specifically, we select measurements by evaluating an acquisition function for each candidate pair
in a downsampled pair pool and selecting the maximizing pair, as described in Algorithm 4.
As described previously, this procedure has a computational complexity that scales favorably
with the number of candidate pairs, and is a provable approximation to information gain
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maximization.
To select measurement pairs using MCMV, we need to evaluate the posterior mean




µt := Ewt wt |y0t−1 and covariance Σt := Ewt (wt − µt )(wt − µt )T |y0t−1 , which can be
computed as

µt =

X

Σt =

X



Ewt wt |fi , y0t−1 p(fi |y0t−1 )

(6.13)



Ewt wt wtT |fi , y0t−1 p(fi |y0t−1 ) − µt µTt .

(6.14)

i

i

After taking a measurement, we update the posteriors over xt and f , estimate the state as the
posterior mean

x
bt := E[xt |y0t−1 ] =

X



Ext xt |fi , y0t−1 p(fi |y0t−1 ),

(6.15)

i

and update the dynamics model posterior as
p(yt |fi , y0t−1 )p(fi |y0t−1 )
p(y |y t−1 )
 t 0

Ewt p(yt |wt )|fi , y0t−1 p(fi |y0t−1 )


=P
.
t−1
E
p(y
|w
)|f
,
y
p(fj |y0t−1 )
w
t
t
j
t
0
j

p(fi |y0t ) =

(6.16)

We observe that to calculate each of these quantities we can simply track a separate state
posterior p(xt |y0t−1 , fi ) for each candidate dynamical system i = 1, . . . , K, from which we
can compute the necessary expected values.
Because our pairwise measurement process eq. (6.11) is nonlinear, we cannot use the
closed form updates of the Kalman filter to track each posterior p(xt |y0t−1 , fi ). Instead, we
use the particle filter, which allows us to incorporate both the nonlinear likelihood and
an arbitrary (potentially nonlinear) candidate dynamics models [167]. In the particle filter
framework, the required probability distributions are represented by Monte Carlo particles
which can be propagated through the candidate dynamics models fi . We use N particles to
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Algorithm 4: MCMV-DF using particle filter
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Draw N particles from p0 (x) for each candidate dynamics model
for t = 1, . . . , M do
Estimate state x
bt using eq. (6.15)
Estimate µt and Σt from all particles using eq. (6.13) through eq. (6.14)
Pβ ← downsample setqof candidate pairs at rate β
(pt , qt ) ← arg maxPβ

aTpq Σt apq − |aTpq µt − bpq |

yt ← PairedComparison(pt , qt ), y0t ← yt ∪ y0t−1
for i = 1, . . . , K do
Resample particles using likelihood eq. (6.11)
Propagate particles through dynamics eq. (6.10)
end for
Update p(fi |y0t ) using eq. (6.16)
end for
f ← arg maxfi p(fi )

represent the state posterior associated with each candidate dynamics model, resulting in
a total of N K tracked particles. We present our algorithm in its entirety, called mean-cut
max-variance dynamic filtering (MCMV-DF), in Algorithm 4.

6.5.3

Explanatory Example

Figure 6.4 illustrates our approach with a stylized numerical example. We track a point
w ∈ R2 evolving purely along the horizontal axis according to a spring-like system, with
latent state v ∈ R4 representing velocity and acceleration in each dimension. We consider
K = 2 candidate dynamics models: the true dynamical system fh , and a similar system
fv that evolves purely along the vertical axis. We run MCMV-DF for M = 100 time steps
and observe the inferred state and dynamics model posteriors. As MCMV-DF converges
to correctly identify the true (horizontal) dynamical system fh at approximately t = 40
(as shown in (d) by the posterior probability p(fh |y0t−1 ) approaching unity), the vertical
position estimate becomes more accurate. This is reflected in both the tight distribution
of probability mass around w
bv (t) in (a) and (c) and the closer to vertical orientation of the
hyperplanes corresponding to measurements y25 and y75 in (a). This vertical orientation
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Figure 6.4: Stylized demonstration of MCMV-DF. (a) Posterior position distributions at three
time instants. Surface plots: state posterior p(wt |y0t−1 ); red circles: particles representing
p(wt |y0t−1 , fi ) ∀ fi with opaqueness representing p(fi |y0t−1 ); cyan target: true position wt ;
yellow line: hyperplane corresponding to selected measurement (pt , qt ). (b-c) True trajectory
and recovered marginal posterior p(wt |y0t−1 ) for horizontal and vertical components of
position; shaded region corresponds to 95% confidence interval on posterior. (d) Posterior
over dynamics models p(fh |y0t−1 ) and p(fv |y0t−1 ).
maximizes variance after the trajectory has been identified as purely along the horizontal
axis. As the measurements begin to focus on accurately estimating the horizontal position,
the horizontal position estimates also become more accurate, as displayed in (b).

6.5.4

Numerical Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of MCMV-DF with simulations on synthetic
data, evaluating the effects of observation and innovation noise as well as the number
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of candidate dynamical systems K on the accuracy of trajectory estimation and system
identification. In both experiments, we randomly generate an initial state x0 ∼ N (0, I) with
dimensionality d = l = 4 and compute its trajectory using eq. (6.10) and f with R = σ 2 I
for various settings of σ 2 . We generate 1500 landmark points, distributed in R4 as N (0, σp2 I)
with σp2 = 9, and use the downsampling rate β = 0.01 when selecting landmark points for
measurements.
In each trial, we generate K random linear dynamics models f1 , . . . , fK by placing d + l
eigenvalues in complex conjugate pairs on the unit circle (making the resulting systems


marginally stable) at angles distributed as θ ∼ U π6 , π3 (controlling the velocity of the
resulting trajectories), with random orthogonal eigenvectors. We arbitrarily select one of the
K candidate dynamics models as the true system.
In Figure 6.5, we evaluate the accuracy of tracking and identification with four different
noise levels. To set the observation noise level, we vary the signal-to-noise constant k in
eq. (6.11): “low” observation noise corresponds to k = 10 (resulting in approximately 5%
incorrect comparisons), and “high” observation noise corresponds to k = 1 (resulting in
approximately 25% incorrect comparisons). The “low” and “high” values of innovation
noise are σ 2 = 10−3 and σ 2 = 10−2 , respectively. Figure 6.5 shows the tracking error of the
entire state x, kxt − x
bt k2 , and posterior probability of the true dynamics model p(f |y0t−1 )
over a horizon of M = 40 time steps. We observe that MCMV-DF successfully identifies
the true dynamics system in a modest number of measurements and quickly achieves low
state estimation error. Increasing the observation and innovation noise reduces estimation
accuracy and increases the number of time steps required to identify the true dynamical
system, but our method still tracks the state and eventually recovers the correct dynamics
model.
In Figure 6.6, we evaluate the effect of the number of candidate dynamics models K
on MCMV-DF’s performance with fixed noise levels k = 3 (resulting in approximately
15% incorrect comparisons) and σ 2 = 5 × 10−3 . We observe that the higher complexity
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Figure 6.5: Tracking performance as observation noise (“obs”) and innovation noise (“inn”)
levels change; each point shows the median over 200 trials. (a) Trajectory reconstruction
accuracy, shown as error kxt − x
bt k2 at each time step. (b) Dynamical system identification,
shown as posterior probability of true system p(f |y0t−1 ).
of the set of candidate systems F resulting from increasing K makes the problem harder,
reducing tracking accuracy and increasing the number of time steps required to identify the
true dynamical system; however, system recovery is still possible.

6.6

Discussion

Our simulations in Section 6.4 demonstrate that both InfoGain approximation methods,
EPMV and MCMV, significantly outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in active preference estimation in the context of low-dimensional item embeddings with noisy user
responses, and perform similarity to InfoGain, the method they were designed to approximate. This is true even when generating noise according to a different model than the one
used for Bayesian estimation. These empirical results support the theoretical connections
between EPMV, MCMV, and InfoGain presented in this study, and suggest that the posterior
volume reduction properties of EPMV may in fact allow for MSE reduction guarantees.
These results also highlight the attractiveness of MCMV, which proved to be a top
performer in embedding preference learning yet is computationally efficient and simple to
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Figure 6.6: Tracking performance as the number of candidate dynamics models K increases;
each point shows the median over 200 trials. (a) Trajectory reconstruction accuracy, shown
as error kxt − x
bt k2 at each time step. (b) Dynamical system identification, shown as posterior
probability of true system p(f |y0t−1 ).
implement. This technique may also find utility as a subsampling strategy in supervised
learning settings with implicit pairwise feedback, such as in [164]. Furthermore, although
in this work pairs were drawn from a fixed embedding, MCMV is easily adaptable to
continuous item spaces that allow for generative construction of new items to compare. This
is possible in some applications, such as facial composite generation for criminal cases [168]
or in evaluating foods and beverages, where we might be able to generate nearly arbitrary
stimuli based on the ratios of ingredients [169].
Additionally, the results in Section 6.5.4 evaluating a dynamical systems problem
extension demonstrate MCMV-DF’s ability to successfully estimate the state trajectory from
intelligently selected paired comparisons and discern between multiple candidate dynamics
models. Further study is warranted to evaluate MCMV-DF’s performance in real-world
systems, including exploring the possibility of an uncountable set of candidate dynamical
systems F consisting of continuously parameterized dynamics models, which would enable
general system identification.
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CHAPTER 7
FEEDBACK CODING FOR ACTIVE LEARNING

So far this in thesis, we have discussed several areas of overlap between IML and coding
theory, directly applied PM to a class of query selection problems in HCI, and broadly
applied tools in information theory to leverage IML query structures for the design of
computationally efficient approximations to information gain maximization. In this chapter,1
we synthesize these efforts by directly applying principles from PM for informative example
selection in general active learning problems, while utilizing specific query structures for
computationally efficient approximations. Specifically, the main contributions of this chapter
are a formulation of general active learning problems in terms of a feedback communications
system, a new PM-style coding scheme designed specifically for this framework, and a
demonstration of this approach through its application to active logistic regression. Although
there exists a large literature studying the intersection of information theory with machine
learning [17] and specifically active learning [170], there remain open questions about the
best ways to directly leverage techniques in channel coding for active example selection, as
we explore here.
To motivate this approach, we first examine active learning through the lens of feedback
channel coding by identifying communications system components, including a deterministic encoder, noisy channel, channel input constraints, and capacity-achieving distribution.
With these components identified, we show how typical structural constraints in active learning problems prevent the direct application of existing feedback coding approaches such
as posterior matching [31]. We address this challenge by proposing Approximate Posterior
Matching (APM), an optimal transport-based active learning scheme that extends posterior
1

This chapter is in collaboration with Dr. Matthieu Bloch and Dr. Christopher Rozell. CR and MB provided
project guidance. GC was the lead author of the associated publication in [6]. CR supervised the project.
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matching to account for the type of encoder constraints found in active learning problems.
To demonstrate the power of this approach, we apply APM to Bayesian logistic regression,
a popular model in active learning. We identify the communication system components
in logistic regression, derive a corresponding APM selection scheme (APM-LR), provide
analytical results concerning each selected example’s information content, and empirically
demonstrate on several datasets how APM-LR attains a sample complexity comparable
to other active logistic regression methods at a reduced computational cost. While this
example scenario highlights the capabilities of APM as a specific data selection method, the
feedback communications framework we develop provides a unified approach for designing
and analyzing active learning systems in general.

7.1

Related Work

Bayesian active learning methods are intimately related to concepts in information and
coding theory, and the intersection between these topics has a long history rooted in the
study of sequential design of experiments [41, 42] and active hypothesis testing [38].
Since this early work, direct estimation and maximization of information gain has emerged
as a popular active learning method [20], and has been approximated for computational
tractability [171]. More recently, [170] have studied the direct application of an informationtheoretic active hypothesis testing method to active learning problems. This method is
limited to discriminating between a finite number of hypotheses (as opposed to estimating
arbitrary model parameters) and to our knowledge has not been applied to popular machine
learning models such as logistic regression. Other works have described at a high-level the
similarities between active learning and coding with feedback over a noisy channel but do
not exploit this observation to leverage existing coding schemes for example selection [19,
172].
Posterior matching [22, 31] has been applied to tasks beyond telecommunications such
as brain-computer interfacing [23, 50] and aircraft path planning [52], but has limited
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application to example selection in active learning. [173] study an active learning algorithm
related to posterior matching that learns decision boundaries in discretized spaces, but does
not directly maximize information about hyperplane parameters in a continuous space as we
do here. More generally, to our knowledge existing work has not framed the task of active
learning as a feedback communications system for the purpose of identifying an equivalent
capacity-achieving distribution and selecting examples whose channel input distribution
most closely approximates it, as we do here.
Logistic regression is a popular setting for the study of active learning, and has served
as a testbed for the evaluation of competing example selection techniques. [174] surveyed
modern active learning methods for logistic regression and evaluated them on many datasets.
They generally found that uncertainty sampling and random sampling match or exceed
the performance of more sophisticated (and computationally intensive) example selection
methods. Uncertainty sampling, where examples closest to the estimated decision boundary
are selected for labeling, is arguably the most popular active learning method for linear
classification [175]. Other active learning methods for linear classifiers are discussed in the
literature related to learning halfspaces under bounded noise [176].

7.2

Active Learning as a Communications Model

Let U ⊆ Rd denote a pool of unlabeled examples from which at each training iteration
n ∈ N an example xn ∈ U is selected for labeling by an expert, who assigns label
Yn ∈ {1, 2, . . . K} according to a probabilistic model. We consider a Bayesian framework
in which we assume the existence of ground truth model parameters θ ∈ Θ distributed
according to a prior pθ that parameterizes a distribution p(Y | x, θ) governing the expert’s
labeling behavior. As is common in active learning, we assume that the labels {Yn } are
independent when conditioned on θ. At each iteration n, a learning algorithm A is trained
on a labeled dataset Ln = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 (using lowercase to denote previously observed
labels), resulting in a trained model with parameters θbn ∈ Θ. The task of active learning is
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to design a policy πn that, at each iteration, uses the label history Ln−1 to select example xn
from the remaining unlabeled examples Un := U \ {xi }n−1
i=1 , such that the classifier trains a
generalizable model with as few labeled examples as possible.
In active logistic regression, θ encodes the weights of a linear separator, with Θ = Rd
(we consider only homogeneous logistic regression in this work). We assume a Gaussian
prior pθ ∼ N (0, λ1 I) with hyperparameter λ > 0. The label Y ∈ {−1, 1} for data example
x is assumed to be distributed according to

p(Y = 1 | x, θ) =

1
.
1 + e−xT θ

(7.1)

Given a labeled dataset L, we consider a maximum a posteriori (MAP) learning algorithm
given by the convex program

A(L) = arg max ln pθ
θ∈Rd

= arg min
θ∈Rd

Y

p(y | x, θ)

(x,y)∈L

X
λ
T
kθk22 +
ln(1 + e−yx θ ).
2

(7.2)

(x,y)∈L

Our key insight in this work is to define an intermediate variable L = hθ (x), where
hθ (x) := xT θ, and decompose the labeling distribution in eq. (7.1) into p(Y = 1 | x, θ) =
p(Y = 1 | L) =

1
.
1+e−L

This decomposition of the labeling distribution into a deterministic

function hθ (x) and conditional distribution p(Y | L) can be found in many machine learning
models. For instance, in Bayesian neural networks [48], hθ (x) is typically given by the
composition of several nonlinear layers with L = hθ (x) encoding the final layer feature
vector, and p(Y | L) is given by the softmax function. Figure 7.1a depicts this decomposition
for logistic regression, and Figure 7.1b illustrates the full active learning decomposition in
the general case.
By decomposing active learning in this manner, we are able to draw direct connections to
feedback channel coding, in which a message θ is encoded into a sequence of symbols {Ln },
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1: (a) Decomposition of logistic regression into an inner product between hyperplane θ and example xn , and a logistic label distribution that depends only on this product.
(b) Active learning decomposed into a deterministic function h, label distribution p(Y | L),
and feedback of the labeling history Ln−1 to example selection policy πn . (c) Coding with
feedback, where a message is transmitted across a noisy channel as a sequence of symbols
and subsequently decoded (copied from Figure 2.2). By comparing (b) and (c), one can
draw direct connections between active learning and coding with feedback.
transmitted across a channel with transition probability p(Y | L) yielding noisy output
symbols {Yn }, and subsequently decoded into an estimated message θbn . The availability of
noiseless feedback from the channel output to the encoder provides the encoder with the
history of received symbols, and allows it to adaptively select an informative channel input
(Figure 7.1c). By comparing Figures 7.1b and 7.1c, we can see the direct correspondence
between active learning and channel coding with feedback: model parameters θ serve as
the message, which is encoded by function h (parameterized by xn ) into channel input
Ln = hθ (xn ). Label distribution p(Y | L) can be interpreted as a noisy channel, with label
Yn as the channel output. Algorithm A decodes labeled data Ln into a decoded message θbn ,
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and Ln is passed as noiseless feedback to the encoder. This formulation of active learning as
a feedback communications system allows one to leverage existing tools in channel coding
for the design of an example selection scheme πn . While similar decompositions have been
observed in prior work [170, 19], we believe our work is the first to use this approach to
analyze active learning in a real-world setting such as logistic regression.

7.2.1

Optimal Feedback Coding

In devising a feedback coding scheme for selecting a sequence of channel inputs {Ln },
there are several quantities that characterize optimal performance. As a reminder, we
denote the mutual information I(L; Y ) between random variables L and Y as a function of
marginal distribution pL and conditional distribution pY |L (using the notation pL and pY |L
interchangeably with p(L) and p(Y | L)) given by I(pL , pY |L ):
Z
I(pL , pY |L ) :=

pL pY |L log2
L,Y

pY |L
,
pY

where pY denotes the output distribution of channel pY |L with input distribution pL . Letting
y i := {y1 , . . . yi } denote the history of observed channel outputs, at iteration n we seek
to maximize the information gain I(θ; Yn | y n−1 ), which measures the one-step decrease
in uncertainty about the message upon receiving each channel output. For deterministic
encoders, information gain is equal to I(Ln ; Yn | y n−1 ) = I(pLn |yn−1 , pY |L ) [27]. Note that
for a fixed channel pY |L , information gain is only a function of the channel input distribution
pLn |yn−1 , conditioned on the history of channel outputs.
As discussed in Chapter 2, a key quantity in channel coding is the channel capacity
C, defined as the maximum mutual information across the channel for any channel input
distribution pL within some class C:
p∗L (C) := arg max I(pL , pY |L )
pL ∈C
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C := I(p∗L , pY |L ).

The capacity-achieving distribution p∗L (C) is the input distribution in C that maximizes
information across the channel. Through achievability and converse arguments, a central
result in information theory is that optimal coding schemes, when marginalized over the
message set, should induce the capacity-achieving distribution on the channel input [15]. In
working towards applying existing feedback coding schemes to active example selection,
we first characterize the capacity-achieving distribution for logistic regression, which is a
core contribution of our work and forms the basis of our novel active logistic regression
scheme in Section 7.3.
Channel Capacity in Logistic Regression. Letting f (`) :=

1
,
1+e−`

we observe from

Figure 7.1a that logistic regression has a binary output channel with transition probability
p(Y = 1 | L) = f (L). Without constraints on the channel input, the information gain can be
maximized by placing masses of equal weight at ±∞. However, logistic regression imposes
the structural constraint L = xT θ, so that such a distribution would require data points
of infinite energy for finite model weights. Therefore, to characterize logistic regression
capacity in practice, we consider the capacity-achieving distribution within the class of
power-constrained distributions given by CP := {pL : E[L2 ] ≤ P }; we discuss the selection
of P in Section 7.3. With this class defined, we have our first result.
Proposition 7.2.1 (Capacity of Logistic Regression). For p(Y = 1 | L) = f (L), we have
p∗L (CP ) = B√P , where Bt is defined as Bt (`) := 21 δ(` − t) + 12 δ(` + t) and δ denotes the
√
Dirac delta function. Furthermore, we have C = I(B√P , f ) = 1 − hb (f ( P )), where hb
denotes the binary entropy function.
The proof follows closely to that of [177] for the one-bit quantized Gaussian channel;
the proofs of Proposition 7.2.1 and all subsequent results are presented in Section D.1.
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7.2.2

Posterior Matching

By characterizing the channel capacity and capacity-achieving distribution of active learning
models, we enable the use of existing feedback coding schemes that achieve capacity.
Recently, a multidimensional extension of posterior matching has been developed to select a
sequence of channel inputs {Ln } to maximize the information gain across a given channel
pY |L . The central concept is to construct an encoder that by definition induces pLn |yn−1 = p∗L
for every n, which in essence hands the decoder the information that it is still “missing” [31].
This involves the construction of an encoder mapping Syn−1 : θ → L parameterized by y n−1
such that Syn−1 (θ) ∼ p∗L for every n.
While posterior matching is an attractive feedback coding scheme, there are challenges
in applying it to active learning: given the structural constraints of any particular active
learning problem as depicted in Figure 7.1b, it may not always be the case that a mapping
from pθ|Ln−1 to p∗L exists, since the encoder is constrained to the set of mappings given by
{hθ (x) : x ∈ Un }.2 For example, in active logistic regression under mild assumptions, there
exists no x such that hθ (x) ∼ p∗L , as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2.2. Under a log-concave prior distribution pθ , in Bayesian logistic regression
for any n there exists no xn that induces pLn |Ln−1 ∼ p∗L .
Since we assume a Gaussian prior pθ (which is log-concave), Proposition 7.2.2 applies
and therefore there exists no active logistic regression scheme πn corresponding to a posterior
matching mapping from θ to p∗L . We suspect that the infeasibility of p∗L holds generally in
other real-world machine learning models (e.g., Bayesian neural networks) due to similar
structural constraints imposed by hθ (x), preventing the direct application of posterior
matching for example selection. In the next section, we extend concepts from posterior
matching to a novel active learning scheme compatible with this constrained encoder
structure.
2

The analogous distribution to pLn |yn−1 in active learning is pLn |Ln−1 . When considering only deterministic example selection schemes, pLn |Ln−1 is induced directly from pθ|Ln−1 , through hθ (x).
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7.2.3

Approximate Posterior Matching

To address the impossibility of finding x ∈ U that induces p∗L on L, we introduce a
scheme that instead selects an example xn such that pL|Ln−1 is distributed “as close as
possible” to p∗L , as measured by a distance between distributions. Specifically, we use the
2-Wasserstein distance because of its convenient geometric properties and compatibility
with non-overlapping distribution supports [178]. The p-Wasserstein distance between
distributions µ and ν is given by

Wp (µ, ν) =

Z Z

p

|u − v| γ(u, v)

inf
γ∈Π(µ,ν)

u

 p1
,

v

where Π(µ, ν) is the set of couplings with marginal distributions µ and ν [179]. Our selection
scheme, called Approximate Posterior Matching (APM), is then given by

xn = πn (Ln−1 ) := arg min W2 (pLn |Ln−1 , p∗L ).

(7.3)

x∈Un

While APM is intuitively appealing because it steers the induced channel distribution as
close as possible to p∗L , we justify this strategy in the next section for the case of logistic
regression by showing that information gain does in fact approach its maximum possible
value as W2 (pL|Ln−1 , p∗L ) is minimized.
7.3

APM in Logistic Regression

Under the power constraint E[L2 ] ≤ P , Proposition 7.2.1 establishes that the capacityachieving distribution in the logistic regression system is given by B√P . We now show
an information continuity result for this capacity-achieving distribution, which provides a
mathematical justification for the APM Wasserstein distance minimization in eq. (7.3).
en = maxx∈Un I(pLn |L , f ) denote the maximum information gain
Theorem 7.3.1. Let C
n−1
from any example selected at iteration n, and suppose P > 0 is selected such that pLn |Ln−1 ∈
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CP for any x ∈ Un . Then for any x ∈ Un ,

en − I(pLn |L , f ) ≤ KP W2 (pLn |L , B√ ),
C
n−1
n−1
P

where KP > 0 is a constant that only depends on P .
For decreasing W2 (pL , B√P ), this result bounds I(pLn |Ln−1 , f ) towards its maximum
en . In other words, minimizing the distance to the known capacitypossible information gain C
achieving distribution (even if not achievable in practice) ensures that the information gain
approaches its maximum value within the set of possible input distributions — a value which
is unknown a priori. As we shall see in the results and experiments that follow, targeting the
known capacity-achieving distribution affords geometric simplifications and computational
en . Unlike APM,
benefits over the strategy of directly selecting the example that achieves C
the latter method does not benefit from analytical knowledge of the information structure
of the channel and constraint set, and so it must instead conduct an expensive brute-force
maximization of information gain.

7.3.1

Closed-form Results

For logistic regression, the calculation of W2 (pL , Bt ) takes a convenient closed-form expression, which simplifies the example selection in eq. (7.3):
Proposition 7.3.2. For t > 0, with medpL (L) denoting the median of L according to
distribution pL ,
W22 (pL , Bt ) = EpL [L2 ] − 2t EpL [|L − medpL (L)|] + t2 .

We can simplify this expression even further when pL is normally distributed:
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Corollary 7.3.1. For L ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ),

W22 (pL , Bt )

2

r



=µ + σ−

2
t
π

2




2 2
+ 1−
t.
π

At iteration n, suppose that pθ|Ln−1 is approximated by N (µn , Σn ), resulting in channel
input Ln = θT xn being distributed as N (µTn xn , xTn Σn xn ). Although pθ|Ln−1 is not normally
distributed in logistic regression, it is common to make this approximation in practice [180].
By applying Corollary 7.3.1 and omitting constant terms, we derive our APM selection
policy for logistic regression with power constraint P .
Definition 7.3.1. Approximate Posterior Matching for Logistic Regression (APM-LR):

πn (Ln−1 ) = arg min
x∈Un

(µTn x)2

r
p
2
2
xT Σn x −
+
P .
π

(7.4)

This objective is a combination of two terms: the first term corresponds to minimizing the
distance between example x and the posterior mean hyperplane. If µn is taken as an estimate
of θ, this term corresponds to the well-known uncertainty sampling active learning method,
which samples points close to the current hyperplane estimate [175]. The second term prefers
examples that align with the direction of maximum posterior covariance. Specifically, for
xT Σn x < π2 P , the second term is a decreasing function of xT Σn x, encouraging x to align
with posterior covariance eigenvectors with large eigenvalues.
These two terms together can be interpreted as encouraging “exploitation” and “exploration,” respectively: the first term encourages the selection of examples that are close to
the current estimate of θ, exploiting this estimate to only query examples whose labels
are ambiguous. The second term balances this exploitation by probing in directions of
the hyperplane posterior that have not yet been sufficiently explored, reducing uncertainty
about the hyperplane itself. Figure 7.2 visualizes this tradeoff in comparison to uncertainty
sampling, which only queries examples close to the current hyperplane estimate and does
not account for the fact that there may be directions of the hyperplane posterior that have
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Labeled data pool

Uncertainty utility: initial 50 Uncertainty queries Uncertainty utility: 50 queries

Hyperplane prior

APM-LR utility: initial

50 APM-LR queries

(a)

(b)

(c)

APM-LR utility: 50 queries
(d)

Figure 7.2: (a) Top: linearly separable dataset (optimal hyperplane is diagonal) demonstrating the failure of uncertainty sampling (dataset adapted from [185]). Bottom: samples
from hyperplane posterior, given two seed labels. The black hyperplane and corresponding
normal vector depict the initial logistic regression solution, the cyan arrow indicates the
normal vector to the posterior mean hyperplane, and the purple arrow indicates the maximal
eigenvector of the posterior. (b) Utility function heatmap for uncertainty sampling (top) and
APM-LR (bottom) — the unlabeled example with the highest utility is selected for labeling.
Uncertainty sampling selects examples close to the current hyperplane, while APM-LR
selects examples that are both close to the posterior mean hyperplane and align with the
direction of largest posterior variance. (c-d) After 50 queries, uncertainty sampling (c-top)
has not selected samples in the dataset corners, leading to sampling bias and continued
sampling of the center clusters (d-top). Meanwhile, APM-LR (c-bottom) has sufficiently
explored the dataset, while continuing to sample examples in only the most ambiguous
regions (d-bottom).
not been sufficiently explored. This myopic behavior is an instance of sampling bias, a
well-known phenomenon in active learning where a policy continually selects examples
that reinforce the learner’s belief in an incorrect hypothesis [181, 182, 183]. The balance
of exploitation and exploration terms in APM-LR helps prevent this type of sampling bias,
in a spirit similar to other active learning methods that balance uncertainty reduction with
diverse example selection [184, 185].
An attractive computational feature of eq. (7.4) is that the posterior mean and covariance
can be estimated once at each selection iteration and then simply projected onto each
candidate example, resulting in a computational cost of only O(d2 ) per example evaluation.
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Note that these computational advantages along with the natural balance between exploration
and exploitation in APM-LR emerged naturally from first-principles of feedback coding,
demonstrating the potential of identifying the capacity-achieving distribution and applying
APM as a universal means of designing geometrically intuitive, computationally efficient
active selection schemes.

7.4

Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of APM-LR against baseline example selection methods for
logistic regression on a variety of datasets from different tasks, as measured by holdout test
accuracy and selection compute time. For each method, we follow [174] and set the regularization parameter in eq. (7.2) to λ = 0.01, which we solve with the LIBLINEAR solver
[186]. After each example is labeled, we approximate pθ|Ln−1 with a normal distribution by
applying the variational approximation described in [187], which is solved in only a few
iterations of an expectation-maximization procedure (referred to here as “VariationalEM”).
The final component needed to apply APM-LR is the selection of power constraint P in
eq. (7.4).
Selecting Power Constraint Although our approach is rooted in feedback coding theory, regarding the power constraint there are two key differences between our model and
traditional communications systems. First, unlike telecommunications systems that have
physical restrictions such as limited battery levels, in our framework there is no external
prescription of the power budget P and therefore we can select any valid upper bound on the
channel input power induced by the unlabeled examples. Secondly, unlike coding schemes
which globally maximize information gain over the entire trajectory of channel inputs, we
seek to myopically maximize the one-step information gain at every channel input. Since
the goal at each iteration is to separately solve a local information maximization problem,
there is no need for the power constraint P to be constant across iterations, and therefore we
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Algorithm 5: Approximate Posterior Matching for Logistic Regression (APM-LR)
Input: data pool X , hyperparameter λ > 0, horizon N , initial training set L
1: µ ← 0, Σ ← λ1 I
2: B ← maxx∈U kxk2
3: U ← X
4: for n = 1 to N do
5:
P ← B 2 λ1 (Σ)
q
√
2
2
∗
T
2
T
6:
x ← arg minx∈U (µ x) +
x Σx − π P
∗
∗
7:
y ← ExpertLabel(x )
8:
U ← U \ {x∗ }, L ← L ∪ (x∗ , y ∗ )
9:
µ, Σ ← VariationalEM(L)
10:
θ∗ ← A(L) i.e., eq. (7.2)
11: end for
Output: hyperplane θ∗
set a separate power constraint Pn for each iteration.
Since the selection of Pn parameterizes the target distribution in APM-LR, it is important
for Pn to be set as tight as possible so that the target capacity-achieving distribution is wellmatched to the set of feasible channel input distributions. This is because at each iteration the
capacity-achieving distribution serves as a proxy for the optimal input distribution induced
by a real example, and a setting of Pn that is too loose will result in APM targeting a proxy
that is not well-matched to the feasible input distributions. To select a satisfactory setting of
Pn , we derive an upper bound on the channel input power to use as an implicit constraint.
Suppose for a given dataset that there exists a known B > 0 such that kxk2 < B (this
is a reasonable assumption in many real-world settings). Let λ1 (M ) denote the largest
magnitude eigenvalue of matrix M . We then have (with expectations taken with respect to
pLn |Ln−1 )
E[L2n ] = xT (µn µTn + Σn )x ≤ B 2 λ1 (µn µTn + Σn ).
For each n we can therefore set Pn = B 2 λ1 (µn µTn + Σn ). In our experiments we select a
slightly modified parameter Pn = B 2 λ1 (Σn ), which we justify as a more practical heuristic
in Section D.2.1. We summarize APM-LR in full in Algorithm 5, including power constraint
calculation and variational posterior updating.
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Datasets We follow previous work in active learning for logistic regression [185, 174]
and test each method on several UCI datasets [188] including vehicle, letter, austra, and
wdbc. We also evaluate performance on several synthetic datasets including the dataset
depicted in Figure 7.2 (adapted from [185]), which we refer to as cross (see Section D.2.2
for details on all datasets). For each simulation trial, we first randomly divide the dataset
into an equally-sized data pool (U) and held-out test set. We normalize U to zero-mean and
coordinate-wise unit-variance, and apply the same transformation to the test set. Before
evaluating each example selection method, the training dataset (L) is seeded to consist of
one randomly selected labeled example from each class.3
Baseline Methods We evaluate the following baseline methods, each described with their
computational cost per candidate example evaluation (see Section D.2.3 for details):
• Uncertainty: select closest example to current hyperplane estimate (i.e. arg minx∈Un xT θbn−1 )
at cost O(d). The action of Uncertainty sampling is comparable to that of the first term in
eq. (7.4).
• Random: each example is selected uniformly at random from Un , at O(1) cost.
• MaxVar: to isolate the effect of the second term in eq. (7.4), we evaluate a control
strategy that selects the example that induces the largest channel input variance (i.e.
arg maxx∈Un xT Σn x), at cost O(d2 ).
• InfoGain: selects the example with the largest information gain I(θ; Yn | Ln−1 ), estimated
by sampling s times from the normally approximated hyperplane posterior (here we set
s = 100) and for each candidate example evaluating a Monte Carlo approximation of
information gain, at O(ds) cost.
• BALD: we approximate the logistic function f (`) with a probit function and apply the
probit regression active learning method of [171], at cost O(d2 ). Like APM-LR, BALD
3

Our experiments are synchronized across data selection methods: each trial uses the same training/test
split and seed examples for each tested method.
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(a) letterDP

(b) austra

(c) cross

Figure 7.3: Average test classification accuracy plotted against number of labeled examples
(error bars show ±1 standard error) across select UCI datasets (a-b) and the synthetic cross
dataset (c, with legend shared with a-b and omitted for visual clarity). Overall, APM-LR
performs comparably to other methods seeking to approximately maximize information
gain. While uncertainty sampling performs well on some datasets (a-b), it can fail in cases
where it suffers from sampling bias (c). Most of the tested active learning methods (except
the control, MaxVar) outperform random sampling. For visual clarity we show different
numbers of queried examples for each dataset.
approximates the action of InfoGain and only requires the mean and covariance of the
normally approximated hyperplane posterior.
InfoGain is the most computationally intensive selection method, since it requires a bruteforce Monte Carlo approximation of information gain for each candidate example. BALD
and APM-LR have the next least expensive cost per example at O(d2 ), followed by Uncertainty and Random sampling.
Performance Comparison In Figure 7.3, we compare the learning performance of each
data selection method by plotting holdout test accuracy against number of queried examples
(excluding the seed set) across select datasets (see Section D.2.4 for full results). We
generally find that the tested active data selection methods outperform random sampling.
The exception is MaxVar, which performs comparably to random selection and worse than
APM-LR. Although simple Uncertainty sampling matches the performance of other active
methods on several datasets (Figure 7.3a-b) as previously observed by [174], in additional
tests on synthetic datasets we find that APM-LR outperforms uncertainty sampling. This
is the case for the cross dataset (Figure 7.3c), demonstrating how Uncertainty sampling
can be susceptible to sampling bias that leads to insufficient exploration (see Section D.2.6
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Table 7.1: Comparison of median cumulative time (s) for each method to select the first 40
examples (excluding seed points and time for model retraining). Generally, APM-LR has a
cost an order of magnitude lower than InfoGain and BALD (which directly approximate the
action of information maximization), while Uncertainty, MaxVar, and Random sampling
have the cheapest cost.
APM-LR
Uncertainty
BALD
InfoGain
Random
MaxVar

letterDP
0.336
0.149
4.230
12.755
0.005
0.118

austra
0.150
0.063
1.770
5.089
0.003
0.050

cross
0.125
0.053
1.521
2.722
0.002
0.040

for additional failure mode analysis). These tests together lend evidence to the mixture of
terms in eq. (7.4) having combined benefits over pure exploration of directions with large
posterior variance or pure exploitation of ambiguous examples with respect to the current
hyperplane estimate. Finally, APM-LR generally performs similarly to InfoGain and BALD,
both of which directly approximate the action of information gain maximization, in contrast
to APM’s geometric, indirect approach.
Table 7.1 depicts the computational cost for each method across select datasets (see
Section D.2.5 for full results and expanded timing evaluations). Similar to the analysis
in [174], for each method we evaluate the cumulative compute time to select the first
40 examples (excluding seed examples and time for model retraining), and compute the
median time over all trials. We see that InfoGain is the most expensive of all methods,
since it directly approximates information gain with Monte Carlo sampling. BALD has the
next highest cost, followed by APM-LR — the two latter methods only require a single
computation of posterior mean and variance, which can be projected onto each candidate
example. Uncertainty sampling and random sampling have the lowest computational cost.
Although BALD can also be computed using only the posterior mean and covariance,
it is unclear how the approximation in BALD can be applied beyond probit regression. In
contrast, the APM formulation in eq. (7.3) can be applied generally to any active learning
problem that can be decomposed into a deterministic encoder and noisy channel, along with
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a known capacity-achieving distribution. The combined results of Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1
suggest that the universal APM approach of leveraging this analytical knowledge of the
capacity-achieving distribution affords a geometric active selection approach that performs
well in terms of both sample and computational complexity.

7.5

Discussion

To our knowledge, our work is the first effort to both reframe active learning as a feedback
communications system and utilize analytical knowledge of the corresponding capacityachieving distribution to derive an active learning scheme. The analytical and empirical
results in this work for the special case of logistic regression demonstrate the potential of this
coding-based active learning approach: information continuity results show how examples
selected with APM-LR have information gain approaching their maximum possible value,
APM-LR has a convenient geometrical formulation resulting from analytical knowledge
of the capacity-achieving distribution for logistic regression (characterized here for the
first time) that can lead to computationally efficient example selection, and when tested
on multiple datasets APM-LR performs comparably to baseline active learning methods
including brute-force information maximization. APM-LR’s attractive balance between
exploration and exploitation emerged naturally from first-principles of channel coding,
extending beyond the common approach of uncertainty sampling.
More generally, a fundamental feature of Approximate Posterior Matching is that analytical knowledge of the capacity-achieving distribution converts the usually unwieldy
information maximization problem in active learning to a geometric problem. In logistic
regression, this geometry led to computational advantages over direct information maximization, and we conjecture that similar benefits may emerge in more complex settings.
Additionally, as we discuss further in Chapter 8 the general formulation of APM in eq. (7.3)
presents several opportunities to leverage existing computational algorithms to aid example
selection, including estimating p∗L when it is analytically unknown [189, 190] and optimiz128

ing Wasserstein distances with state-of-the-art methods [191]. Overall, we believe that our
coding-theoretic approach opens several new directions for future work in active learning.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As we demonstrate in this thesis, interactive machine learning as a field of study shares many
similarities and areas of overlap with feedback communications: the expert’s knowledge can
be abstracted as a message to be communicated iteratively to a learner through a sequence
of intelligently selected interactions that encode this knowledge. When IML is directly
framed as a feedback coding problem using the language and tools of information theory,
it becomes clear which system structures and mathematical quantities are important for
designing and measuring the performance of efficient (both in terms of computational and
sample complexity) interaction selection strategies. In this thesis, we make strides in this
direction by utilizing tools and concepts from feedback coding theory to identify and model
query structures in IML and develop direct information maximization solutions as well as
approximations that allow for computationally efficient query selection. The contributions
of this thesis progress in three parts from directly deploying a feedback coding scheme
for interaction design in HCI systems to formulating active learning in a feedback coding
paradigm for the design of a general example selection strategy through first principles of
coding theory.
• Chapters 3 and 4 explore the problem of information maximization in human-computer
interaction as a step towards studying information maximization in general IML
problems. We consider a broad class of HCI systems where the expert interacts with
an effector through noisy one-bit interactions. We adopt one-dimensional posterior
matching as an interaction algorithm by mathematically modeling the human expert
as a comparator whose output is passed through a binary symmetric channel. In
practice, posterior matching in this context distills to an efficient, robust, and easyto-use interaction policy where at each iteration the human issues refinements to
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the effector by comparing their desired effector behavior to a guess that bisects
the set of remaining candidate behaviors. To accomplish this, in each setting we
create a dictionary of effector behaviors with a human-interpretable ordering rule
for sorting any two behaviors in the dictionary. We demonstrate the success of
this approach on both robot swarm control using a brain-computer interface and
segmenting objects in images. These two chapters demonstrate the potential for direct
solutions to information maximization by explicitly deploying an existing feedback
coding scheme.
• Chapters 5 and 6 explore how query structure can be leveraged for computationally
efficient approximations to information maximization in interactive similarity and
preference learning. Unlike the comparator model in Chapters 3 and 4 and its natural
connection to posterior matching, the query structures in these tasks do not lend
themselves to clear application of an existing feedback coding scheme for example
selection. However, the query structures in these problems along with tools in information theory can still be utilized to devise computationally efficient information
maximization strategies. In similarity learning, a set of basic assumptions on the
query model allows us to devise a Monte Carlo sampling scheme to approximate
the information gain of any candidate ranking query. In preference learning, we
leverage the query geometry of paired comparisons with a logistic noise model to
devise two simple, geometrically appealing strategies that approximate the action of
information gain maximization while having a computationally cheaper acquisition
function. We show in both similarity and preference learning how taking advantage of
query structure can lead to simplifying approximations that outperform (both in terms
of computational and sample complexity) baseline methods.
• Chapter 7 addresses the challenge encountered in Chapters 5 and 6 of being able
to identify useful query structures to design interaction policies, but lacking a solu-
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tion that directly leverages existing algorithms in feedback coding as in Chapters 3
and 4. In this chapter, we introduce a general coding-theoretic solution to example
selection by framing active learning as a communications system and identifying
the corresponding encoder, channel, decoder, and feedback components. Specifically, we identify a fixed, deterministic function and conditional label distribution as
the critical components involved in translating active learning problems to coding
problems. By identifying these components, we can then characterize the equivalent
capacity-achieving distribution in active learning, which we present for the first time
for logistic regression. With capacity characterized, we discuss the challenges in
applying multidimensional posterior matching for example selection, and instead
propose the Approximate Posterior Matching selection algorithm which mimics the
action of posterior matching for use with the type of encoder constraints typically
encountered in machine learning. We then explore APM in the case of logistic regression, and show how the resulting acquisition function elegantly balances between
data space exploration and uncertainty exploitation, while taking a convenient computational form that is cheaper to evaluate than existing information maximization
methods while performing comparably on various datasets. This chapter serves as
a culmination of the work in this thesis by formulating general active learning as a
coding problem and proposing a universal coding-theoretic approach to the design of
active learning policies, even in the face of structural encoder constraints.
While information gain maximization in interactive learning has a long history and is a
popular approach used by many methods, the work in this thesis shows how existing models
and tools in information theory can be applied to derive general interaction policies from
first principles of coding theory by identifying and capitalizing on query structures found in
each problem. Identifying such structures and applying existing or modifications of existing
feedback coding schemes is an exciting and fruitful endeavor, since coding and information
theory are mature fields that offer many untapped avenues for future work at the intersection
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with interactive machine learning. As we demonstrate in this thesis, directly exploiting this
intersection for the design of IML query selection strategies is a powerful and rewarding
approach that offers new perspectives on IML theory and algorithm development.
Using the coding-theoretic frameworks presented in this thesis as a starting point, there
are several immediate areas of future work that could potentially offer new insights into IML.
Although the work in this thesis is focused on channel coding, it would be interesting to apply
tools from joint source-channel coding [192], which is a more general and possibly more
appropriate lens through which to study IML. Since the seminal work of posterior matching
in [22], there have been advancements in the study of feedback coding in additional settings
such as coding with noisy feedback [193] and coding over channels with memory [194];
such extensions may inspire query selection strategies in IML problems involving similar
structures. In IML problems with one-bit query structures such as pairwise search and
logistic regression, there are connections to be explored in the information theory literature
on one-bit quantization with variable thresholds, where one-bit information maximization
has been studied in depth [177, 195, 196]. As an outlook on possible extensions to the
coding-theoretic concepts and algorithms for IML presented in this thesis, we conclude with
a brief discussion of specific ongoing and future work.
Information-theoretic Sequential Machine Teaching Although the problems explored
in this thesis can all be translated to an active learning formulation — where the learner
has full agency in selecting queries — it would be interesting to explore the application of
feedback information and coding-theoretic tools to sequential machine teaching, where the
expert (or teacher) has agency in selecting examples for labeling. Observing Figure 7.1b,
it is straightforward to modify this active learning coding framework to accommodate the
machine teaching problem by making the ground truth parameters available to the example
selection policy πn , as diagrammed in Figure 8.1. This formulation is in fact a generalization
of the framework in Figure 7.1b, since any machine teaching selection policy that does not
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Figure 8.1: Sequential machine teaching as a communications system with feedback
utilize θ simply specializes to the active learning framework.
While the differences between Figure 7.1b and Figure 8.1 are subtle, in the case of
machine teaching there are two information pathways between the ground truth parameters
and the learner: information is encoded through not only the labels of examples, but also
through the example features themselves. For instance, in the one-dimensional machine
teaching example from Figure 1.1c, the locations of two oppositely labeled data points
directly encode the value of the ground truth threshold to the learner, since these points
were selected by the expert to be bisected by the threshold. This intuition of collective
information encoding between labels and features can be formalized by considering the full
information gain (conditioned on the labeled history) that the labeled example at iteration n
provides to the learner about the ground truth parameters, and by applying the chain rule of
mutual information:

I(Xn , Yn ; θ | Ln−1 ) = I(Xn ; θ | Ln−1 ) + I(Yn ; θ | Xn , Ln−1 ).

(8.1)

The first term on the right-hand side of eq. (8.1) is the information gain that the selected
example itself provides about the ground truth parameters, and the second term is the
information gain provided by that example’s label. In active learning, the first term is null
since knowledge of an unlabeled example cannot provide information to the learner about
the ground truth parameters, since it was the learner who selected this example initially.
In essence, the two terms in eq. (8.1) correspond to two channels between the ground
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truth parameters and the learner. This formulation presents several exciting avenues for
both practical and theoretical future work at the intersection of coding theory and machine
teaching. In the case of human teachers, in the spirit of Chapters 3 and 4 there is an open
question of how to translate mathematical concepts in feedback coding to human decisionmaking in this setting. One approach is to consider human-interpretable query types where
the human teacher at iteration n selects an example to label from some fixed set Sn of Nx
examples, along with a teaching instruction such as “Label the example from set Sn whose
label you feel most confident about.” We can model the human’s response to such a query
based on their knowledge of parameters θ.
For instance, in the case of a human’s classification behavior being adequately modeled by a linear classifier, notions of confidence can arguably be translated to distance
relationships between examples and the underlying hyperplane parameterized by θ, since
by assumption the human provides ambiguous labels near the hyperplane boundary, and
more consistent labels for examples further away. Since the human’s response may have an
element of randomness (due to inconsistent answers or inadequate feature or model complexity), we can devise a discrete choice model [197] to capture the teacher’s behavior, which
we model as being governed by a probability distribution p(x | Sn , θ). Such a probability
model for the teacher’s behavior can be interpreted as a transition probability for a discrete
memoryless example selection channel with input and output alphabets of size Nx .
Therefore, an informative machine teaching policy should populate the set Sn with
examples that simultaneously maximize the information gained through the selection of
the example itself (i.e., I(Xn ; θ | Ln−1 )) and the information gained from the label of the
example that is actually selected by the teacher (i.e., I(Yn ; θ | Xn , Ln−1 )). While the human
teacher is ultimately the one who selects the example Xn for labeling, computational and
theoretical tools from information and coding theory could potentially be used to choose
the example set Sn by solving a simultaneous information maximization problem over two
channels given by p(x | Sn , θ) and p(Y | L).
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In such an investigation, it would also be important to theoretically characterize the
excess information gain provided by machine teaching over the most informative active
learning policy in the same problem setting. Formally, we are interested in the sign of the
difference
sup I(Xn , Yn ; θ | Ln−1 ) − sup I(Yn ; θ | Xn , Ln−1 ),
πn

(8.2)

πn

where the first term represents the maximum one-step information gain achievable under
any machine teaching policy, and the second term is the maximum information gain possible
under any active learning policy (which only maximizes information with respect to the
label channel). Since any machine teaching policy can choose to ignore knowledge of θ
during example selection (setting I(Xn ; θ | Ln−1 ) = 0), the difference in eq. (8.2) is trivially
greater than or equal to zero. The interesting question then is if there exist problem settings
where the difference in eq. (8.2) can be shown to be strictly greater than zero, which would
theoretically highlight the benefits of machine teaching over active learning.
Approximate Posterior Matching with Unknown Capacity In Chapter 7, we showed
how analytical knowledge of the equivalent capacity-achieving distribution of an active
learning problem could be used in APM to transform the information maximization problem
of example selection to a geometric problem, which potentially offers algorithmic and
computational advantages over brute-force information maximization. A critical requirement
of this process is that the target capacity-achieving distribution is well-matched to the set
of feasible input distributions induced by real examples. In the case of logistic regression,
we ensured a close match between the target distribution and the feasible set by deriving
a power constraint on the channel input based on the problem geometry, and using this
constraint to derive a corresponding capacity-achieving distribution. However, for general
IML problems it is unclear if there exist similar geometric constraints that could be applied to
make the problem of determining an approximately feasible capacity-achieving distribution
well-posed. Even if channel input constraints such as a power constraint could be derived
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and imposed from the problem geometry, it is difficult in the general case to arrive at an
analytical expression for a capacity-achieving distribution.
One interesting and exciting avenue to apply APM in general cases where an analytical
characterization of an approximately feasible capacity-achieving distribution is unavailable
is to solve for an appropriate target distribution using computational methods. Specifically,
our approach is to solve for a capacity-achieving distribution iteratively in the spirit of BlahutArimoto algorithms [189, 190], while ensuring that the resulting target distribution remains
within the realm of feasible distributions by applying an optimal transport regularizer. To
briefly introduce these ideas, we restate the information maximization problem introduced
in Chapter 7. For simplicity, we omit the label history Ln−1 from our notation, as well
as the index n of the selected example in the current iteration. We let phθ (x) denote the
distribution of random variable θ transformed through mapping hθ (x) parameterized by a
fixed example x. The information maximization problem for label distribution pY |L selects
the next example as
x∗ = arg max I(phθ (x) , pY |L ).

(8.3)

x∈U

Letting H(U) := {phθ (x) : x ∈ U} denote the set of feasible channel input distributions, we
can rewrite eq. (8.3) as an equivalent problem in terms of the most informative distribution
within H(U):
p∗L = arg max I(pL , pY |L ).

(8.4)

pL ∈H(U )

This information maximizing distribution within feasible set H(U) is in a sense the “ideal”
target distribution for APM, since it maximizes information across the channel (i.e., is
capacity-achieving) while remaining feasible since it is induced by an actual example.
To apply computational methods to solve for an approximation to p∗L , we can relax
eq. (8.4) using optimal transport. Noting that the 2-Wasserstein distance W2 (pL , qL ) between
distributions pL and qL is zero if and only if pL = qL , we can rewrite eq. (8.4) as an equivalent
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program by introducing an intermediate distribution qL :
p∗L = arg max I(pL , pY |L )
pL

s.t.

min W22 (pL , qL ) = 0.

qL ∈H(U )

The constraint minqL ∈H(U ) W22 (pL , qL ) = 0 implicitly ensures that pL ∈ H(U). By rewriting this constraint in a Lagrangian with hyperparameter λ > 0 and negating to a minimization, we can solve the unconstrained problem

p∗L





−I(pL , pY |L ) + λ min

= arg min

qL ∈H(U )

pL

W22 (pL , qL )

.

(8.5)

At first glance, it might be unclear why the search for an APM target distribution in
eq. (8.5) is more computationally attractive than brute-force information maximization over
the pool of examples U. The key insight is that in the context of eq. (8.5), optimizing
over the examples in U (through the constraint qL ∈ H(U)) serves as a optimal transport
regularizer to keep pL — which is being optimized to maximize the information gain term
I(pL , pY |L ) — “close” to the set of feasible distributions H(U) induced by real examples.
With this interpretation in mind, it may be possible that only a few landmark examples
Ub ⊂ U are needed for this regularization, and qL can be optimized within a smaller set of
b
distributions H(U):
p∗L


= arg min



−I(pL , pY |L ) + λ min
qL ∈H(Ub)

pL

W22 (pL , qL )

.

(8.6)

Once eq. (8.6) is solved numerically with a combination of Blahut-Arimoto algorithms
and modern methods in computational optimal transport [198, 199], p∗L can then be used
as a target distribution in APM against which the entire example pool is evaluated. This
process invests initial computation (before evaluating specific examples in U) in estimating
an informative, approximately feasible target distribution p∗L , a process which may only
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require a small number of landmark data points Ub for regularization. Then, once this
target distribution p∗L is solved for, it can be used as a “template” against which individual
examples x ∈ U are evaluated with an optimal transport cost according to APM. Specifically,
APM searches the entire pool U for the example x that minimizes W2 (ph(x) , p∗L ), which
as in APM-LR may be more computationally tractable than brute-force maximization of
information gain over U.
More generally, the decoupling of information maximization in eq. (8.6) from the
task of evaluating all candidate examples in a pool makes strides in addressing a critical
computational challenge in pool-based active learning of evaluating an expensive acquisition
function over many candidate examples. This decoupling of information maximization from
a pool-based search and conversion of the pool-based search component to a geometric
optimal transport problem can potentially allow for more computationally efficient poolbased active learning. These insights and algorithmic ideas are fundamentally motivated
and enabled by the coding-theoretic concepts presented in this thesis, further illustrating the
benefits of directly exploring the intersections of coding theory with interactive machine
learning.
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Appendices

APPENDIX A
METHODS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DETAILS FOR ONE-BIT
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION

A.1

Modified Burnashev-Zigangirov Algorithm

This appendix chapter is mostly dedicated to methods and supplemental material for Chapter 3. However, we first begin with a description of the Burnashev-Zigangirov (BZ) algorithm,
which is the core backend algorithm used in both Chapters 3 and 4. To maintain context, we
describe the algorithm in its application to Chapter 3, and conclude its presentation with a
discussion of its application to Chapter 4.
In this section, our notation and conventions for dictionary construction are inspired
from Omar et al. [23], and the mathematical algorithm is drawn from Castro and Nowak
[35]. Let zj = {σjh , σjv , σjn , σjs } denote the jth swarm configuration in the dictionary,
where σjh , σjv , σjn , and σjs respectively denote character indices in the horizontal position
(h), vertical position (v), number of sides (n), and size (s) alphabets. Letting Na denote the
number of characters in alphabet a ∈ {h, v, n, s}, we have σja ∈ 1, 2, . . . Na with alphabet
precedence corresponding to character index ordering, i.e., character σja precedes character
σka in alphabet a if and only if σja < σka . Letting Nd = Nh Nv Ns Ns denote the total number
of strings in the dictionary, string zj precedes string zk in the total dictionary ordering if
and only if j < k, where j, k ∈ 1, 2, . . . Nd . Equivalently, zj precedes zk if and only if
∗

∗

σja < σka , where a∗ is the first character position where zj and zk differ.
With this dictionary notation established, let Zj =

σjh −1
Nh

σ v −1

σ n −1

σ s −1

+ Njh Nv + NhjNv Ns + Nh Njv Ns Ns =

(j − 1)/Nd denote a real number representation of the jth dictionary string; it is straightforward to show that Zj ∈ [0, 1) and that string zj precedes zk if and only if Zj < Zk .
Each Zj corresponds to the start of a 1/Nd length interval, creating a mapping between
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the configuration dictionary and equally sized intervals that uniformly partition [0, 1). In
particular, Zj ∈ {0, 1/Nd , 2/Nd , . . . 1 − 1/Nd }, each corresponding to the start of interval
Ij = [(j − 1)/Nd , j/Nd ) with length 1/Nd .
With this notation and real number mapping defined, posterior matching can be used as
an interaction algorithm to convey the user’s desired configuration. While we use the term
“posterior matching” here to remain consistent with previous feedback information-theoretic
BCI literature [23], the mathematical algorithm we use in this work is a discrete variation of
posterior matching known as the Burnashev-Zigangirov (BZ) algorithm [35, 38]. We use
this variation since our swarm dictionary is discrete and finite, and therefore our message set
corresponds to a finite partition of the unit interval rather than spanning the entire interval.
Still, in this work we refer to the BZ algorithm interchangeably with “posterior matching”
since the differences between the two algorithms are minor.
The BZ algorithm searches for one of Nd , length 1/Nd intervals on the unit interval by
taking adaptive one-bit measurements of points on the set {0, 1/Nd , . . . 1 − 1/Nd , 1} and
updating a probability distribution over interval set {Ij }. We adapt this algorithm to searching over a finite, discrete dictionary by utilizing the mapping described above between each
string and a subinterval Ij , and “measuring” configurations Zj ∈ {0, 1/Nd , 2/Nd , . . . 1 −
1/Nd } by presenting the corresponding configuration as a swarm behavior to the user. Mathematically speaking, the user indicates if their configuration’s real number representation is
less or greater than the guess’s real number value. Unlike the BZ algorithm formulation,
in our setting there exists no measurement Zj = 1; we address this point below. While
the original BZ algorithm tracks a probability distribution over intervals, for clarity in our
adaption below we describe the posterior distribution over configurations directly, rather
than the intervals they correspond to.
Initialization Let the jth swarm string in the dictionary for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nd have a posterior
probability after k user inputs given by αj (k) ∈ [0, 1], corresponding to a probability
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distribution over the set of intervals {Ij }. We initialize this probability distribution with a
uniform prior, with αj (0) =

1
.
Nd

Guess selection After k user inputs, define the posterior median N (k) ∈ {1 . . . Nd } as the
dictionary index such that
N (k)−1

X

N (k)

αj (k) < 1/2,

X

j=1

αj (k) ≥ 1/2.

(A.1)

j=1

Denoting the swarm guess after k inputs as ẑ(k), we set ẑ(k) to be an adjusted version of
this median string. Specifically, let

ν1 (k) =

Nd
X

N (k)−1

αj (k) −

N (k)

ν2 (k) =

X

αj (k)

j=1

j=N (k)

and

X

αj (k) −

j=1

Nd
X

αj (k).

j=N (k)+1

The adjusted median configuration index, denoted n(k), is set to N (k) with probability
π1 (k) = ν2 (k)/(ν1 (k) + ν2 (k)), or N (k) + 1 with probability π2 (k) = 1 − π1 (k). The
swarm configuration is then updated as ẑ(k) = zn(k) . For the edge case of N (k) = Nd , we
set n(k) = Nd with probability 1. This adjustment is due to the fact that, unlike the original
BZ algorithm, there is no measurement at ZNd +1 = 1 available.
Noisy user input The algorithm receives Yk+1 = BSC(Xk+1 , p) from the user, i.e.,
the output of a binary symmetric channel (Yk+1 ∈ {0, 1}) with crossover probability
0 ≤ p < 1/2, where Xk+1 is issued as a left-hand motor imagery input (Xk+1 = 0) if the
target precedes the guess zn(k) , or a right-hand motor imagery input (Xk+1 = 1) if the target
succeeds or equals the guess. Mathematically, if zt is the target configuration with real
number representation Zt , then Xk+1 = 0 if Zt < Zn(k) , and Xk=1 = 1 if Zt ≥ Zn(k) .
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Update posterior Let q = 1 − p, and define
n(k)−1

ν=

X

αj (k) −

j=1

Nd
X

αj (k).

(A.2)

j=n(k)

If j < n(k), then
αj (k + 1) =






2q
α (k)
1+ν(q−p) j

Yk+1 = 0





2p
α (k)
1−ν(q−p) j

Yk+1 = 1






2p
α (k)
1+ν(q−p) j

Yk+1 = 0





2q
α (k)
1−ν(q−p) j

Yk+1 = 1

.

(A.3)

.

(A.4)

Otherwise, if j ≥ n(k) then

αj (k + 1) =

Algorithm notes As discussed in Section A.2, we can opt to run the BZ algorithm with
a stopping criterion. To do so, a priori the BCI user must choose a threshold parameter
τ ∈ [0, 1] which corresponds to a convergence confidence threshold. Noting that αj (k) is
the posterior probability after k inputs of swarm configuration j being the user’s desired
configuration, the algorithm halts at the first instance of αj (k) ≥ τ for any j, k. Let j ∗ denote
the configuration whose posterior probability crosses the threshold, and k ∗ be the number of
user inputs received at this point. We say that the algorithm “converges” to swarm j ∗ after
k ∗ user inputs, and j ∗ is selected as the final estimate of the user’s configuration. Note that
1 − aj ∗ (k ∗ ) is the posterior probability of the ground truth target being a configuration other
than j ∗ — in other words, the probability of a configuration convergence error. Therefore,
1 − τ can be interpreted as a maximum error tolerance for convergence, or conversely τ is a
threshold for minimum convergence accuracy.
When simulating posterior matching, for simplicity the simulation can operate directly
on the unit interval, rather than needing to maintain and operate on the full set of characters
{σ h , σ v , σ n , σ s } for each dictionary string. Instead, we can simply track the posterior
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distribution αj (k) over the dictionary strings directly, and simulate user responses by
comparing the real number representations of the current guess Zn(k) and the target Zt . Note
that once the dictionary size Nd is specified, such a simulation can be run without explicit
knowledge of the characters that each string corresponds to, alphabets, alphabet sizes, or
number of degrees of freedom. This is because the total order between configurations is
fully captured by their representations Zj on the unit interval, obviating the need to make
comparisons between specific characters. Such comparisons are only relevant when a human
user issues commands, since the dictionary representation is crucial for a human to be able
to sort according to the total ordering. However, when running simulations on a computer
we can forgo this step and operate directly on the unit interval.

A.1.1

Application to Interactive Object Segmentation

We can apply the BZ algorithm to interactive object segmentation by applying the algorithm
in Section A.1 to the ellipse dictionary in EllipseLex. Listed in order of precedence, the
EllipseLex alphabets correspond to each ellipse’s vertical position (denoted y, with my
alphabet characters), horizontal position (denoted x, with mx alphabet characters), angle
from the horizon (denoted θ, with mθ alphabet characters), half-length of the major axis
(denoted a, with ma alphabet characters), and aspect ratio of the minor axis to major axis
(denoted r, with mr alphabet characters). In the notation of Section A.1, an ellipse string is
then denoted as zj = {σjy , σjx , σjθ , σja , σjr }, where j ∈ 1, 2, . . . Nd and Nd = my mx mθ ma mr .
At iteration k, ellipse zb(k) is presented to the user as feedback. We empirically observed
that as k increases and zb(k) converges to the target zj ∗ , where j ∗ indexes the index of the
target ellipse, zb(k) may oscillate between zj ∗ and ellipse zj ∗ +1 due to the random selection
of n(k) as N (k) or N (k) + 1. For an ellipse dictionary with a fine enough resolution, this
oscillatory behavior does not result in dramatic changes in F1 score. However, for cases
where j ∗ mod mr = 0, this oscillation results in an overflow of the minor-to-major axis
ratio r such that the F1 score may oscillate dramatically, even with increasing numbers of
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inputs.
To resolve this oscillatory issue, note that it only occurs when N (k) = j ∗ ; in this case,
the algorithm should generate zN (k) as a segmentation output, even if n(k) is selected as
N (k) + 1. The user continues to observe zn(k) as feedback, even though the algorithm
outputs zN (k) as a generated segment. This discrepancy between the ellipse delivered as
feedback and the ellipse used to generate a segment for F1 score calculation is no cause for
concern, since such a mismatch only occurs when the user’s target ellipse is, in fact, the latter.
To make this adjustment precise, continue to let ẑ(k) denote the ellipse presented as feedback
to the user at time step k, and define zo (k) as the ellipse selected as the segmentation output
and used for F1 score calculation at step k.
If N (k) mod mr = 0, then

zb(k) = zn(k)
zo (k) = zN (k) .

Otherwise, if N (k) mod mr 6= 0, then

zb(k) = zo (k) = zn(k) .

A.2

Brain-computer Interfacing Methods

Protocols for both the online user study (Protocol H16266) and robot control portions
(Protocol H10263) were approved by the Georgia Tech Institutional Review Board. Both
studies complied with ethical regulations set by the Review Board, including online user
study participants providing informed consent. GC consents to his image being published.
Unless otherwise noted, all software is written and executed in MATLAB.
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Dictionary construction We constructed the swarm dictionary with the following characters in each configuration string, in order of character precedence: horizontal position,
vertical position, number of sides, and size. Horizontal position and vertical position refer to
the coordinates of the center of each polygon, respectively (see Supplementary Figure A.1).
Size refers to the distance between the polygon center and each vertex (this value is the
same for each vertex since the polygons are regular). The number of characters in each
alphabet is as follows: 5 horizontal positions; 2 vertical positions; 3 numbers of sides; and
2 polygon sizes. Characters in the horizontal position alphabet were chosen to uniformly
span the robot arena (virtual or physical), as were the characters in the vertical position
alphabet. The “number of sides” alphabet has characters given by 3, 4, or 5 sides, with the
polygon rotation set by fixing a vertex at the “12 o’clock” position of each shape. The two
size distances were tuned such that size differences were visually discernible, while not
causing robots to overflow outside the span of the arena. With an arena of width 1.5 and
height 1 (specified in units relative to the arena height), these specifications translate to the
following alphabet characters: horizontal position {0.4, 0.575, 0.75, 0.925, 1.10}; vertical
position {0.4, 0.6}; number of sides {3, 4, 5}; size {0.3, 0.4}. These values (except for
number of sides) are specified in abstract units relative to the arena height, and are scaled at
runtime to the physical dimensions of the actual swarm arena; for instance, if the physical
swarm arena is 2.5 feet in height, then the first horizontal position character is 0.4 × 2.5 = 1
foot from the left arena edge. In total, this combination of alphabets produces a dictionary
with 5 × 2 × 3 × 2 = 60 total possible polygons, and hence 60 possible swarm behaviors.
Online user study We conducted the online user study via Amazon Mechanical Turk1 by
creating a Human Intelligence Task (HIT) for participant submission. The HIT contained
both a set of graphical and text instructions teaching the swarm dictionary to the participant,
followed by a set of 150 shape pair queries. Once a participant accepted a HIT task, they
proceeded to read the instructions, answer all queries, and submit their responses. In total,
1

https://www.mturk.com/
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150 participants were recruited in the study, corresponding to 150 submitted and accepted
HITs. Each shape pair query presented a blue, solid shape and a red, dashed shape as in
Figure 3.3b (polygon outlines were presented rather than actual swarm configurations), and
asked “For the image below, select whether the test shape (red dashed edges) comes after or
before the reference shape (blue solid edges), as defined in the instructions above.”, which
the participant responded with “Before” or “After.” During the study, each participant had
access to an informational graphic presented in Figure 3.3a as a visual aid in recalling the
dictionary ordering.
The 150 shape pairs were randomly generated in such a way that the critical character
determining the order of each pair was evenly distributed across all four letters. Within this
query set, 6 “cheat detection” pairs were presented each consisting of two identical triangles
with all the same parameters except horizontal position, which is an “easy” question and is
unlikely to be answered incorrectly unless a participant is randomly selecting answers to
finish the study as quickly as possible (Supplementary Figure A.2); the participants were
not told that these pairs were used for cheating detection. Before approving a participant’s
HIT submission, we evaluated their responses on these cheat detection queries to assess
if they were simply selecting answers at random. The remaining 144 queries were evenly
distributed between shape pairs where the horizontal position, vertical position, number of
sides, or size was the first character to differ between the two configurations in question (36
shape queries per critical character, resulting in 36 × 4 + 6 = 150 total pairs).
To generate a shape pair with the desired critical character (36 pairs for each critical
character), a character was randomly generated for each alphabet that precedes the critical
character, and set for both shapes in the pair. This way, the critical character would in fact be
the first character that differs between the shapes in question. Next, two distinct characters
were randomly selected from the critical character alphabet, one for each shape in the pair.
Finally, the remaining characters succeeding the critical character were randomly populated
separately for each shape in the pair. All generated shape pair queries (including pairs for
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cheating detection) were then shuffled into a random order. Although the query order was
randomly shuffled, each HIT (and therefore each participant) responded to the same fixed
order of queries; in other words, query order was not randomized between participants.
To qualify for participation in the study, participants must have had a record of at least
1,000 approved HITs from previous tasks on Mechanical Turk, and must have had an
overall HIT approval rate of 95% or greater at the time of submission. After qualifying
participants accepted and completed our HIT, they were automatically approved unless
flagged as being suspect of randomly selecting answers, in which case they were manually
reviewed. Participants were automatically rejected if they did not answer every query, or if
they had already completed the HIT previously. The details of this process are presented
in Section A.3.1. Each approved participant was paid $8 for completing all pair orderings,
and was awarded a $4 bonus if they achieved an accuracy of 95% or higher of correct pair
orderings. Overall, 150 participants were recruited, of which all 150 were approved. Of
these, 125 achieved an overall response accuracy of over 95% and so were awarded a $4
bonus.
The 6 cheat detection queries were omitted during data analysis, resulting in 144 shape
pairs analyzed per participant. Overall sorting accuracy was calculated per subject as the
fraction of correct responses to these 144 regular queries. Sorting accuracy was calculated
per critical character as the fraction of correctly answered queries among the 36 shape
pair queries with the respective critical character. Distributions are plotted in Figures 3.3c
and 3.3d as kernel density estimates.
Robot swarm setup The Robotarium arena and its virtual counterpart, both provided by
the Georgia Robotics and InTelligent Systems Laboratory (GRITS), were used as swarm
operating spaces. The Robotarium [200] is a remotely accessible, multi-robot research
facility that provides global position and orientation tracking of fiducial markers placed on
each robot, a WiFi communication infrastructure to broadcast information to the robots,
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and an automatic recharging mechanism. The robot swarm consists of GRITSBots [201],
which are differential-drive wheeled mobile robots with WiFi communication and infrared
range-sensing capabilities. These robots may be modeled as unicycles, i.e., for the ith robot
in the swarm, the planar position pi = (xi , yi ) and orientation θi follow the dynamics given
by
  

 
ẋi  cos(θi ) 0
  
 vi 
 ẏ  =  sin(θ ) 0 
i
 i 
 ,
  
 ωi
θ̇i
0
1
where vi , ωi are its linear and angular velocities, respectively. The Robotarium API [202]
provides a simulator that enables the testing of algorithms in a virtual setting prior to
deployment in the real robots.
Each swarm configuration (physical or virtual) consists of ten robots (n = 10), which
collectively conform to a specified coverage density φ(q, t) ∈ (0, ∞) which describes the
desired distribution for all points q in the space D ⊂ R2 at time t [90]. The robots achieve
this distribution by finding an optimal configuration with respect to the the locational cost
[203] as weighted by the reference density φ, defined as

H(pi , t) =

n Z
X
i=1

kq − pi k2 φ(q, t) dq,

Vi

where the Vi ⊂ D form a Voronoi tessellation of the space using the position of the robots
as generators, and properly partition D. The optimal configuration is achieved through a
distributed control law [90] which relies only on nearby neighbor information, given by

X ∂ci 
∂ci
∂cj
ṗi = κ(ci (pi , t) − pi ) +
+
κ(cj (pj , t) − pj ) +
,
∂t
∂pj
∂t
j∈Ni (t)

where κ > 0 is a tuning parameter, ci (pi , t) is the center of mass for Vi , and Ni (t) is the
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set of robots near robot i at time t. This control law is mapped into the unicycle dynamics
through a near-identity diffeormorphism [204]. Specifically, for λ > 0 the linear and angular
velocities are obtained as
  
 vi   cos(θi )
 =
ωi
− λ1 sin(θi )


sin(θi ) 
 ṗi .
1
cos(θ
)
i
λ

To use this interface, the abstract polygons in our dictionary need to be translated to a
continuous density function describing swarm coverage. This was achieved by constructing a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) from the vertices and edges of a given polygon. Specifically,
we placed an isotropic Gaussian distribution at each polygon vertex, and on each edge we
placed two Gaussian distributions with means evenly spaced between the edge’s vertices,
and with a 10/1 ratio of variance parallel to the edge to variance perpendicular to the edge
(see Supplementary Figure A.3). To define this GMM more formally, let v1 = [x1 , y1 ]T
and v2 = [x2 , y2 ]T denote two vertex coordinate pairs connected by an edge, and let
w = 2(v2 − v1 )/3. An isotropic Gaussian distribution with coordinate-wise variance of
0.007kwk2 was placed at each vertex, in units relative to the arena height. Two additional
Gaussian distributions with means at v1 + w/2 and v1 + w were placed on the edge between
v1 and v2 , each with a covariance matrix of


Σ=

w
kwk2

w⊥
kwk2






0
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This GMM was then transmitted to the Robotarium using User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
packets via WiFi.
Motor imagery input classification In order for the user to provide a binary input through
the use of a mental command detected by EEG, raw signals from scalp electrodes must
be processed and subsequently classified into one of two commands. Although EEG
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is associated with low spatial resolution and high sensitivity to noise, its high temporal
resolution can be leveraged to extract simple mental commands from electrical activity.
In the case of motor imagery, it has been shown that mental imagery of left or right
hand dorsiflexions produces discernible EEG features over different spatial regions on the
scalp [92]. Specifically, left and right hand motor imagery produces a decrease in the
power of the mu (8-12 Hz) and beta (18-26 Hz) bands over the contralateral side of the
scalp (a phenomenon called event-related desynchronization, or ERD), and sometimes
produces an increase of power in these bands over the ipsilateral side (called event-related
synchronization, or ERS) [53, 92]. If these signature changes in power spectra can be
recognized, then binary classification can be performed to detect left or right hand motor
imagery.
To built such a motor imagery classifier with acceptable accuracy, we adopt a procedure
that combines protocols from a series of studies related to optimal spatial filtering of EEG
signals for motor imagery classification [93, 205, 99, 206, 207]. At a high level, the method
first temporally filters EEG measurements in an ERD/ERS frequency range of interest,
then trains spatial filter coefficients that maximize the signal power in one motor imagery
class and minimize it in the other. This spatial filtering process, known as Common Spatial
Patterns (CSP) filtering, yields features that discriminate between power spectrum changes
due to different motor imagery classes. Finally, these filtered and processed features are
classified with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier.
EEG measurements are sampled at 2 kHz from a 32-electrode BioSemi ActiveTwo
system. The use of CSP filtering requires the use of at least 18 electrodes over the motor
cortex [205]; here, we record electrodes F3, Fz, F4, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz,
C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P3, Pz, and P4 based on the International 10/20 system.
BioSemi ActiView2 is used to monitor EEG signal quality during scalp recording setup.
Signals are downsampled to 128 Hz and referenced using the Common Average Reference
2

https://www.biosemi.com/download.htm
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(CAR), which subtracts the mean of all electrodes from each individual signal [208]. Then,
signals are temporally filtered with a 3rd order Butterworth notch filter centered at 60 Hz
with a band of 57-63 Hz and a pass band ripple of 0.5 dB, a 6th order Butterworth band
pass filter with a band of 0.5-50 Hz and a pass band ripple of 0.5 dB, and a 6th order
Butterworth bandpass filter with a band of 8-30 Hz and a pass band ripple of 0.5 dB to limit
the considered frequencies to the mu and beta ranges [206].
In order to detect the power spectrum changes due to ERD/ERS during motor imagery,
the choice of spatial filter coefficients among electrodes must be optimized to maximally
discriminate between left and right hand motor imagery. The CSP method is ideal for this
type of discrimination since it maximally distinguishes between intraclass signal power,
which directly translates to the discrimination of ERD/ERS activity and therefore to the
detection of binary motor imagery commands (see Section A.3.1 for details of CSP training).
The two most discriminative CSP filters per class (four filters total) are applied to spatially
filter the temporally filtered signals, yielding a signal with four channels. A temporal
average of the square of each channel is taken over a window of length T with an offset
of t0 seconds (see below for details of parameter selection), resulting in an average power
pi for channel i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The final feature vector f of length four is then constructed
by taking the natural log of each channel power pi , normalized by the total power across


all channels, i.e. vi = ln P4pi p . Finally, this feature vector is passed through a binary
i=1

i

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier [209] to extract the issued left or right hand
motor imagery command. We summarize this process in the feature extraction portion of
Supplementary Figure A.6.
CSP filters and LDA classifiers are trained with a procedure adapted from Guger et al.
[207]. The BCI user sits in front of a monitor and imagines left or right hand dorsiflexions
according to a corresponding left or right arrow cue which appears on screen (Supplementary
Figure A.5). During a training session, each motor imagery class (left or right hand)
is presented for 30 synchronized recorded training points, with all 60 inputs presented
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in a randomized order. During each synchronized training point recording, a fixation
cross appears for 2 seconds, at which point a left or right arrow cue is displayed for 1.25
seconds, prompting the subject to imagine the corresponding movement. The fixation cross
remains for 3.75 seconds after, during which the subject continues to imagine the instructed
movement. This results in a total training interval of 5 seconds. The cross is then cleared,
followed by an inter-stimulus-interval of uniformly randomly length between 1 and 2.5
seconds. Windows at a length of T = 4 s offset by 0.5 s are extracted from the 5 second
training interval (e.g., windows with t0 = 0 s, t0 = 0.5 s, or t0 = 1 s) and used to train CSP
filters and LDA classifiers based on the signal processing procedure described previously.
10x10 cross-validation is used to evaluate the accuracy of each 4 second window over all
training data, and the best 4 second window is selected to use for synchronous user inputs
using during testing.
If a cross-validation accuracy of 0.7 is exceeded for the best 4 second window, the feature
extraction and classifier pipeline is considered trained. Otherwise, additional sessions of 15
training points for each class are collected until some subset of training sessions results in
filters and a classifier with a cross-validated accuracy of at least 0.7. For instance, suppose
a first training set of 30 data points per class, labeled as dataset S1 , does not result in a
sufficient cross-validation accuracy. Then, a second training session of 15 data points per
class is run, resulting in an additional training dataset labeled S2 . The same filter, classifier,
and window extraction procedure described above is performed individually on S2 and
S1 ∪ S2 , and the best model saved. If this model’s cross-validated accuracy does not exceed
0.7, another training set of 15 data points per class is collected, resulting in training dataset
S3 . The best model from S3 , S1 ∪ S3 , S2 ∪ S3 , and S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 is saved; this procedure
continues until a trained model exceeds the 0.7 threshold. The final cross-validated error
from the saved model is used to estimate the crossover probability parameter in the posterior
matching procedure during testing.
During testing, the distance-to-hyperplane output of the LDA classifier is used to create
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a feedback bar updated in real-time to aid the user in tuning their motor imagery features
[210]. The feedback bar points in the direction of the classifier’s detected input (left or right)
and has a length proportional to the distance from each instantaneous feature vector f to the
classifier hyperplane. As we describe in Section A.3.2, this distance is a direct measure of
classification confidence. Feedback is generated over T = 1 second windows overlapped by
0.0625 seconds, and is displayed continuously during the entire testing phase.
OpenVibe3 is used for the real-time collection and processing of EEG signals, with
CSP filters and LDA classifier training performed offline in MATLAB. During testing,
the lab streaming layer4 communication protocol is used to interface in real-time between
signal acquisition, feature extraction, and feedback presentation in OpenVibe, and feature
classification and posterior matching operation in MATLAB.
Swarm control trials In order to demonstrate SCINET’s performance, GC (henceforth
referred to as “the subject”) learned the dictionary ordering for swarm configurations, trained
CSP filters and LDA classifiers with left/right imagined dorsiflexions, and evaluated his
swarm control ability using a virtual Robotarium arena over 70 trials. On each day (with one
session of trials per day), the subject sat in front of two monitors, one of which presented
the visualizations required for training and feedback for testing (run on a PC laptop) and the
other ran the Robotarium simulation in MATLAB (run on a MacBook laptop). At the start
of each session, the subject trained spatial filters and classifiers using the aforementioned
procedure until the specified training threshold was met. Then, the subject performed 10 test
trials per day on a Robotarium simulation. For each test trial, a target swarm configuration
was selected randomly without replacement from a set of possible targets and displayed in
the simulator as a blue outline (as in Figure 3.4b). The target set was constructed as a single
copy of each string in the dictionary (60 total), plus 40 additional copies that are evenly
spaced throughout the dictionary (for a total of 100 configurations).
3
4

http://openvibe.inria.fr/
https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer
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The subject then issued the appropriate motor imagery commands to steer the swarm
to each specified target configuration according to the posterior matching algorithm (see
section A.1 for a mathematical algorithm description). For the special case where a target
and guess configuration were equal, a “right” command was issued. The subject issued each
command in a synchronized input window of 5 seconds in length. After each command was
issued, a new configuration was broadcast to the robot swarm, and the robots readjusted
their positions while the subject waited and observed their movement. After each robot’s
velocity fell below a prespecified threshold, the swarm controller detected that the swarm
had settled on a single configuration and another input was requested from the subject. At
this point, the subject heard a single audible beep, which indicated that the swarm had made
its guess, and that they should decide on their next input. After a two-second pause, the
subject heard three more beeps, each separated by a single second, to count down to the
start of the synchronized input window. A final beep signaled the start of a 5 second input
window, during which the subject visually fixated on the real-time feedback bar. A single
beep signaled the end of the synchronization window, at which point the subject could stop
their command. Feature extraction and classification was performed using the same CSP
filters, LDA weights, and timing parameter t0 for extraction of a T = 4 second window as
during training. After each input was issued the system indicated the classification result
on-screen with a left or right arrow and the swarm rearranged to its updated configuration,
after which a new input window began and the subject observed the swarm as feedback for
their next command (Supplementary Figure A.4).
This process iterated until the posterior matching algorithm converged to a final estimate
of the subject’s configuration, at which point three short, audible beeps were played. Convergence was defined by the algorithm maintaining a posterior distribution for the subject’s
target configuration, and stopping when any configuration met or exceeded a prespecified
posterior threshold. A single trial ended at the sooner of posterior matching converging or
the number of issued inputs reaching a maximum of 50 inputs. When the trial ended by either
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means, the maximum posterior probability configuration was selected as the algorithm’s
final estimate.
The threshold for the convergence stopping criterion was selected from a lookup table
of convergence thresholds specified for various BSC crossover probabilities and desired
trial lengths. For a given crossover probability, 500 posterior matching simulated trials
(described below) were performed offline for each of several candidate thresholds, and the
corresponding table entry was set as the threshold that achieved the highest convergence
accuracy while not having an average number of inputs greater than the specified trial length.
Our specified average trial length for threshold lookup was set to 25 inputs, which is an
estimated number of synchronous inputs an EEG user can issue before becoming fatigued.
The lookup table was constructed by evaluating crossover probabilities from 0 to 50% at
increments of 5%, and posterior stopping thresholds of 0% to 100% at increments of 5%. If
the model’s crossover probability (i.e., the trained classifier’s cross-validation error) did not
appear in the lookup table, the next highest crossover probability in the table was used for
lookup.
To compute the configuration accuracy and expected number of input values in the lookup
table, each posterior matching simulation trial used the specified crossover probability and
candidate stopping threshold. Unlike the simulations described for modeling a non-stationary
input error profile, here each crossover probability used to generate input errors was fixed
throughout the entire simulation trial, and this generated error crossover was equal to the
crossover assumed by posterior matching in its posterior distribution updates. In each
simulation trial, a target string was selected at random from the configuration dictionary,
and the rules of posterior matching followed to simulate the role of a user. Each simulated
user input was passed through a simulated BSC with a fixed crossover probability at the
specified value. Each simulated trial was run for a maximum of 50 inputs, as was the case
for the virtual swarm control experiments.
The subject engaged in 7 total days of completed trials spread over the course of 3 weeks,
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with 10 trials performed per day. On each day, the subject trained the EEG classifier using
the aforementioned procedure, completed 5 virtual swarm control trials, took a rest period,
and then completed 5 more trials. During one particular session, the subject perceived that
the EEG classifier feedback bar was qualitatively deteriorating after the first 5 trials, and
added 2 additional training sessions of 15 data points per class to the training set for the
second half of the session. On the other 6 days, both sets of 5 trials used the same initially
trained classifier. There was an 8th day of trials omitted from this study. On this day, the
subject trained the classifier as above and completed 3 trials on this day, but aborted the
session due to a feeling of complete loss of ability to issue motor imagery inputs. Upon
further investigation, it was found that these 3 sessions had a net EEG input error of 53%,
explaining the lack of control. These two ad hoc adjustments (additional training, aborted
session) are justifiable since the purpose of this experiment is to evaluate SCINET’s overall
performance under the assumption of a reasonably trained and sustainable EEG classifier.
Realistic simulation baseline To fit a non-stationary crossover probability model to the
empirical data in Figure 3.4c for use in a realistic SCINET simulation, an input error profile
was modeled by first fitting a least-squares cubic regression to the empirical crossover
probability curve (Supplementary Figure A.7a). The data points corresponding to one
issued input, the minimum point, and maximum point of this cubic function were then used
to fit a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial (PCHIP), where the maximum
point was held until the maximum number of inputs (Supplementary Figure A.7b). The
motivation behind this procedure was to generalize the crossover behavior at lower numbers
of inputs while enforcing monotonicity as the number of inputs increased, since a decrease
in crossover probability would not realistically model factors such as user fatigue increasing
with more inputs. The resulting PCHIP was used to generate input errors in our realistic
SCINET simulation. Specifically, at input number i, the correct posterior matching response
was corrupted with a Bernoulli error (statistically independent of all previous and future
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errors) with bias given by the PCHIP value at input i.
Even though input errors were generated according to the PCHIP, during each posterior
matching iteration the simulator modeled a binary symmetric channel with a fixed crossover
probability. This simulates the real-world effect of the trained classifier producing a crossvalidation error that is used as the BSC crossover probability estimate for each trial, yet
during the trial the BCI’s actual input error statistics may change with additional inputs. We
set the simulator’s fixed crossover estimate as the average input error across all inputs and
all virtual swarm trials, which evaluated to 21.8%. This value serves as an estimate of the
aggregate error to be expected over the course of a virtual swarm trial.
Once the PCHIP error generator was fit and the fixed crossover probability set, the posterior matching simulation was run for 10,000 trials. At the start of each trial, a configuration
was selected uniformly at random from the dictionary to serve as a target for posterior
matching. We implemented the same stopping criteria for each trial as in the virtual swarm
trials performed by the subject: the posterior convergence threshold was selected from the
same lookup table of thresholds using the same procedure, and a maximum of 50 inputs
per simulation trial was enforced. When comparing simulation results against empirical
results from virtual swarm control in Figure 3.4d, trials were binned by convergence time
as follows: “Short” trials converged between 1 and 12 inputs (inclusive); “Medium” trials
converged between 13 and 18 inputs (inclusive); and “Long” trials converged between 19
and 50 inputs (inclusive). The number of trials converged in each bin were 24 Short, 25
Medium, and 21 Long virtual swarm trials, and 2,786 Short, 3,748 Medium, and 3,466 Long
simulated trials.
The subject also demonstrated two successful trials on the physical Robotarium system,
but the quantity of these trials was limited due to laboratory demand for the system and
practical considerations such as robot battery life. We implemented the same EEG training
and experimental setup procedures as in the virtual swarm sessions, with the only difference
being that physical robots responded to user commands rather than virtual robots.
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Generalized simulation results To generalize the performance of SCINET to arbitrary
dictionaries, the simulator from Figure 3.4d was modified slightly. To fully evaluate the
tradeoff between achieved configuration accuracy and required number of inputs for each
dictionary size, we disabled convergence for both posterior matching and stepwise search
(see Section A.3.1 for a mathematical description of stepwise search) and instead output an
instantaneous configuration estimate after each issued input. After k inputs, this instantaneous estimate was taken as the configuration with maximum posterior probability, i.e., zj ∗
where j ∗ = arg max1≤j≤Nd αj (k) (see Section A.3.1). This maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate is distinct from the guess produced during each algorithm interaction with the
user, and is used only for analytical purposes to produce an error estimate. By outputting
an instantaneous guess after each input and computing its configuration accuracy, we can
directly observe the tradeoff between obtainable configuration accuracy and number of
inputs for each algorithm and dictionary size.
In Figures 3.5a to 3.5c, a fixed 10% crossover probability was assumed by each algorithm
during posterior updating, and the same crossover probability was used to generate input
errors. In Figures 3.5d to 3.5f, as in the comparison against virtual swarm trials the PCHIP
error profile of Figure 3.4c was used to generate Bernoulli input errors at each number
of inputs, while each algorithm assumed a crossover probability of 21.8% for posterior
updating. Each simulation — posterior matching or stepwise search, each run with fixed
or non-stationary crossover probabilities — was repeated for 1,000 trials, with the target
configuration selected uniformly at random from the dictionary at the beginning of each
trial.
To evaluate performance on various dictionary sizes, the dictionary size parameter Nd in
posterior matching and stepwise search was varied over simulations (see Section A.3.1 for
parameter definition). Each setting of Nd corresponds to a different number of controllable
dictionary degrees of freedom. To establish this relationship, we consider a dictionary with
b characters for each of r alphabets, corresponding to r degrees of freedom. The total
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number of strings in the dictionary is then Nd = br . To select an alphabet size b, we used the
rounded harmonic mean of our alphabet sizes (i.e., 5,2,3,2) which evaluates to 3 characters.
We generated dictionaries with r = 2, 4, 6, 8 degrees of freedom, corresponding to sizes
of Nd = 9, 81, 729, and 6,561 respectively. Note that each algorithm operates on the
total order of strings in the dictionary without regard to individual alphabets, and the only
parameter that affects simulation results is the dictionary size, rather than the exact alphabet
size or degrees of freedom. However, formulating the dictionary size parameter in terms
of alphabet size and degrees of freedom allows us to draw connections as in Figure 3.5
between these various parameters. We also performed the same experiments using an
alphabet size of b = 5 (see Supplementary Figure A.14) and resulting dictionary sizes of
Nd = 25, 625, 15, 625, and 390,625. This experiment corresponds to a more conservative
relationship between degrees of freedom and dictionary size; keeping degrees of freedom
fixed and increasing alphabet size results in a larger dictionary, and therefore more strings
to search over (and more user inputs required) to control the same number of degrees of
freedom. For this reason, we call the b = 3 case the “standard” degrees of freedom estimate,
and b = 5 the “conservative” degrees of freedom estimate.
In Figures 3.5a and 3.5d, ITR was calculated from the error-free accuracy in Figures 3.5b
and 3.5d respectively. At k inputs issued, let Pk denote the error-free accuracy, which is
calculated as the number of trials where the kth instantaneous estimate (i.e., zj ∗ ) equals the
ground truth target configuration, divided by the total number of simulation trials (1,000).
ITR, denoted after k inputs as Rk , is then calculated in units of bits as [53]

Rk = log2 Nd + Pk log2 Pk + (1 − Pk ) log2

1 − Pk
.
Nd − 1

ITR represents the aggregate amount of information about the target configuration conveyed
after k inputs from the user to the swarm. ITR can be also interpreted mathematically as the
bit rate over a discrete memoryless channel where the target is selected with probability Pk ,
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and any remaining configuration is erroneously selected with an equal probability of

1−Pk
.
Nd −1

To calculate absolute deviation in Figures 3.5c and 3.5f, let Zj ∗ (k) and Zt denote the
unit interval representations (see Section A.3.1) of the MAP estimate after k inputs and
the target configuration, respectively. Then absolute deviation, or “dictionary distance,” is
calculated as |Zj ∗ (k) − Zt |, and averaged over all trials for each simulation.

A.3
A.3.1

Brain-computer Interfacing Supplementary Material
Supplementary Methods

Cheating Detection
We now describe the procedure used to flag and examine online user study participants
suspected of selecting answers at random. To automatically flag suspicious sets of responses,
we established a set of benchmarks evaluating response time, overall accuracy, accuracy
per character, and accuracy over the course of the HIT; a participant failing any of these
benchmarks resulted in a manual approval or rejection of their HIT. A participant was flagged
for suspicious duration if they completed the entire task (including reading instructions and
submitting answers) in under 25 minutes, which may indicate that a sincere effort was not
made to answer each query carefully. This duration threshold was estimated by the authors
as the approximate time our HIT might take to complete at a reasonable completion pace.
When evaluating cheat detection queries (6 total), a participant was flagged if they
correctly answered exactly 2, 3, or 4 queries. Conversely, a participant passed this benchmark
if they answered 5 or 6 cheat detection questions correctly — performing as expected — or
if they answered only 0 or 1 test queries correctly, as might be the case if they made sincere
efforts but had a reversed understanding of the dictionary ordering.
A participant was flagged for suspicious overall accuracy if their p-value for a two-tailed
hypothesis test exceeded a threshold of 10%, with a null hypothesis of chance selection
(50% probability of correct selection per query). We estimated this p-value with a normal
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approximation to a binomial distribution with a 50% bias over 150 queries (including cheat
detection queries). The p-value is computed as the probability of an overall accuracy at or
further from chance than the measured accuracy. Specifically, for c correct responses over
150 shape pair queries and letting Φ denote the standard normal cumulative distribution
function (c.d.f.), this p-value is calculated as

p1 (c) = 2 min Φ

!
− 0.5
q
,1 − Φ

c
150

0.25
150

c
150

− 0.5
q

!!
.

(A.5)

0.25
150

Two additional benchmark’s were evaluated involving p-value evaluation per critical
character, and error performance across the HIT duration. In the former, p-values were calculated as in eq. (A.5) when binning trials (including the six test questions) by critical character.
These p-values were multiplied to form a “net” p-value, which flagged a participant when it
exceeded 10%. To evaluate error performance throughout the duration of a HIT, an ordinary
least-squares regression was fit to the cumulative number of correct responses throughout
the course of the HIT. If the r2 value of the linear model fell below 0.64, then the participant
was flagged. The motivation behind this test was to detect participants who performed well
initially, but then decided to select random answers for the remainder of the HIT; such a
participant would show a highly nonlinear error performance over the course of the HIT,
unlike participants who answered consistently according to their understanding of the task.
Additionally, such nonlinear behavior would not be accounted for by a varying difficulty
level over multiple queries, since the sequence of queries was presented in a shuffled order.
No participants were flagged for this linear model test, and so we omit its details from the
discussion here. Only one participant (participant 145) was flagged for their “net” p-value
surpassing 10%, but this participant was also flagged for total accuracy (eq. (A.5)) and so
we only discuss the latter.
Participants 2, 131, and 145 were flagged for cheat detection query responses (each
answering 4 test queries correctly out of 6), and participants 131 and 145 were additionally
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flagged for overall accuracy. Participant 2 had a duration of 54 minutes, and so was approved
due to an assumption of genuine effort due to their extensive completion time. Participants
131 and 145 had completion times of 85 and 58 minutes respectively, and so were also
approved due to extensive completion time. Participant 33 was flagged for total accuracy
only; due to a duration of 65 minutes and answering all 6 cheat detection queries correctly,
they were approved. Participants 4, 41, 43, 51, 61, 63, 68, 71, 80, 86, 95, 106, 125, 139,
142, and 144 were flagged for duration only. None of these participants had an accuracy
below 96% (over all 150 queries), and all had a duration of at least 14 minutes. Since the
durations were still significant and all performed at high accuracy, these participants flagged
for durations were approved since their behavior did not indicate random selection. Overall,
all 150 participants were approved in this study.

Common Spatial Patterns Filtering
Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) filtering is a supervised spatial filtering method that maximizes the difference in filtered signal variances between two classes [205, 206]. This
separation is useful for motor imagery detection, which uses signal power (i.e., signal
variance) as the classification feature. We briefly summarize our implementation of the CSP
algorithm [205, 206] below, with notation and derivations drawn largely from Ramoser et al.
[205].
c
Let {Xc,i }N
i=1 denote the training set of Nc temporally filtered EEG signals for class

c ∈ {l, r} (for “left” and “right”), where each Xc,i is a T × d matrix of T EEG samples over
P
d channels. Let µc,i = T1 Tt=1 Xc,i [t, :] denote the spatial mean of signal block i for class c,
where Xc,i [t, :] denotes the tth row of matrix Xc,i . We define the zero-mean signal matrix
ec,i by subtracting the spatial mean from each sample, i.e., X
ec,i [t, :] = Xc,i [t, :] − µc,i . Then,
X
we compute the averaged covariance matrices for both classes as

Cl =

Nl
eT X
e
X
1 X
l,i l,i
eT X
e
Nl i=1 Tr(X
l,i l,i )

Cr =
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Nr
T e
er,i
X
Xr,i
1 X
eT X
e
Nr i=1 Tr(X
r,i r,i )

and form the composite covariance matrix as

C = Cl + Cr .

(A.6)

We then factor C into its eigendecomposition C = U ΛU T , where the eigenvalues in
diagonal matrix Λ are sorted in descending order and the columns of U are orthogonal
eigenvectors. Note that Λ only has at most d − 1 positive eigenvalues. To see this, note that
since the raw EEG signals are processed with CAR referencing, each Xc,i has rank at most
P
d − 1 since by definition its columns are linearly dependent, i.e., dk=1 Xc,i [t, k] = 0 for all
el,i also has rank at most d − 1 since
1 ≤ t ≤ T. X
d
X
k=1

ec,i [t, k] =
X

d
X


Xc,i [t, k] − µc,i [k]
k=1
d 
X


T
1X
=
Xc,i [t, k] −
Xc,i [j, k]
T j=1
k=1

d
T  d
X
1X X
Xc,i [t, k] −
=
Xc,i [j, k]
T
j=1 k=1
k=1
T
1X
=0−
0
T j=1

= 0.

Next, consider the d × T (Nl + Nr ) matrix given by the horizontal concatenation of all
e T }Nc , c ∈ {l, r}, i.e., X
e = [X
eT , X
eT , . . . X
el,N , X
eT , X
eT , . . . X
er,Nr ]. Clearly X
e has
{X
c,i i=1
r,1
r,2
l,1
l,2
l
P
e :] = 0 by construction. Therefore the column space of
rank at most d − 1, since dj=1 X[j,
T Nc
e i.e., the span of {X
ec,i
X,
}i=1 , c ∈ {l, r}, has dimension at most d − 1. By construction, the

columns of C (eq. (A.6)) lie in this same column space, and so C has rank at most d − 1.
Therefore, before the whitening stage of CSP, we truncate Λ to the top d − 1 eigenvalues,
b and truncate U
b as the first d−1 columns of U . We then form
resulting in d−1×d−1 matrix Λ,
p
p
p
b −1 U
b −1 U
b −1 =
b T , so that P CP T = Λ
bT U
bΛ
bU
bT U
b Λ
the whitening transformation P = Λ
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I. Let Sl = P Cl P T and Sr = P Cr P T . Then Sl and Sr share eigenvectors with eigenvalues
that sum to unity, i.e.,

Sl = Bλl B T

Sr = Bλr B T

λl + λr = I.

To see this, note that Sl + Sr = P (Cl + Cr )P T = P CP T = I, and suppose that b is an
eigenvector for Sl with eigenvalue λl . Then Sl b = λl b, and so

b = Ib = (Sl + Sr )b = Sl b + Sr b = λl b + Sr b =⇒ Sr b = (1 − λl )b

and therefore b is an eigenvector for Sr with eigenvalue 1 − λl . This implies that projecting
onto the eigenvectors of Sl with the largest eigenvalues will result in variance separation
between whitened data from classes l and r: whitened data from l will remain mostly
unattenuated, while whitened data from class r will have attenuated signal energy. The
reverse relationship is true when projecting onto the top eigenvectors of Sr instead.
The final CSP filtering matrix is then constructed as W = B T P , where the columns of
B are sorted in decreasing order from largest to smallest corresponding eigenvalues of Sl .
This transformation whitens incoming data and projects it onto each eigenvector of Sl , such
that the resulting vector has components with separated energy levels for each class. This
d − 1 × d filter is applied to a T × d signal X as Z = XW T , where Z is of size T × d − 1.
In SCINET, we apply a truncated CSP filter that only uses the top two spatial filters for each
class. Letting wiT denote the ith row of W , we use only rows 1, 2, d − 2, d − 1 of the filter
(corresponding to the top two eigenvectors of each class), i.e., we apply filter




c=
W





w1T
w2T
T
wd−2
T
wd−1
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Stepwise Search
Stepwise search is a Bayesian algorithm that tracks a probabilistic estimate of the user’s
desired configuration by incrementing or decrementing guesses one string at a time to
navigate the dictionary. The initialization of stepwise search is identical to that of posterior
matching.
Guess selection At k = 0, the swarm guess is initialized as n(0) = bNd /2e and ẑ(0) =
zn(k) , where the bxe operator rounds x to the nearest integer. For k > 0, the guess is updated
as
n(k) = max(min(n(k − 1) + (2Yk − 1), Nd ), 1)

ẑ(k) = zn(k) .

Recalling that Yk ∈ {0, 1}, this guessing rule is equivalent to incrementing or decrementing
the guessed configuration by one string position in the direction indicated by the received
input, while accounting for edge cases (receiving Yk = 0 for n(k − 1) = 1 maintains
n(k) = 1, and receiving Yk = 1 for n(k − 1) = Nd maintains n(k) = Nd ). The noisy user
input and posterior update stages are identical to those in posterior matching.

Supplementary Figures

Figure A.1: Polygon dictionary parameters, specified relative to the swarm arena dimensions.
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Figure A.2: Shape query for HIT cheating detection. This query appeared 6 times in each
participant’s query set, randomly scattered among regular queries. Participants were not
told that these queries were used for cheat detection, although they were told that random
selection without a “good faith” effort would be detected (without stating how) and their
HIT submission would then be rejected.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A.3: Gaussian mixture modeling for swarm density coverage. a, Gaussian mixture
model displayed over a triangle target configuration. Each individual component of the
GMM is stylized with a green outline. b, Gaussian mixture model density function, without
stylization. As described in Diaz-Mercado et al. [90], the robot swarm executes a distributed,
low-level algorithm to cover the specified coverage density function, where each robot uses
only local information. c, Gaussian mixture model density with virtual robots performing
swarm coverage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.4: Physical swarm control. The BCI user observes the current swarm guess to
decide their next motor imagery input according to the rules of posterior matching. When
prompted by an audible beep, the user fixates on a blue feedback bar and imagines their
intended motor imagery command; the bar responds in real-time to indicate the command
being classified, which can aid the user in issuing a reliable command. After each command
is issued during a synchronous window of 5 seconds, another beep sounds and an arrow
indicates to the user their classified input. While the virtual swarm trials were conducted in
a different room with different monitors than those shown here, the software interface used
to elicit user motor imagery commands and present feedback was identical to that presented
here.

Figure A.5: Motor imagery training. During motor imagery classifier training, the user
imagines left or right hand motor imagery movements according to a synchronized visual
cue.
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Figure A.6: Full SCINET feedback system. The user (green boxes, top left) observes
the current swarm configuration along with synchronized motor imagery prompts (see
Supplementary Figure A.4) to decide on a motor imagery command for communicating
their intended behavior according to the rules of posterior matching. In a signal processing
pipeline (pink boxes, top right) beginning with EEG scalp recording and ending with an LDA
classifier, the user’s motor imagery command is classified from raw scalp measurements.
The detected motor imagery command is input into the BZ algorithm, which updates the
configuration guess in the dictionary. This configuration is translated to a Gaussian mixture
model density (see Supplementary Figure A.3) and transmitted to the swarm for distributed
density coverage.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.7: Modeling a non-stationary input profile from empirical crossover data. a,
Least-squares cubic fit to empirical crossover data. The model is highlighted with stars at
the first input value, the minimum value, and the maximum value. b, A piecewise cubic
Hermite interpolating polynomial (PCHIP) was fit to the first, minimum, and maximum
value points from a. We clamped the maximum value to remain fixed until the maximum of
50 inputs, so that the resulting PCHIP error model is non-decreasing. This behavior models
the fact that the BCI user may experience fatigue as the number of inputs increases, possibly
resulting in non-improving input error statistics after issuing many inputs.
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A.3.2

Supplementary Discussion

Online User Study Critical Character Analysis
In Supplementary Figure A.8, we analyze dictionary sorting proficiency for each individual
participant in the online user study. Figure A.8a plots each individual participant’s accuracy
in sorting shape pairs, binned by critical character; for each subject these values are connected by straight lines, for visualization purposes. Each participant’s piecewise linear curve
is colored by their overall sorting accuracy across all 144 (not including test queries) shape
pairs, as indicated by the color bar. Generally speaking, the lowest performing subjects
(dark colors) performed poorly across all critical character comparisons. Interestingly,
several subjects performed well for horizontal position, dropped in performance for vertical
position, and increased in performance for number of sides and size comparisons. Several
subjects sorted vertical position below 50% accuracy, implying that they sorted this character
consistently, but in the reversed alphabet order of precedence.
To more formally analyze the trends over each individual participant, for each participant
we performed a least-squares linear fit to their accuracies across critical characters, with
categorical values converted to regressors as 0 (horizontal position), 1 (vertical position), 2
(number of sides), and 3 (size). In Figure A.8b, we present a scatter plot of the regression
slope of each participant’s linear model, plotted against each model’s intercept at the
horizontal position. As in Figure A.8a, participants are colored coded by their overall sorting
accuracy. Only two participants both sorted early string characters with high accuracy
(large horizontal position intercept) and decreased in performance for deeper characters
(negative regression slope). Otherwise, participants mostly performed accurately across
all characters (high horizontal position intercept, flat slope), or performed moderately for
early characters and increased in accuracy, with a positive regression slope. Only a few
participants performed poorly for early characters and continued to perform poorly for
deeper characters.
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In Figures A.8c and A.8d, we plot a histogram and empirical cumulative distribution
function of regression slopes across all participants. As can be observed from Figure A.8d,
only approximately 30% of participants have negative regression slopes, and only 10%
of participants have regression slopes of 1% accuracy decrease or worse per additional
character. These results collectively suggest that overall, the performance of individual
participants did not decrease noticeably as character depth increased. This suggests that as
the number of characters in each heterogeneous dictionary string is increased, users are still
able to both identify and make accurate comparisons with respect to each critical character.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure A.8: Trend line analysis of individual participant performance over critical
character comparisons of increasing depth. a, Each individual participant’s sorting
accuracy is plotted as a connected line over accuracies calculated with respect to each
critical character comparison. Each line is colored by the participant’s overall sorting
accuracy across all queries. b, After fitting a linear least squares model to each participant’s
piecewise curve in a, we plot the slope and intercept at the horizontal position for each
participant’s linear regression model. c, Histogram of individual participant regression
slopes. d Empirical cumulative distribution plot of individual participant regression slopes.
Only approximately 30% of participants have negative regression slopes, and only 10% of
participants have slopes of 1% accuracy decrease or worse per additional character.
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Virtual Swarm Evaluation
Figure A.9 compares the histograms of the number of inputs required for convergence in
each experimental and simulated trial. These histograms generally agree in shape, with right
skewed distributions and peaks at the maximum number of inputs, reflecting that several
trials “timed out” before convergence. This overall agreement corroborates the simulation’s
realistic modeling of the overall system.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.9: Histogram of number of inputs until convergence for virtual swarm control (a)
and simulated (b) trials.
Figure A.10 plots the number of recorded samples at every number of inputs, across
all 70 virtual swarm trials. Since no trials cross the convergence threshold until after at
least 8 inputs, 70 input samples were recorded at every number of inputs at or below this
point. As trials begin to converge after 8 inputs, fewer recorded samples are available for
larger number of inputs due to trials converging and halting input recording. Due to this
decreasing sample size at larger numbers of inputs, the empirical EEG crossover probability
in Figure 3.4c is most accurately estimated at lower numbers of inputs. As the number of
inputs increases, crossover probability is less accurately estimated due to smaller sample
sizes, reflected in the larger error bars in the crossover probability estimate.
In Figure A.11, we analyze the data in Figure 3.4d in terms of absolute deviation rather
than error-free configuration accuracy. As in Figure 3.4d, virtual swarm and simulated trials
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Figure A.10: Number of samples at each number of issued inputs, aggregated over all
virtual swarm trials. The number of samples observed at each number of inputs decreases
as trials converge to selected configurations. This results in larger error bars in Figure 3.4c
and higher late trial variability in Supplementary Figures A.12 and A.13.
were separated into the same “Short” (between 1 and 12 inputs until convergence, inclusive),
“Medium” (between 13 and 18 inputs until convergence, inclusive), and “Long” (between
19 and 50 inputs until convergence, inclusive) trial bins. Then, we analyzed the absolute
deviation trajectories (see Section A.2 for a description of absolute deviation) within each bin
by comparing a trial’s target configuration to the posterior median guessed by the swarm after
every input; this differs from the absolute deviation calculation in Figure 3.5, which instead
calculates absolute deviation with respect to an instantaneous MAP configuration estimate.
Figures A.11a to A.11c plot absolute deviations for both virtual swarm and simulated trials
within Short, Medium, and Long bins, respectively. Figure A.11d plots absolute deviation
over all trials. In each figure, vertical red lines visually indicate the span of each bin range,
depicting the range of inputs in which all trials within the bin converged. The virtual swarm
control and simulation trials have absolute deviations that mostly agree in the first two bins,
with increased differences between empirical and simulated trials in the Long bin. Both
empirical and simulated results in the Long bin experience increasing absolute deviations,
due to the fact that input errors increase toward chance for larger numbers of inputs (see
Figure 3.4c). Regardless, the simulated system in its entirety matches the behavior of the
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experimental trials, indicating that the simulator used here can reliably account for realistic
experimental factors such as user fatigue.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.11: Absolute deviation between guessed swarm configuration after each number of
inputs (guessed as posterior median) in comparison to target configuration, for both virtual
swarm control and simulated trials. The crossover model from Figure 3.4c was used to
generate non-stationary errors in all 10,000 simulation trials. Each pane depicts a subset of
trials binned by number of inputs until swarm convergence. The bin range for each pane
is depicted through two vertical lines at the bin edges (inclusive). Each trial set, for both
virtual swarm control and simulated trials, is plotted as mean absolute deviation with error
bars depicting 95% bootstrap confidence intervals over 10,000 samples (separate resampling
for every number of inputs). a, Trials converging between 1 and 12 inputs, inclusive. b,
Trials converging between 13 and 18 inputs, inclusive. c, Trials converging between 19 and
50 inputs, inclusive. d, All trials. In each pane, values at 0 inputs indicate absolute error at
initialization, before a trial begins.
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Signal feature analysis In Figure 3.4c, the empirically observed crossover probability
degrades in quality (approached chance) at the number of issued inputs increases. As
demonstrated in Figure 3.4d, this behavior can be accounted for in a posterior matching
simulator that assumes a fixed crossover probability while errors are generated according
to a non-stationary input error profile. Below, we further analyze the empirically observed
input degradation. In particular, we analyze the behavior of the LDA classifier component of
our motor imagery detection pipeline, and measure signal quality by observing the changing
classifier confidence over time.
Let f ∈ R4 denote the EEG feature vector for a given input (see Figure A.6), and let
µ ∈ R4 and τ ∈ R denote the hyperplane weights and offset respectively of the trained
LDA classifier [209]. Let Y ∈ {0, 1} denote a classification result of left-hand (Y = 0) or
right-hand (Y = 1) motor imagery detection, determined by the sign of the distance to the
classifier hyperplane, i.e., Y = sign(µT f − τ ). In LDA, a standard result [209] is that the
log-ratio of the class posterior distribution is given by

log

P (Y = 1 | f )
= µT f − τ.
P (Y = 0 | f )

Denote X ∈ {0, 1} to be the ground truth (i.e., correct) motor imagery input that the
user should issue, according to the rules of posterior matching. One way to measure the
quality of the classifier’s decision is to evaluate the ratio of the probability that it detects
the ground truth input correctly (i.e., P (Y = X | f )) over the probability that it detects the
ground truth incorrectly (i.e., P (Y 6= X | f )) It is easy to show that the log of this ratio
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takes a convenient form:

log

P (Y = X | f )
P (Y
= X log
P (Y 6= X | f )
P (Y
P (Y
= X log
P (Y

= 1 | f)
P (Y
+ (1 − X) log
= 0 | f)
P (Y
= 1 | f)
P (Y
+ (X − 1) log
= 0 | f)
P (Y
P (Y = 1 | f )
= (2X − 1) log
P (Y = 0 | f )
= (2X − 1)(µT f − τ ).

= 0 | f)
= 1 | f)
= 1 | f)
= 0 | f)

(A.7)

When the classifier is more confident in the correct class (which is unavailable to the
classifier at classification time, but is available in post hoc analysis) than the incorrect class,
then this log-ratio will be positive. Conversely, if the classifier is confident in the incorrect
decision, then this log-ratio will be negative. If the classifier is “unsure” in its decision,
then this log-ratio will be close to 0 since the classifier assigns equal probability to both
the correct and incorrect decision. These scenarios can also be interpreted geometrically
by considering the equivalent log-ratio form in eq. (A.7): the log-ratio of probability of a
correct to an incorrect decision corresponds to the signed distance from the feature vector to
the hyperplane, where the sign is determined by whether the classifier is correct or incorrect
in its decision. Decisions that are confident and correct will have a positive signed distance,
ambiguous decisions a signed distance of 0, and confident but incorrect decisions will have
a negative signed distance.
Supplementary Figure A.12 depicts the distribution of this log-ratio (or signed classifier
distance) over increasing numbers of inputs, on the same input data evaluated in Figure 3.4c.
After each number of inputs, we calculate the log ratio in eq. (A.7) with respect to the
corresponding EEG feature vector. Initially, the classifier is confident in correct decisions,
and this confidence decreases gradually towards zero as more inputs are issued. This metric
is a direct measure of feature degradation, due to the direct correspondence between the
log-ratio of classifier probabilities and the distance from each feature vector to the decision
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boundary. In other words, as the number of inputs increases, the processed EEG signal
vectors are on average closer to the decision boundary, indicating that features are no longer
being well separated according to the classifier geometry established during motor imagery
training.

Figure A.12: Log-ratio of classifier probability assigned to the correct input over the
probability assigned to the incorrect input, plotted against the number of inputs issued in
a trial. Results are aggregated over all virtual swarm trials and plotted as mean log-ratio
with error bars depicting 95% bootstrap confidence intervals over 10,000 samples (separate
resampling for every number of inputs). When taken as a measure of classifier confidence,
the log-ratio’s steady decline indicates decreasing classifier confidence in its decisions, as
the classifier’s probability assignment to the correct input approaches 0.5. Equivalently, this
log-ratio measures the signed distance of each feature vector to the classifier hyperplane,
signed such that positive distances indicate correct classification.
For completeness, we also perform the same analysis when grouping inputs by correct
or incorrect classification (Supplementary Figure A.13). In Figure A.13a, we evaluate the
log-ratio of classifier probabilities only on inputs that were classified correctly. Although
the classifier is making correct decisions on this data group, it is clear from the gradual
log-ratio decline that the classifier’s correct decisions are made with less confidence as the
number of inputs increases to approximately 25 inputs. This corresponds directly to the
increasing crossover probability observed in Figure 3.4c. Conversely, in Figure A.13b, we
evaluate log-ratio for only incorrectly classified inputs. In this case, the log probability ratio
becomes more negative for increasing numbers of inputs up to approximately 25 inputs,
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(a) Inputs classified correctly

(b) Inputs classified incorrectly

Figure A.13: Log-ratio of classifier probability assigned to the correct input over the
probability assigned to the incorrect input, grouped by inputs that were classified correctly
(a) or incorrectly (b). Results are aggregated over all recorded inputs in each group and
plotted as mean log-ratio with error bars depicting 95% bootstrap confidence intervals over
10,000 samples (separate resampling for every number of inputs). a, When only analyzing
inputs that were detected correctly by the classifier, we still observe a decline in confidence.
b, We also analyze classifier confidence when grouped over inputs that were detected
incorrectly. Both a and b have missing data, since at certain numbers of issued inputs all
samples were either detected correctly or incorrectly. Error bars are omitted at numbers of
inputs with only a single sample.
indicating that the classifier becomes more confident in its incorrect decisions. Interestingly,
this behavior would indicate a degree of class reversal in the statistics of the extracted EEG
features. Both Figures A.13a and A.13b have missing data, since at certain numbers of
inputs all signals were detected either correctly or incorrectly.
Overall, the analysis in this section indicates that during test time (i.e., when issuing
inputs for swarm control, rather than for motor imagery training), the EEG feature statistics
shift after increasing numbers of inputs in a way that no longer aligns with or perhaps
experiences a reversal with respect to the linear classifier trained before each session. While
the focus of this work is high-complexity control despite the presence of such noisy inputs,
these results suggest that the increasing crossover probability observed in Figure 3.4c could
possibly be mitigated through a calibration step during the effector control period. During
such a step, effector control could be briefly halted to collect a small number of additional
supervised motor imagery inputs using the same protocol during training, such that the CSP
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and LDA parameters can be readjusted. This calibration step could either be set ahead of time
(e.g., after 25 inputs), or could be automatically triggered when the LDA feature distance
(i.e., |µT f − τ |) falls below a prespecified threshold across multiple inputs, indicating a
possible mismatch between the current EEG statistics and the original classification pipeline
learned during session training. Finally, the analysis in this section does not take into account
the possibility of user error rather than classifier error; it is possible that an “incorrect” trial
as analyzed above is in fact the result of correct motor imagery classification, issued with an
incorrect user input. To fully disambiguate these sources of error, additional data collection
is necessary where after issuing each motor imagery input the user, via another means such
as a keypress or speech (if they are able to do so), indicates which hand movement they
intended to convey.

Extended Evaluation of Generalized Dictionary Simulations
In Figure A.14, we perform the same analysis as in Figure 3.5 except with a simulated
alphabet size of b = 5 (see Section A.2 for simulation details) rather than b = 3. We
refer to the case of b = 5 as the “conservative” degrees of freedom estimate, recalling that
we refer to b = 3 as the “standard” estimate. Since the posterior matching and stepwise
search simulations track mathematical partitions of the unit interval and operate directly on
the total dictionary order of strings rather than distinguishing between individual alphabet
orders (which is performed by the human user), the only parameter affected by alphabet size
relevant for simulation is the overall dictionary size Nd . In other words, distinct alphabet
sizes b1 and b2 and numbers of degrees of freedom r1 and r2 that happen to produce the same
dictionary size Nd = br11 = br22 will yield the same simulation results, since both scenarios
map to the same partitions of the unit interval. Because of this, Figure A.14 with b = 5
can be seen as mathematically equivalent to Figure 3.5 with b = 3, except with different
dictionary sizes for each number of degrees of freedom.
What does differ between these figures is the translation of each dictionary size to
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Error-free accuracy

Absolute deviation

Fixed (10%) error

ITR

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Non-stationary errors

(a)

Figure A.14: Performance as a function of number of inputs and dictionary size across both
fixed and non-stationary input errors, with conservative degrees of freedom estimates. The
same performance metrics (ITR, error-free accuracy, absolute deviation) with corresponding
error bars are displayed here as in the standard degrees of freedom estimate in Figure 3.5.
estimated degrees of freedom, since a fixed number of degrees of freedom for a larger
alphabet size corresponds to a larger dictionary than for smaller alphabets (see Section A.2
for details on the relationship between dictionary size and alphabet size). For this reason,
Figure A.14 serves as a more conservative estimate of the tradeoffs involved in controlling
more degrees of freedom. In particular, since each number of degrees of freedom corresponds
to a larger dictionary than in Figure 3.5, more inputs are needed to control a conservatively
estimated number of degrees of freedom than would be required for the standard estimate.
While this additional cost in number of inputs is apparent in Figure A.14 in comparison to
Figure 3.5, the same overall trend holds that posterior matching significantly outperforms
stepwise search across all metrics, and that with enough refinements posterior matching can
obtain high configuration accuracies at high estimated degrees of freedom.
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In Figures A.15 and A.16, we evaluate additional simulation performance metrics
based on alphabet-wise convergence for both standard and conservative degrees of freedom
estimates. These metrics evaluate the performance of each algorithm in driving each
individual character to its correct target rather than measuring convergence of the entire
string at once, and provide another perspective on alphabet-wise convergence not captured
by the latter.
Expanding on notation from Section A.3.1, let zb = {b
σ i }ri=1 denote a configuration
estimate with ith character σ
bi ∈ 1, 2, . . . b, and let zt = {σti }ri=1 denote the target configuration. Both configurations have r degrees of freedom each with alphabets of size b. Our
first alphabet performance metric is “alphabet accuracy,” which for a single configuration
estimate measures the fraction its characters that equal the corresponding characters in the
target configuration:
r

1X
AlphAcc(b
z , zt ) =
δ(b
σ i , σti ),
r i=1
where δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y, and 0 otherwise. Figures A.15a, A.15d, A.16a and A.16d plot
alphabet accuracy averaged over multiple trials, calculated with respect to the instantaneous
MAP configuration estimate after every number of inputs.
Next, we calculate “alphabet deviation,” which in a similar spirit to absolute deviation
(or dictionary distance) calculates the sum of absolute deviations within each alphabet. As
in dictionary distance, the alphabet deviation measures the rate of convergence of each
alphabet character to its respective target character, rather than measuring a binary notion of
correct or incorrect convergence. Alphabet deviation is calculated as
r
X
σ
bi − σti
AlphDev(b
z , zt ) =
.
b
i=1

We normalize the absolute deviation within each alphabet by the alphabet size b such that
the resulting metric has a range between 0 and r that does not depend on alphabet size.
Figures A.15b, A.15e, A.16b and A.16e plot alphabet deviation averaged over multiple
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trials, calculated with respect to the instantaneous MAP configuration estimate after every
number of inputs.
For completeness, we also calculate a normalized version of alphabet deviation which
we call “normalized alphabet deviation.” Normalized alphabet deviation is simply equal to
alphabet deviation normalized by the number of degrees of freedom. This yields an alphabet
deviation metric that scales between 0 and 1 for any number of degrees of freedom r, and
allows for a more equalized comparison between different degrees of freedom.
r

NormAlphDev(b
z , zt ) =

1X σ
bi − σti
.
r i=1
b

Figures A.15c, A.15f, A.16c and A.16f plot normalized alphabet deviation averaged over
multiple trials, calculated with respect to the instantaneous MAP configuration estimate
after every number of inputs.
Figure A.15 depicts these alphabet-wise metrics for the standard degrees of freedom
estimate across both fixed and non-stationary errors. The most direct point of comparison
for alphabet accuracy in Figures A.15a and A.15d is error-free accuracy with respect to the
entire string, as depicted in Figures 3.5b and 3.5e. In the fixed error case, both string-wise
and alphabet-wise metrics capture similar behavior. In the case of non-stationary errors,
measuring alphabet accuracy appears to penalize larger numbers of degrees of freedom
less harshly than accuracy with respect to the entire string. Intuitively, alphabet accuracy
accounts for the fact that early characters may have converged successfully to the target while
later characters are still being refined, which is a subtlety that is ignored when assessing
error-free accuracy at the string level.
Alphabet deviation and normalized alphabet deviation depict similar trends to one
another; we focus on normalized alphabet deviation due to its attractive normalization
between different degrees of freedom. When comparing normalized alphabet deviation in
Figures A.15c and A.15f to string-wise dictionary distance in Figures 3.5c and 3.5f, we can
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observe characteristics of normalized alphabet deviation not captured by dictionary distance.
In particular, since posterior matching operates through bisections of the entire dictionary, it
is able to quickly refine a configuration’s equivalent point on the unit interval to the correct
numerical neighborhood, regardless of number of degrees of freedom (see Section A.3.1).
This is reflected in dictionary distance by the clustering of all degrees of freedom at low
deviation values in Figures 3.5c and 3.5f. Unlike dictionary distance, normalized absolute
deviation accounts for individual convergence within each alphabet, which may still be large
for later characters even if posterior matching has converged well when measured by overall
dictionary distance. As can be observed in Figures A.15c and A.15f, larger numbers of
degrees of freedom require more inputs to refine character selection within a larger number
of alphabets. Similar trends as these can be observed when using conservative degrees of
freedom estimates in Figure A.16 and comparing to the corresponding string-wise metrics
in Figure A.14.
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Alphabet deviation

Normalized alphabet deviation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Non-stationary errors

Fixed (10%) error

Alphabet accuracy

Figure A.15: Alphabet-wise performance metrics as a function of number of inputs and
dictionary size across both fixed and non-stationary input errors, with standard degrees of
freedom estimates. Alphabet accuracy (a,d) measures the fraction of error-free guessed
characters, plotted at its mean value with a 95% Wilson confidence interval. Alphabet
deviation (b,e) measures the sum of absolute deviations within each alphabet of a configuration guess, plotted at its mean value with error bars depicting 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals over 10,000 samples (separate resampling for every number of inputs). Normalized
alphabet deviation (c,f) calculates alphabet deviation, but normalizes each value by the
number of degrees of freedom, plotted at its mean value with error bars depicting 95%
bootstrap confidence intervals over 10,000 samples (separate resampling for every number
of inputs).
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Alphabet deviation

Normalized alphabet deviation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Non-stationary errors

Fixed (10%) error

Alphabet accuracy

Figure A.16: Alphabet-wise performance metrics as a function of number of inputs and
dictionary size across both fixed and non-stationary input errors, with conservative degrees
of freedom estimates. All plotted metrics and error bars are otherwise identical to those in
Figure A.15.
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS IN TUPLEWISE SIMILARITY LEARNING

B.1

Experimental Details

For each of the human-subject experiments, µ was set to 0.1 and d was set to 4 per the hyperparameter search shown in Figure B.1a. The validation set for this search was an additional
500 heldout triplets from the Food10k dataset. In the synthetic experiments provided, µ was
set to 0.5 and d was set to 2 to match the dimensionality of the generating distribution. The
stochastic oracle had a high noise level, inverting 33% of tuple responses. Higher tuple sizes
were strongly correlated with both higher performance and higher robustness to error (even
when normalized by the effective number of pairwise queries), indicating performance gains
for InfoTuple that are not simply due to increasing tuple sizes. A heuristic was used to pick
a number of samples for the Monte Carlo estimation of the mutual information, with

N
10

samples being used in practice.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Supplementary experiments for tuplewise similarity learning. (a) Hyperparameter sweep for Food10k dataset. Experimental values of d = 4 and µ = 0.1 were found to be
the most effective on a held-out validation set of triplets. (b) Synthetic experiment results
using an oracle with Gaussian noise. Results were broadly consistent with those of the
Plackett-Luce oracle in spite of the mismatch between the oracle noise and the embedding.
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Figure 5.3c in Chapter 5 shows empirical performance for query selection algorithms
on predicting labels from held out triplet queries in the Mechanical Turk dataset described.
Experimental horizons for human subject experiments were chosen based on estimates of
the initial steps of convergence and had to be limited due to high experimental costs. Turk
subjects were presented with queries in batches of 25, with one repeated tuple across the
batch as a test for validity. If the repeat query was not answered the same way by the
user both times it was asked the batch was discarded. Order effects were controlled for by
shuffling queries prior to presenting them to users for labeling, ensuring that any queries
presented to multiple users would appear in different orders and that the test queries would
also appear differently each time.

B.2

Oracle Details

Two different models of oracle noise were used in our synthetic experiments, Plackett-Luce
noise and Gaussian noise. These models were chosen to be different from the one we
use to estimate mutual information in order to demonstrate the robustness of our method.
In Chapter 5 we describe the selection process used by the Plackett-Luce oracle noise,
which works by assigning latent scores to objects on the basis of their distances in some
synthetic “ground truth” embedding space. The Gaussian noise model, instead of applying
noise directly at the level of the ranking responses, applies noise at the level of the oracle’s
representation of the “ground truth” embedding by adding Gaussian noise to the coordinates
of each point drawn from the “ground truth” embedding before imputing a ranking from
distances in the oracle’s noisy interpretation of the space. For the Plackett-Luce error model
results shown in Chapter 5, 33% of individual rankings were inverted.

B.3

Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the embedding calculation is that of a typical MDS
algorithm- for any M ∈ Rd×N an approximate solution can be found in O(N ) for d < N
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[211]. Our case has an N far greater than d while still being of manageable size, allowing
for a fast linear-time approximation.
With respect to the entropy calculation itself, the inner loop computing the mutual
information from a given tuple is computable in O(Nf k 2 ). However, the computational

N
complexity for a given algorithm iteration is dominated by the O(ω k−1
) cost of generating
and iterating over large pools of candidate tuples, meaning that the run-time is heavily
dependent on the choice of the sampling rate ω and distance sample size Nf , and the
question of how to efficiently estimate similar mutual information quantities without the use
of Monte Carlo methods remains open.
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APPENDIX C
PROOFS AND ADDITIONAL DETAILS IN PAIRWISE SEARCH

First, we begin with an additional lemma:
Lemma C.0.1. Let Xi be a marginal distribution of W . The density of Xi is then
1
pXi |yi (x) = pZi
σi
where σi =



Xi − E[Xi |y i ]
σi


≤

1
,
σi

Xi −E[Xi |y i ]
.
σi

p
E[(Xi − E[Xi |y i ])2 |y i ] and Zi =

Proof. Since Xi is a marginal of a log-concave distribution, Xi is also log-concave. Furthermore, Zi is a zero-mean, unit-variance (i.e., isotropic) log-concave random variable with
density pZi (z). Then Lemma C.0.1 follows because one-dimensional isotropic log-concave
densities are upper bounded by one [24].
A direct consequence of Lemma C.0.1 is that for any a > 0,

i

Z

a

P (|Xi | < a | y ) =

pXi |yi (x)dx
Z
2a
1 a
dx ≤
≤
σi −a
σi
−a

implying that
P (|Xi | ≥ a | y i ) ≥ 1 −
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2a
.
σi

(C.1)

C.1

Proof of Lemma 6.3.1

Proof. Letting ΣW denote the d × d covariance matrix of random vector W ∈ Rd , from
Theorem 8.6.5 in [27], we have the upper bound

h(W ) ≤

1
log2 ((2πe)d |ΣW |).
2

(C.2)

Now assume the distribution PW of W is log-concave, let W1 , W2 ∼ PW be i.i.d. and let
f := W1 − W2 . Let pf and pW denote the respective densities of W
f and W . We have by
W
W
Proposition 3.5 of [25], for all z ∈ Rd ,

pW
f (z) = pW (z) ? pW (−z),

(C.3)

where ? is the convolution operator, is also log-concave. Since covariances add for independent random vectors, ΣW
f = 2ΣW .
By Theorem 4 of [212], for d ≥ 2

f) ≥
h(W

|Σf |1/d
d
log2 W
,
2
c(d)

√
where c(d) = e2 d2 /(4 2(d + 2)). From Corollary 2.3 of [213],

f ) = h(W1 − W2 ) ≤ h(W ) + d log2 e,
h(W

which implies
1/d
f|
f ) − d log2 e ≥ d log2 |ΣW
h(W ) ≥ h(W
− d log2 e
2
c(d)
d
|2ΣW |1/d
≥ log2 2
2
e c(d)

The result follows combining eq. (C.2) and eq. (C.4).
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(C.4)

C.2

Proof of Theorem 6.3.2

EY i [hi (W )] = h0 (W ) −

i
X

I(W ; Yj |Y j−1 )

(C.5)

j=1

≥ −i

(C.6)

from the chain rule for mutual information with h0 (W ) = 0 and I(W ; Yj |Y j−1 ) ≤ 1 [27],
and
1
EY i log2 ((2πe)d |ΣW |Y i |)
2
1
≤ log2 ((2πe)d |EY i ΣW |Y i |)
2

EY i [hi (W )] ≤

(C.7)
(C.8)

from Lemma 6.3.1 with Jensen’s inequality and the concavity of log|A| for any matrix A in
the positive definite cone [159]. Rearranging, we have
2−2i
≤ |EY i ΣW |Y i |
(2πe)d
d
Tr EY i [ΣW |yi ]
≤
dd
(EW,Y i [kW − E[W |Y i ]k22 ])d
=
dd
ci k2 ])d
(EW,Y i [kW − W
2
≤
dd

(C.9)
(C.10)
(C.11)
(C.12)

where eq. (C.10) is from the AM–GM inequality, eq. (C.11) is due to the linearity of trace
and expectation, and the last inequality is due to that fact that expected value is the MMSE
estimator, from which the MSE lower bound follows.
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C.3

Proof of Proposition 6.3.3

Proof. Consider the ‘equiprobable’ query scheme, with P (Yi = 1|y i−1 ) =

1
2

for hyperplane

query given by weights ai , threshold τi , and noise constant k. Letting Xi = aTi W − τi , we
have

I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) = H(Yi |y i−1 ) − H(Yi |y i−1 , W )
= H(Yi |y i−1 ) − H(Yi |y i−1 , W, Xi )

since Xi is a deterministic function of W
= H(Yi |y i−1 ) − H(Yi |y i−1 , Xi )

since p(Yi |y i−1 , W, Xi ) = p(Yi |y i−1 , Xi )
= I(Xi ; Yi |y i−1 ).

Revisiting mutual information, we have

I(Xi ; Yi |y

i−1

p(Yi |Xi , y i−1 )
) = E log2
p(Yi |y i−1 )



(C.13)

= EXi [(1 − hb (f (kXi ))) | y i−1 ]

(C.14)

= EXi [(1 − hb (f (k|Xi |)))|y i−1 ]

(C.15)
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since 1 − hb (f (kXi )) is symmetric. From Markov’s inequality with 1 − hb (f (k|Xi |)) being
monotonically increasing, for any a > 0,

≥ (1 − hb (f (ka)))P (|X| > a | y i−1 )


2a
(from eq. (C.1)) ≥ (1 − hb (f (ka))) 1 −
σ

 
i
kcσi
= 1 − hb f
(1 − c)
2
by letting a =

C.4

cσi
2

(C.16)
(C.17)
(C.18)

for any 0 ≤ c ≤ 1

Proof of Theorem 6.3.4

Entropy Properties: Let h(W |y i ) denote the posterior entropy after observing i queries.
With a uniform prior distribution over the hypercube [− 12 , 21 ], we have that h(W |y 0 ) = 0
and h(W |y i ) ≤ 0 for ∀i since the uniform distribution maximizes entropy over this bounded
space.
After query i, let the eigenvalues of the posterior covariance matrix be denoted in
decreasing order as λ1 ≥ λ2 · · · ≥ λd . In the equiprobable, max-variance scheme, query ai
is in the direction of maximal eigenvector, so the product of the noise constant and query
q
√
√
standard deviation at iteration i is given by k aTi ΣW |yi ai = kkai k λ1 ≥ kmin λ1 . From
the monotonicity of the mutual information lower bound on equiprobable queries, we have

I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) ≥ Lc,kmin (

p
λ1 )

From rearranging terms in Lemma 6.3.1 along with |ΣW |yi | =

Qd

i=1

λi , we have

d

i

Y
22h(W |y )
i| =
≤
|Σ
λi ≤ λd1
W
|y
d
(2πe)
i=1
=⇒ λ1 ≥

(C.19)

2

(C.20)

2h(W |y i )
d

2πe
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(C.21)

For compactness of notation, let
h

L̃c,kmin (h) = Lc,kmin

2d
√
2πe

!
(C.22)

Since Lc,kmin is monotonically increasing, we have
I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) ≥ L̃c,kmin (h(W |y i ))

(C.23)

Combined with the 1 bit upper bound on mutual information along with I(W ; Yi |y i−1 ) =
h(W |y i−1 ) − EYi |yi−1 [h(W |y i )], we have
h(W |y i−1 ) − 1 ≤ EYi |yi−1 [h(W |y i )]

(C.24)

≤ h(W |y i−1 ) − L̃c,kmin (h(W |y i−1 ))

To bound the entropy deviations from one measurement to the next, we need the following lemma:
Lemma C.4.1. For the equiprobable query scheme,

|h(W |y i ) − h(W |y i−1 )| ≤ γ(d)

∀i ≥ 0

where γ(d) = 8d + d2 log2 (2πed) + 1.
The proof of Lemma C.4.1 is highly technical and so we relegate it to the end of the
supplementary materials.
Martingale Properties: We note our martingale argument is similar in style to [38].
Let Zi = −h(W |y i ). From the previous section we have Z0 = 0, Zi ≥ 0 ∀i ≥ 0,
|Zi −Zi−1 | ≤ γ(d) from Lemma C.4.1, and Zi−1 + L̃c,kmin (−Zi−1 ) ≤ EZi |yi−1 [Zi ] ≤ Zi−1 +1.
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Since Zi−1 is a deterministic function of y i−1 ∀i along with the law of total expectation,
E[Zi |Z0 , . . . , Zi−1 ] = EY i−1 |Z0 ,...,Zi−1 E[Zi |Z0 , . . . , Zi−1 , y i−1 ]
= EY i−1 |Z0 ,...,Zi−1 E[Zi |y i−1 ]

which implies

E[Zi |Z i−1 ] ≥ EY i−1 |Z0 ,...,Zi−1 [Zi−1 + L̃c,kmin (−Zi−1 )]
= Zi−1 + L̃c,kmin (−Zi−1 )

and

E[Zi |Z0 , . . . , Zi−1 ] ≤ EY i−1 |Z0 ,...,Zi−1 [Zi−1 + 1]
= Zi−1 + 1

Since L̃c,kmin (−Zi−1 ) > 0, we have E[Zi |Z i−1 ] ≥ Zi−1 . For all i ≥ 0, |Zi | < ∞ since
P
P
|Zi | = |Z0 + ij=1 Zj − Zj−1 | ≤ ij=1 |Zj − Zj−1 | ≤ iγ(d) < ∞. Therefore, Zi is a
submartingale.
Let τ > 0 define a stopping threshold and corresponding stopping time T = min{i :
Zi ≥ τ } Considering E[Zi |Z i−1 ] ≤ Zi−1 + 1 and taking the expectation over Z i−1 on both
sides and expanding with the tower rule, we have

E[E[Zi |Z i−1 ]] ≤ E[Zi−1 ] + 1
E[Zi ] ≤ E E[Zi−1 |Z i−2 ] + 1
E[Zi ] ≤ E[Zi−2 ] + 1 + 1
...
E[Zi ] ≤ i
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which implies
T ≥ E[ZT ] ≥ τ
where the last inequality follows by definition, so E[T ] ≥ τ . Note that this is true for any
query selection scheme since mutual information is always upper bounded by 1 bit.
To lower bound the expected stopping time, observe L̃c,kmin (−z) is monotonically decreasing in z, and Zi ≤ τ for i < T , so we have in this range that L̃c,kmin (−Zi ) > L̃c,kmin (−τ ).
Using this fact, we construct a separate submartingale that equals Zi up to and including the
stopping time and has the same properties listed above. Specifically, let

Ui =




Z i

i≤T
(C.25)



Ui−1 + L̃c,kmin (−τ ) i > T.
Clearly for i ≤ T , Ui = Zi , and if TU is defined as TU = min{i : Ui ≥ τ }, by
observation TU = T . Ui also satisfies |Ui − Ui−1 | < γ(d), and Ui−1 + L̃c,kmin (−τ ) ≤
E[Ui |U i−1 ] ≤ Ui−1 + 1.
We have

E[Ui |U i−1 ] ≥ Ui−1 + L̃c,kmin (−τ )
Ui−1
E[Ui |U i−1 ]
≥
+1
L̃c,kmin (−τ )
L̃c,kmin (−τ )
E[Ui |U i−1 ]
Ui−1
−i≥
− (i − 1)
L̃c,kmin (−τ )
L̃c,kmin (−τ )
(sub)

We then have a submartingale given by Ui

=

Ui
L̃c,kmin (−τ )

(C.26)
(C.27)
(C.28)

− i.

Assume for the time being that the optional stopping theorem can be applied to this
submartingale (proved in the sequel)—for any stopping time S satisfying S ≤ T , E[USsub ] ≤
E[UTsub ]. Specifically, if τS is a stopping threshold satisfying τS ≤ τ such that S = min{i :
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Ui ≥ τS }, then (for brevity, letting l(u) = L̃c,kmin (−u))
E[US ]
E[UT ]
− E[S] ≤
− E[T ]
l(τ )
l(τ )

(C.29)

which implies


E[US ]
l(τ ) E[US ]
− E[S] =
− E[S] −
l(τS )
l(τS ) l(τ )


l(τ )
E[S]
1−
l(τS )

 

l(τ ) E[UT ]
l(τ )
≤
− E[T ] − 1 −
E[S]
l(τS ) l(τ )
l(τS )

(C.30)

(C.31)

More generally, let ∆ > 0 be given and set stopping threshold τi = i∆, with corresponding
stopping time Ti . Define Pi =

UTi
l(τi )

− Ti . Letting ri =

l(τi )
l(τi−1 )

and letting T = Ti and

S = Ti−1 , by rearranging the above we have

E[Pi ] ≥

E[Pi−1 ] (1 − ri )
+
E[Ti−1 ]
ri
ri

(C.32)

Noting that E[T0 ] = 0 since a threshold of τ0 results in stopping at T0 = 0 and E[P0 ] =
UT 0
l(τ0 )

− E[T0 ] = 0, we continue this bound recursively
E[Pi−2 ] (1 − ri−1 )
+
E[Ti−2 ]
ri ri−1
ri ri−1
(1 − ri )
E[Ti−1 ] . . .
+
ri
i−1
X
1 − rj+1
=
E[Tj ]
Qi
r
k
k=j+1
j=1

E[Pi ] ≥

=

i−1
X
l(τj ) − l(τj+1 )
j=1

l(τi )
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E[Tj ]

since

Qi

k=j+1 rk

=

l(τi ) l(τi−1 )
l(τi−1 ) l(τi−2 )

...

l(τj+1 )
l(τj )

=

l(τi )
l(τj )

i−1

1 X l(j∆) − l(j∆ + ∆)
∆ E[Tj ]
=
l(τi ) j=1
∆
i−1

1 X l(τj ) − l(τj + ∆)
≥
τj ∆
l(τi ) j=1
∆
since E[Tj ] ≥ τj = j∆. Now let τ > 0 be given (with corresponding stopping time defined
as T ) and let ∆ → 0, choosing i appropriately such that τ = τi = i∆

Z τ
d
1
l(x) xdx
≥−
l(τ ) 0 dx
Z τ
1
=
l(x)dx − τ
l(τ ) 0
Z τ
E[UT ]
1
=⇒
− E[T ] ≥
l(x)dx − τ
l(τ )
l(τ ) 0
Z τ
E[UT ]
1
l(x)dx
=⇒ E[T ] ≤ τ +
−
l(τ )
l(τ ) 0
Z τ
τ +1
1
≤τ+
l(x)dx
−
l(τ )
l(τ ) 0
since E[UT ] = E[E[UT |U T −1 ]] ≤ E[UT −1 ] + 1 ≤ τ + 1

All together we have
τ +1
1
τ ≤ E[T ] ≤ τ +
−
l(τ )
l(τ )

Z

τ

l(x)dx

(C.33)

0

Now, suppose we’d like to stop the algorithm when the posterior covariance determinant
crosses below a threshold, corresponding to a low posterior volume. Denote this threshold
1

as ε, and define the stopping time Tε as min{i : |ΣW |yi | d < ε}. By rearranging the upper
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bound in Lemma 6.3.1 we have the necessary condition
d
log2 (2πeε)
2

hi (W ) ≤

Letting τ1 =

d
2

(C.34)

1
log2 ( 2πeε
) be the entropic stopping threshold with stopping time T1 , from

eq. (C.33) this results in (with E[Tε ] ≥ E[T1 ] since this is a necessary condition)

E[Tε ] ≥ E[T1 ] ≥ τ1

(C.35)

Similarly, by rearranging the lower bound in Lemma 6.3.1 we observe that a sufficient
condition for this stopping criterion is

hi (W ) ≤

2ε
d
log2 2
2
e cd

√
where cd = (e2 d2 )/(4 2(d+2)). Letting τ2 =

d
2

log2

e2 cd
2ε

(C.36)

be the entropic stopping threshold

with stopping time T2 , we have from eq. (C.33) (with E[Tε ] ≤ E[T2 ] since this is only a
sufficient condition):
1
τ2 + 1
−
E[Tε ] ≤ E[T2 ] ≤ τ2 +
l(τ2 )
l(τ2 )

Z

τ2

l(x)dx

(C.37)

0

Combining these, we have the theorem result.
Verifying Optional Stopping Theorem: Consider a submartingale of the form Pi =

Qi
−i
C

for some C > 0, where Qi is also a submartingale satisfying Qi = 0, Qi ≥ 0 for i ≥ 0, and
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|Qi+1 − Qi | ≤ B for some B > C > 0. This implies
Qi
Qi−1
−i−
+ (i − 1)
C
C
|Qi − Qi−1 − C|
=
C
|Qi − Qi−1 |
≤
+1
C
B
≤ + 1 =: B 0 < ∞
C

|Pi − Pi−1 | =

Let stopping time TQ be defined as min{i : Qi > τ } for some threshold 0 < τ < ∞. This
implies a stopping time on Pi given by TP = min{i : Pi >

τ
C

− i}, with T := TQ = TP .

We have from Theorem 5.2.6 of [214] that PT ∧i and QT ∧i are also submartingales.
Consider sup E Q+
T ∧i = sup E QT ∧i ≤ τ + B < ∞, by definition. From Theorem 5.2.8
of [214], as i → ∞, QT ∧i converges a.s. to a limit Q with E |Q| < ∞ (and hence |Q| < ∞
a.s.

a.s.). This also implies |QT ∧i | → |Q|.
h
Similarly, sup E PT+∧i = sup E QTC∧i − (T ∧ i)

+

i

≤ sup E

h

Q+
T ∧i
C

i

≤

τ +B
C

< ∞, so

as i → ∞, PT ∧i converges a.s. to a limit P with E |P | < ∞ (and hence |P | < ∞ a.s.). This
a.s.

also implies |PT ∧i | → |P |.
We have
QT ∧i QT ∧i
+
C
C
QT ∧i
|QT ∧i |
≤ (T ∧ i) −
+
C
C
|QT ∧i |
= |PT ∧i | +
C

T ∧ i = (T ∧ i) −

Since the right side converges a.s. to a limit |P | +

|Q|
C

=: L and L < ∞ a.s., for all large

enough i, T ∧ i < L a.s. which implies T < L a.s. and therefore E[T ] < ∞. Combining this
fact with |Pi+1 − Pi | ≤ B 0 , Theorem 5.7.5 of [214] gives that PT ∧i is uniformly integrable.
Then, from Theorem 5.7.4 of [214], for any stopping time L ≤ T , E[PL ] ≤ E[PT ].
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C.5

Proof of Theorem 6.3.5

To lower bound the complexity of Tε , we substitute the definition of τ1 into eq. (C.35), which
is true for any query scheme:


d
1
E[Tε ] ≥ log2
2
2πeε


1
=⇒ E[Tε ] = Ω d log
ε
To upper bound the complexity of Tε , note that τ2 −
value theorem, so E[Tε ] ≤

τ2 +1
.
l(τ2 )

1
l(τ2 )

(C.38)
(C.39)

R τ2
0

l(x)dx ≤ 0 from the mean

Also note that


 

ckσ
Lc,k (σ) = 1 − hb f
(1 − c)
2



ckσ
≥ 1 − sech
(1 − c)
4
c2 k 2 σ 2
(1 − c)
≥
32 + c2 k 2 σ 2

(C.40)
(C.41)

p
where eq. (C.40) is from hb (p) ≤ 2 p(1 − p), and eq. (C.41) is from sech(x) ≤

2
.
2+x2

Plugging in the definition for τ2 into l(τ2 ) we have

l(τ2 ) = Lc,kmin

2
√

−τ2
d

!

r
= Lc,kmin

2πe

ε
πe3 cd


(C.42)

so
l(τ2 ) ≥

2
c2 kmin
(1 − c)
2
32πe3 cd 1ε + c2 kmin

(C.43)

which implies

E[Tε ] ≤

d
2

log2

e2 cd
2ε

+1



2
32πe3 cd 1ε + c2 kmin

2
(1 − c)c2 kmin




1
1
1
2
=⇒ E[Tε ] = O d log +
d log
2
ε
εkmin
ε
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(C.44)
(C.45)

C.6

Proof of Proposition 6.3.6

Proof. We first bound p1 := P (Y = 1). Recall that for some fixed k, f (x) = (1 + e−kx )−1 .
First note that
Z
a

b

b

1 kekx
f (x)dx =
dx
kx
a k1+e
Z
Z
1 b u0
1 u(b) 1
=
dx =
du
k a u
k u(a) u
Z

=

1 1 + ekb
ln
.
k 1 + eka

We have that P (Y = 1) = E[P (Y = 1|X = x)] = E[f (x)]. Note that ∀x, (1 + e−kx ) ≤ 1.
Then,
Z
p1 = E[f (x)] =

f (x)pX (x)dx
Z

=

Z
f (x)pX (x)dx +

x≤0

f (x)pX (x)dx
x>0

Z
Z 0
1
f (x)pX (x)dx
≤
f (x)dx +
σX −∞
x>0
Z
1
1 + ek0
≤
ln
+
1pX (x)dx
σX k
1
x>0
ln 2
ln 2
1
≤
+ P (X > 0) ≤
+1− ,
σX k
σX k
e
where we use pX (x) ≤ 1/σX and the final inequality follows from P (X ≤ 0) ≥

1
e

for

zero-mean log-concave X [24]. Using a similar argument it can be shown that E[f (x)] ≥
1/e − ln 2/(σX k). Combining these, we have
1
ln 2
−
≤ p1 ≤ 1 −
e σX k



1
ln 2
−
e σX k


.

(C.46)

Now we turn to lower bounding I(X; Y ) := H(Y ) − H(Y |X). The second term can
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be written

H(Y |X) = EX H(Y |X = x)
Z ∞
hb (f (x))pX (x)dx
=
−∞
Z ∞
1
≤
hb (f (x))dx.
σX −∞

(C.47)

where the inequality follows from Lemma C.0.1. Since

H(Y |X = x)
= −f (x) log2 f (x) − (1 − f (x)) log2 (1 − f (x))
1
log2 (1 + e−kx )
−kx
1+e
e−kx
log2 ((1 + e−kx )/e−kx )
+
1 + e−kx
1 + e−kx
log2 (1 + e−kx )
=
1 + e−kx
e−kx
−
log2 (e−kx )
1 + e−kx
kxe−kx log2 (e)
−kx
= log2 (1 + e ) +
,
1 + e−kx
=

which is an even function, we have (omitting details of the integration)
2
H(Y |X) ≤
σX

Z

∞

log2 (1 + e−kx )

0

kxe−kx log2 (e)
dx
1 + e−kx
π 2 (log2 e)
=
3kσX
+

(C.48)

For the second term, note that H(Y = 1) = hb (p1 ). The binary entropy function is
symmetric about, and monotonically decreasing from p = 1/2. Therefore,

H(Y ) = hb (p1 ) ≥ hb
206

1
ln 2
−
e σX k


(C.49)

Combining eq. (C.48) and eq. (C.49) gives the desired result.

C.7

Proof of Lemma C.4.1

Proof. Since p(W |y i ) is log-concave, and by Jensen’s inequality,

−h(W |y i ) = EW |yi [log2 p(W |y i )]
≤ log2 p(E[W |y i ]|y i )
≤ log2 sup p(w|y i ).
w

−1

Without loss of generality, we may suppose E[W |y i ] = 0, and let V = ΣW2|yi W and W ∼
−1

−1

−1

−1

PW |yi , such that E[V ] = 0 and E[V V T ] = ΣW2|yi E[W W T ]ΣW2|yi = ΣW2|yi ΣW |yi ΣW2|yi = I
d

and therefore V is isotropic. From [215] we have that pV (v) ≤ 28d d 2 . From the density of
a linear transformation of a random variable we have
−1

pW |yi (w) =

pV (ΣW2|yi w)
1

d

≤

2
|ΣW
|
|y i

28d d 2

1

|ΣW |yi | 2

.

Therefore, for our query strategy we have (with fi (W ) denoting the logistic response model
for the query at iteration i)

p(w|y i ) = p(w|yi = y, y i−1 )
fi (W )y + (1 − fi (W ))(1 − y)
p(W |y i−1 )
p(yi = y|y i−1 )
(1)y + (1 − (0))(1 − y)
≤
p(W |y i−1 )
p(yi = y|y i−1 )
1
=
p(W |y i−1 )
p(yi = y|y i−1 )

=

d

1
28d d 2
≤
p(yi = y|y i−1 ) |ΣW |yi−1 | 12
d

1
28d d 2
=⇒ sup p(w|y ) ≤
,
p(yi = y|y i−1 ) |ΣW |yi−1 | 12
w
i
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which implies

log2 sup p(w|y i ) ≤ 8d +
w

d
1
log2 d − log2 |ΣW |yi−1 |
2
2

− log2 (p(yi = y|y i−1 )),

and hence
1
log |ΣW |yi−1 | + log2 (p(yi = y|y i−1 ))
2 2

d
− 8d + log2 d
2
1
≥ log2 ((2πe)d |ΣW |yi−1 |)
2
1
− log2 (2πe)d + log2 (p(yi = y|y i−1 ))
2


d
− 8d + log2 d
2

h(W |y i ) ≥

≥ h(W |y i−1 ) + log2 (p(yi = y|y i−1 ))


d
− 8d + log2 (2πed)
from eq. (C.2).
2
For equiprobable queries p(yi = y|y i−1 ) = 1/2, and so we have
h(W |y i−1 ) − h(W |y i ) ≤ γ(d).

(C.50)

where γ(d) = 8d + d2 log2 (2πed) + 1.
To obtain the other direction, let hi−1
= h(W |Yi = y, y i−1 ), ym = arg miny∈{0,1} hi−1
y
y ,
i−1
yM = 1 − ym . Note that hi−1
yM ≥ hym . We have

1
1 i−1
h(W |Yi , y i−1 ) = hi−1
m + hM
2
2
1
≥ (h(W |y i−1 ) − γ(d)) +
2
1
≥ (h(W |y i−1 ) − γ(d)) +
2
208

1 i−1
h
2 M
1
h(W |y i )
2

where the first inequality follows from eq. (C.50) and the second inequality follows
from the definition of hM . From the non-negativity of mutual information, we have that
h(W |Yi , y i−1 ) ≤ h(W |y i−1 ), implying
1
1
h(W |y i−1 ) ≥ (h(W |y i−1 ) − γ(d)) + h(W |y i )
2
2
h(W |y i−1 ) − h(W |y i ) ≥ −γ(d)

Combining eq. (C.51) with eq. (C.50) we have the desired result.
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(C.51)

C.8

Additional Experiments

Performance Across Dimensions: Figure C.1 plots MSE against embedding dimension
averaged across all trials at both 20 and 60 queries asked. For all dimensions across all
experiments, the learned Yummly Food-10k embedding was centered and scaled by a
constant amount such that the unit hypercube of user preference points would be contained
in the embedding of items, allowing for a rich pool of pairs to be selected from for any user
√
point. This scaling constant was heuristically set to d/(3λ̃1/2 ), where λ̃ is the smallest
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of embedding items. This scaling is motivated by
setting the smallest variance direction of the embedding to align with the furthest point of
√
the unit cube at a distance of d from the origin. For each learned embedding, responses
to the Yummly Food-10k training triplets were predicted by selecting the closer of the
two comparison items to the reference item, using the embedding to measure distances.
For a given embedding, we refer to the fraction of incorrectly predicted triplet responses
as the triplet error fraction, which we plot for reference against embedding dimension in
Figure C.2. For all experiments, β = 10−3 and results are averaged over 50 trials.
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(a) Matched “constant” noise:
20 queries

(b) Matched “normalized”
noise: 20 queries

(c) Matched “decaying” noise:
20 queries

(d) Matched “constant” noise:
60 queries

(e) Matched “normalized”
noise: 60 queries

(f) Matched “decaying” noise:
60 queries

Figure C.1: Mean squared error performance across dimensions at a fixed number of
answered queries, plotted with ± one standard error.

Figure C.2: Triplet error fraction versus embedding dimension.
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Speed Plot Comparison Figure C.3 plots MSE against cumulative compute time for
matched logistic noise with “normalized” noise constant for d ∈ {4, 7, 12} in a smaller
scale experiment of 60 queries per trial, and 40 trials per dimension. Specifically, MSE
and average cumulative compute time were calculated for each number of queries asked,
and these two values plotted against each other directly in a range up to 600 seconds.
We evaluated all three of our methods (InfoGain, MCMV, EPMV) at various pair pool
downsampling rates of β ∈ {10−3 , 10−3.5 , 10−4 }, as listed in the figure legend next to each
method. Each experiment was run on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v4 2.40 GHz processor.

(a) d = 4

(b) d = 7

(c) d = 12

Figure C.3: Mean squared error performance against cumulative compute time (s) for
matched, “normalized” logistic noise at various pair downsampling rates. Error bars have
been omitted for visual clarity.

Additional Experimental Results In this section, MSE is evaluated for both matched
and mismatched noise at d ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9, 12} in Figures C.4 to C.8. The model for kpq
on mismatched Gaussian noise is chosen as the maximum-likelihood model (“constant,”
“normalized”, “decaying”) on the training triplets, calculated separately for each embedding
dimension. For all experiments, β = 10−3 and results are averaged over 50 trials.
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(a)
“Constant”
matched, d = 3

model,

(d) “Constant” model, mismatched, d = 3

(b) “Normalized”
matched, d = 3

model,

(e) “Normalized” model, mismatched, d = 3

(c)
“Decaying”
matched, d = 3

model,

(f) “Decaying” model, mismatched, d = 3

Figure C.4: Mean squared error performance versus number of queries asked for pairwise
search in 3 dimensions, plotted with ± one standard error. All mismatched noise is Gaussian
with a “constant” noise constant.

(a)
“Constant”
matched, d = 5

model,

(d) “Constant” model, mismatched, d = 5

(b) “Normalized”
matched, d = 5

model,

(e) “Normalized” model, mismatched, d = 5

(c)
“Decaying”
matched, d = 5

model,

(f) “Decaying” model, mismatched, d = 5

Figure C.5: Mean squared error performance versus number of queries asked for pairwise
search in 5 dimensions, plotted with ± one standard error. All mismatched noise is Gaussian
with a “normalized” noise constant.
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(a)
“Constant”
matched, d = 7

model,

(d) “Constant” model, mismatched, d = 7

(b) “Normalized”
matched, d = 7

model,

(e) “Normalized” model, mismatched, d = 7

(c)
“Decaying”
matched, d = 7

model,

(f) “Decaying” model, mismatched, d = 7

Figure C.6: Mean squared error performance versus number of queries asked for pairwise
search in 7 dimensions, plotted with ± one standard error. All mismatched noise is Gaussian
with a “normalized” noise constant.

(a)
“Constant”
matched, d = 9

model,

(d) “Constant” model, mismatched, d = 9

(b) “Normalized”
matched, d = 9

model,

(e) “Normalized” model, mismatched, d = 9

(c)
“Decaying”
matched, d = 9

model,

(f) “Decaying” model, mismatched, d = 9

Figure C.7: Mean squared error performance versus number of queries asked for pairwise
search in 9 dimensions, plotted with ± one standard error. All mismatched noise is Gaussian
with a “normalized” noise constant.
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(a)
“Constant”
matched, d = 12

model,

(d) “Constant” model, mismatched, d = 12

(b) “Normalized”
matched, d = 12

model,

(e) “Normalized” model, mismatched, d = 12

(c)
“Decaying”
matched, d = 12

model,

(f) “Decaying” model, mismatched, d = 12

Figure C.8: Mean squared error performance versus number of queries asked for pairwise
search in 12 dimensions, plotted with ± one standard error. All mismatched noise is
Gaussian with a “normalized” noise constant.
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APPENDIX D
PROOFS AND ADDITIONAL DETAILS IN FEEDBACK CODING FOR ACTIVE
LEARNING

D.1

Proofs of Analytical Results

D.1.1

Proof of Proposition 2.1

Proof. Our proof follows closely to that of [177] for the capacity of the one-bit quantized
Gaussian channel. We start by writing I(L; Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y | L), where H denotes the
entropy of a discrete random variable [27]. H(Y ) is maximized at 1 bit, when p(Y = 1) =
p(Y = −1) = 0.5. Expanding H(Y | L), we have H(Y | L) = EpL [hb (p(Y = 1 | L))] =
EpL [hb (f (L))].
For distribution pL , consider its symmetrized distribution peL (`) = 12 pL (`) + 12 pL (−`)
and the expectation of any even function e(·) over peL (`):
EpeL [e(L)] =
=
=
=
=

∞


1
1
pL (`) + pL (−`) e(`)d`
2
−∞ 2
Z ∞
Z
1
1 ∞
pL (`)e(`)d` +
pL (−`)e(`)d`
2 −∞
2 −∞
Z
Z
1 ∞
1 ∞
pL (`)e(`)d` +
pL (`)e(−`)d`
2 −∞
2 −∞
Z
Z
1 ∞
1 ∞
pL (`)e(`)d` +
pL (`)e(`)d`
2 −∞
2 −∞
1
1
EpL [e(L)] + EpL [e(L)]
2
2

Z

change of variables
e(`) is even

= EpL [e(L)]

Observe that hb is symmetric about 0.5, i.e. for x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], hb (0.5 + x) = hb (0.5 − x).
Combining this with the fact that f (`) − 0.5 is an odd function (i.e. f (−`) − 0.5 =
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−(f (`) − 0.5)), we have

hb (f (−`)) = hb (f (−`)−0.5+0.5) = hb (−(f (`)−0.5)+0.5) = hb ((f (`)−0.5)+0.5) = hb (f (`))

and so hb (f (`)) is an even function. Therefore, the conditional entropy H(Y | L) is
equivalent when L is distributed as pL or peL , i.e. EpeL [hb (f (L))] = EpL [hb (f (L))].
We also have

EpeL [f (L)] = EpeL [f (L) − 0.5] + 0.5

Z ∞
1
1
=
pL (`) + pL (−`) (f (`) − 0.5)d` + 0.5
2
−∞ 2
Z ∞
Z
1
1 ∞
=
pL (`)(f (`) − 0.5)d` +
pL (−`)(f (`) − 0.5)d` + 0.5
2 −∞
2 −∞
Z
Z
1 ∞
1 ∞
=
pL (`)(f (`) − 0.5)d` +
pL (`)(f (−`) − 0.5)d` + 0.5 change of variables
2 −∞
2 −∞
Z
Z
1 ∞
1 ∞
=
pL (`)(f (`) − 0.5)d` −
pL (`)(f (`) − 0.5)d` + 0.5
(f (`) − 0.5) is odd
2 −∞
2 −∞
= 0.5

and so under peL , p(Y = 1) = EpeL [f (L)] = 0.5 and H(Y ) is maximized at 1 bit.
Combining these facts, we have

I(e
pL , f ) = 1−EpeL [hb (f (L))] = 1−EpL [hb (f (L))] ≥ hb (EpL [f (L)])−EpL [hb (f (L))] = I(pL , f )
and so symmetrizing a distribution can only increase I(L; Y ). Furthermore, since `2 is
even we have EpeL [L2 ] = EpL [L2 ]. Therefore, when evaluating the capacity of channel with
transition probability f under power constraint P , we only consider symmetric distributions since for every pL ∈ CP there exists a symmetric distribution peL ∈ CP satisfying
I(e
pL , f ) ≥ I(pL , f ). We solve for the capacity-achieving distribution over the set of
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symmetric distributions in CP :
p∗L = arg max I(pL , f )

(D.1)

EpL [L2 ]≤P
pL (`)=pL (−`)

= arg max 1 − EpL [hb (f (L))]
EpL [L2 ]≤P
pL (`)=pL (−`)

= arg min EpL [hb (f (L))]

(D.2)

EpL [L2 ]≤P
pL (`)=pL (−`)

√
Since hb (f (`)) is even, hb (f (`)) = hb (f (|`|)) = hb (f ( `2 )). Omitting calculations, we
have

√

√

√
tanh( 2u ) sech2 ( 2u )
d2
√
hb (f ( u)) = (log2 e)
du2
16 u
√
which is non-negative for u > 0 and therefore hb (f ( u)) (which is continuous on u ≥ 0) is
convex on u ≥ 0. We then have
 (b)
√  (a)  q
√ 

≥ hb f
EpL [hb (f (L))] = EpL hb f L2
EpL [L2 ]
≥ hb f P
where Jensen’s inequality is used in (a) [27], with equality if and only if L2 is constant,
√
and (b) results from the power constraint EpL [L2 ] ≤ P and the fact that hb (f ( u)) is
monotonically decreasing for u ≥ 0. For symmetric pL , equality in (a) is achieved if
√
pL = Bt for some t > 0. By setting t = P , equality in (b) is also achieved, and so B√P
minimizes eq. (D.2) (and therefore maximizes eq. (D.1)). The maximum value in eq. (D.1),
which is equal to capacity C, is then
√
√
√
1
1
I(B√P , f ) = 1−EB√P [hb (f (L))] = 1− hb (f ( P ))− hb (f (− P )) = 1−hb (f ( P )).
2
2
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D.1.2

Proof of Proposition 2.2

Proof. Since pθ is log-concave, then pθ|Ln−1 (θ) ∝ pθ (θ)

Qn−1
i=1

p(Y = yi | xi , θ) is also

log-concave since it is the product of log-concave functions. Since marginals of log-concave
distributions are log-concave, Ln = xTn θ is log-concave for any xn under the distribution
pθ|Ln−1 . However, we know from Proposition 2.1 that p∗L for logistic regression is a sum of
mass points, which is not log-concave. Therefore no xn exists which can induce p∗L from
h.

D.1.3

Proof of Theorem 3.1

Proof. In the following, suppose that pL ∈ CP , and let HpL (Y ) = hb (EpL [f (L)]) and
HpL (Y | L) = EpL [hb (f (L))]. f (`) is K1 -Lipschitz, where K1 = 0.25, and hb (f (`)) is
K2 -Lipschitz, where K2 ≈ 0.32.

|I(pL , f ) − I(Bt , f )| = |HpL (Y ) − HpL (Y | L) − (HBt (Y ) − HBt (Y | L))|
≤ |HpL (Y ) − HBt (Y ))| + |HpL (Y | L) − HBt (Y | L)|
Z
Z
= |hb (EpL [f (L)]) − hb (EBt [f (L)])| +
hb (f (`))pL (`)d` − hb (f (`))Bt (`)d`
`

`

Assume that there exists ε ∈ (0, 0.5) such that ε ≤ EpL [f (L)] ≤ 1 − ε. For ` ∈ (ε, 1 − ε),
hb is log2

1−ε
-Lipschitz.
ε

Since ε < EpL [f (L)] < 1 − ε by assumption and Bt satisfies

ε < EBt [f (L)] < 1 − ε since EBt [f (L)] = 0.5, we have

|hb (EpL [f (L)]) − hb (EBt [f (L)])| ≤ log2

1 − ε

|EpL [f (L)] − EBt [f (L)]|
ε
Z
1 − ε Z
f (`)pL (`)d` − f (`)Bt (`)d`
= log2
ε
`
`

which implies
|I(pL , f )−I(Bt , f )| ≤ log2

1 − ε Z
ε

Z
Z
Z
f (`)pL (`)d`− f (`)Bt (`)d` + hb (f (`))pL (`)d`− hb (f (`))Bt (`)d`

`

`

`

`

(D.3)
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To continue, we use the following result from [179]: defining P1 (R) := {µ0 : Eµ0 [|L|] <
∞}, for any µ, ν ∈ P1 (R) we have
Z
f (`)µ(`)d` −

sup
kf kLip ≤1

Z

`

f (`)ν(`)d` = W1 (µ, ν).
`

Therefore, for any K-Lipschitz function g we have that
Z

Z
g(`)µ(`)d` −

`

g
K

is 1-Lipschitz and so

Z

Z
g(`)
g(`)
µ(`)d` −
ν(`)d`
K
`
` K
Z

Z
Z
Z
g(`)
g(`)
−g(`)
−g(`)
= K max
µ(`)d` −
ν(`)d`,
µ(`)d` −
ν(`)d`
K
K
` K
` K
`
`
Z
Z
≤ K sup
f (`)µ(`)d` − f (`)ν(`)d`

g(`)ν(`)d` = K
`

kf kLip ≤1

`

`

≤ KW1 (µ, ν)
≤ KW2 (µ, ν)

(D.4)

where the last inequality is from W1 (µ, ν) ≤ W2 (µ, ν) [179].
To apply this inequality to both expressions in eq. (D.3), we first verify that pL , Bt ∈
P1 (R). EBt [|L|] = t < ∞, and

EpL [|L|] = EpL

h√

i (a) q
(b) √
L2 ≤ EpL [L2 ] ≤ P < ∞

√
where (a) results from Jensen’s inequality with the concavity of ·, and (b) is since
√
EpL [L2 ] ≤ P by assumption and · is monotonically increasing. Applying eq. (D.4)
separately to both terms in eq. (D.3), we have

|I(pL , f ) − I(Bt , f )| ≤

K1 log2

1 − ε
ε


+ K2 W2 (pL , Bt )

(D.5)

Finally, we compute a valid value of ε for all pL ∈ CP . First note that f (`) < 0.5 for
√
` < 0 and f (`) ≥ 0.5 for ` ≥ 0, implying that f (`) ≤ f (|`|) ∀`. Next note that f ( u) is
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concave on u ≥ 0, since for any u, v ∈ [0, ∞) and any 0 < φ < 1

f(

p
√
√
φu + (1 − φ)v) ≥ f (φ u + (1 − φ) v)

since f is monotonically increasing and

√

· is concave.

√
√
≥ φf ( u) + (1 − φ)f ( v)

since f is concave on R≥0 . This can be shown by considering
eu
d2
f
(u)
=
(1 − eu ) ≤ 0 ∀u ≥ 0
du2
(1 + eu )3
Combining these facts, we have

EpL [f (L)] ≤ EpL [f (|L|)]
 √ 
= EpL f L2
q

≤f
EpL [L2 ]
√
≤ f( P)

since f (`) ≤ f (|`|)

√
from Jensen’s inequality with the concavity of f ( ·)

√
since f ( ·) is monotonically increasing, and by assumption EpL [L2 ] ≤ P . Similarly,
√
√
EpL [1 − f (L)] ≤ f ( P ), and therefore we can set ε = 1 − f ( P ). Applying this choice
of ε to eq. (D.5) we have

|I(pL , f ) − I(Bt , f )| ≤


and can set KP = K1 log2

√
f( P )
√
1−f ( P )


K1 log2

√


f( P)
√
+ K2 W2 (pL , Bt )
1 − f( P)


+K2 to obtain |I(pL , f )−I(Bt , f )| ≤ KP W2 (pL , Bt ).

en = maxx∈Un I(pLn |L , f ).
Recall that C = maxpL ∈CP I(pL , f ) = I(B√P , f ) and C
n−1
By assumption, P is selected such that pLn |Ln−1 ∈ CP for any x ∈ Un , which implies
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en ≤ C. Combining these facts, we have
I(pLn |Ln−1 , f ) ≤ C for any x ∈ Un and hence C

en −I(pLn |L , f ) ≤ C−I(pLn |L , f ) = |I(B√ , f )−I(pLn |L , f )| ≤ KP W2 (pLn |L , B√ ).
C
n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
P
P
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Proof of Proposition 3.2

Proof. Adopting notation from [216], let S denote a finite set of points in R, and w : S → R
2
2
a weight vector. Define Vorw
S (p) = {` : k` − pk2 − w(p) ≤ k` − qk2 − w(q) ∀q ∈ S}.

Let µ be a given probability measure with density pL . Consider S = {−t, t}, with the
P
corresponding measure Bt = p∈S 12 δp = 12 δ−t + 21 δt . Let w∗ (−t) = 2t medpL (L), and
w∗ (t) = −2t medpL (t). We have
∗

2
∗
2
∗
Vorw
S (−t) = {` : k` + tk2 − w (−t) ≤ k` − qk2 − w (q) ∀q ∈ {−t, t}}

= {` : k` + tk22 − w∗ (−t) ≤ k` − tk22 − w∗ (t)}
= {` : k` + tk22 − 2t medpL (L) ≤ k` − tk22 + 2t medpL (L)}
= {` : ` ≤ medpL (L)}
∗

and similarly Vorw
S (t) = {` : ` ≥ medpL (L)}. We have
Z

Z
∗

Vorw
S (−t)

and similarly

R

∗

Vorw
S (t)

pL (`)d` =

pL (`)d` =
`≤medpL (L)

1
2

pL (`)d` = 12 . Therefore, w∗ is adapted to (µ, Bt ). By Theorem 2 of

∗

[216], a map TSw : R → R exists which realizes an optimal transport between µ and Bt . By
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[216] Theorem 1, we have
W22 (µ, Bt )

Z
=

∗

k` +

Vorw
S (−t)

tk22

Z
k` +

=

Z
pL (`)d` +

k` − tk22 pL (`)d`

Z

tk22

pL (`)d` +

k` − tk22 pL (`)d`

`≥medpL (L)

`≤medpL (L)

Z
= EpL [L ] + t − 2t
2

∗

Vorw
S (t)

2

Z
` pL (`)d` −
`≤medpL (L)

`≥medpL (L)

Z
2
2
= EpL [L ] + t − 2t


` pL (`)d`

(` − medpL (L)) pL (`)d` +

`≥medpL (L)

Z
2
2
= EpL [L ] + t − 2t


(medpL (L) − `) pL (`)d`

Z
`≤medpL (L)

Z
|` − medpL (L)| pL (`)d` +


|` − medpL (L)| pL (`)d`

`≤medpL (L)

`≥medpL (L)

= EpL [L2 ] + t2 − 2t EpL [|L − medpL (L)|]
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Proof of Corollary 3.2.1

Proof. Let pL ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ). We have EpL [L2 ] = EpL [L]2 + VarpL (L) = µ2 + σ 2 , and
q
EpL [|L − medpL (L)|] = EpL [|L − µ|] = σ π2 [217]. Hence W22 (pL , Bt ) = EpL [L2 ] + t2 −
q
2
2
2
2t EpL [|L − medpL (L)|] = µ + σ + t − 2 π2 tσ. Completing the square, we have the
desired result.

D.2
D.2.1

Experiment Details
Selection of Power Constraint

Recall that APM-LR minimizes an objective function consisting of a mixture of two terms,
reprinted below:
r
p
2
2
T
2
T
πn (Ln−1 ) = arg min (µn x) +
x Σn x −
Pn .
π
x∈Un

(D.6)

The first term in eq. (D.6), which is independent of Pn , encourages x to lie orthogonal to the
hyperplane posterior mean, µn . For all such x satisfying µTn x = 0, we have E[Ln ] = µTn x =
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0 and
E[L2n ] = (µTn x)2 + xT Σn x = xT Σn x ≤ B 2 λ1 (Σn )
where expectations are taken with respect to pLn |Ln−1 . Therefore Pn = B 2 λ1 (Σn ) is a valid
power constraint for the set of examples that induce zero-mean input distributions. This set
arguably contains the “best” candidate examples, since if (µTn x)2  0 then the objective
in eq. (D.6) will be large. For this reason we set Pn = B 2 λ1 (Σn ) in our experiments, as
opposed to the power constraint of B 2 λ1 (µn µTn + Σn ) which is valid for all examples but is
loose for examples encouraged by the first term in eq. (D.6).

D.2.2

Dataset Information

In Table D.1 we describe the datasets used in our experiments. Several datasets have multiple
classes: in this case, we select a two-class dataset partition by either grouping individual
classes together into super-classes, or simply training on a subset of the classes. In our
experiments we treat each class partition as its own dataset, and refer to each partition by a
nickname. All datasets except for clouds, cross, and horseshoe come from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [188]; several UCI datasets have additional citations, which are listed
next to their names.
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Table D.1: Full dataset information
# of
features

# of
examples

Y = −1: ‘saab’ or ‘opel’
Y = 1: ‘bus’ or ‘van’

18

846

Vehicle Silhouettes [218]

Y = −1: ‘saab’
Y = 1: ‘opel’

18

429

vehicle-transport

Vehicle Silhouettes [218]

Y = −1: ‘bus’
Y = 1: ‘van’

18

417

letterDP

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘D’
Y = 1: ‘P’

16

1608

letterEF

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘E’
Y = 1: ‘F’

16

1543

letterIJ

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘I’
Y = 1: ‘J’

16

1502

letterMN

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘M’
Y = 1: ‘N’

16

1575

letterUV

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘U’
Y = 1: ‘V’

16

1577

letterVY

Letter Recognition

Y = −1: ‘V’
Y = 1: ‘Y’

16

1550

austra

Australian Credit Approval

Y = −1: ‘0’
Y = 1: ‘1’

14

690

wdbc

Breast Cancer Wisconsin
(Diagnostic)

Y = −1: ‘M’
Y = 1: ‘B’

30

569

Nickname

Dataset

Class partition

vehicle-full

Vehicle Silhouettes [218]

vehicle-cars

clouds

Synth1
[174]

Y = −1: ‘-1’
Y = 1: ‘1’

2

600

cross

Synth2
[174]

Y = −1: ‘-1’
Y = 1: ‘1’

2

600

horseshoe

Synth3
[174]

Y = −1: ‘-1’
Y = 1: ‘1’

2

600
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D.2.3

Baseline Methods Details

Below we elaborate on the BALD and InfoGain baseline selection methods:
InfoGain We can directly approximate information gain I(θ; Y | Ln−1 ) with a Monte
Carlo approximation over s samples from pθ|Ln−1 ∼ N (µn , Σn ):
I(θ; Y | Ln−1 ) = hb (Epθ|Ln−1 [f (θT xn )]) − Epθ|Ln−1 [hb (f (θT xn ))]
 X



s
s
1
1X
T
T
≈ hb
f (θi xn ) −
hb f (θi xn )
θi ∼ pθ|Ln−1
s i=1
s i=1

 X


s
s
1X
1
T
T
≈ hb
f (θi xn ) −
hb f (θi xn )
θi ∼ N (µn , Σn )
s i=1
s i=1
(D.7)
Our “InfoGain” baseline selects the example xn ∈ Un that maximizes the expression in
eq. (D.7), computed in O(sd) time per candidate example.
BALD Consider a probit regression label distribution p(Y = 1 | L) = Φ(L), where Φ
is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. For pL ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ), [171] use a
Taylor expansion in the BALD algorithm to approximate I(pL , Φ(L)) as


 D exp − µ2
 
2(σ 2 +D2 )
µ
√
I(pL , Φ(L)) ≈ hb Φ √
−
σ2 + 1
σ 2 + D2
where D =
where k =

q

π ln 2
.
2

pπ
8

(D.8)

By equalizing derivatives at L = 0, we can approximate f (L) ≈ Φ(kL)

e = kL and note that L
e ∼ N (e
[180]. Define L
µ, σ
e2 ) for µ
e = kµ and
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σ
e2 = k 2 σ 2 . We can then use the BALD approximation in eq. (D.8) for logistic regression:
I(pL , f (L)) ≈ I(pL , Φ(kL))
= hb (EpL (Φ(kL))) − EpL (hb (Φ(kL)))
e − Ep (hb (Φ(L)))
e
= hb (EpLe (Φ(L)))
e
L
e
= I(pLe , Φ(L))
≈ hb Φ √

!!

kµ
k2σ2

+1



k2 µ2
D exp − 2(k2 σ2 +D2 )
√
−
k2 σ 2 + D2

Approximating pθ|Ln−1 ∼ N (µn , Σn ), we have pLn |Ln−1 ∼ N (µTn xn , xTn Σn xn ) and so
we can approximate
kµTn xn
I(pLn |Ln−1 , f (L)) ≈ hb Φ p
k 2 xTn Σn xn + 1
where D =

q

π ln 2
2

and k =

pπ
8

!!



2
k2 (µT
n xn )
D exp − 2(k2 xT Σn xn +D2 )
n
p
−
(D.9)
2
T
k xn Σ n xn + D 2

. Our “BALD” baseline method selects the example

xn ∈ Un that maximizes the expression in eq. (D.9), computed in O(d2 ) time per candidate
example.
Summary For completeness, below we summarize all selection methods used in our
experiments. For any method utilizing a normal approximation to the hyperplane posterior,
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let pθ|Ln−1 ∼ N (µn , Σn ). Let θbn−1 = A(Ln−1 ), D =

APM-LR:
Uncertainty:

q

π ln 2
,
2

and k =

r
2
p
2
T
2
T
Pn
x Σn x −
xn = arg min (µn x) +
π
x∈Un

pπ
8

.

(D.10)

xn = arg min xT θbn−1
x∈Un

Random:

Select xn uniformly at random from Un

MaxVar:

xn = arg max xT Σn x
x∈Un

InfoGain:

BALD:

D.2.4

 X



s
s
1
1X
T
T
xn = arg max hb
θi ∼ N (µn , Σn )
f (θi xn ) −
hb f (θi xn )
s i=1
s i=1
x∈Un


2
!!
k2 (µT
n xn )
D
exp
−
T
2
2(k2 xT
kµn xn
n Σn xn +D )
p
xn = arg max hb Φ p
−
x∈Un
k 2 xTn Σn xn + 1
k 2 xTn Σn xn + D2

Extended Test Accuracy Results

Below we plot average holdout test accuracy against number of queried examples, excluding
one initial seed point selected uniformly at random per class. Error bars show ±1 standard
error over 150 trials per method. For visual clarity, we display different numbers of queried
examples for each dataset.
Figure D.1 shows test accuracy across several two-class partitions of the Vehicle Silhouettes dataset (see Table D.1). In vehicle-cars, Uncertainty, InfoGain, and BALD fail
to perform as well as MaxVar, Random, and APM-LR. As noted in [174], there are cases
where Random sampling — or more generally, selection methods that encourage dataset
exploration — can outperform methods that maximize information. In vehicle-cars, it’s possible that the “exploration” component in APM-LR encourages the selection of satisfactory
examples, which we investigate further in Section D.2.6.
Figure D.2 shows test accuracy across several two-class partitions of the Letter Recognition dataset. All partitions show similar trends to letterDP, which was included in Chapter 7.
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(a) vehicle-full

(b) vehicle-cars

(c) vehicle-transport

Figure D.1: Test accuracy on “Vehicle Silhouettes”

(a) letterDP

(b) letterEF

(c) letterIJ

(d) letterMN

(e) letterUV

(f) letterVY

Figure D.2: Test accuracy on “Letter Recognition”
Figure D.3 shows test accuracy across the remaining UCI datasets in Table D.1. On
wdbc, the active methods appear to have an average test accuracy that peaks early and then
gradually decreases. While this behavior merits further investigation, we note that it is
possible in some cases for a selected subset of the full data pool to generalize better than
when training on the entire pool [219].
Figure D.4 shows test accuracy across several synthetic datasets. On clouds and cross,
Uncertainty sampling is outperformed by the other baseline active learning methods, except
MaxVar.
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(a) austra

(b) wdbc

Figure D.3: Miscellaneous UCI datasets

(a) clouds

(b) cross

(c) horseshoe

Figure D.4: Synthetic datasets

D.2.5

Extended Computational Cost Results

All experiments were run on Intel Xeon Gold 6226 CPUs at 2.7 GHz. In Table D.2 we
present for all datasets the cumulative compute time (in seconds) needed for each method
to select the first 40 examples (excluding seed points). In this first table, we exclude the
compute time needed to retrain the logistic regression model and perform the VariationalEM
posterior update after each example is selected, since these steps are common to all selection
methods. While some methods do not directly utilize the variational posterior in selecting
examples, we perform variational posterior updates for all data selection methods since we
consider the variational posterior to be part of the Bayesian model produced by the training
routine.
Table D.3 isolates the compute time needed for performing VariationalEM at each
input, summed over the first 40 examples. Interestingly, methods which are primarily
focused on data space exploration (MaxVar, Random) require more time for variational
posterior updating than exploitation methods (Uncertainty). Since VariationalEM is an
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Table D.2: Cumulative selection time: comparison of median cumulative time (s) for each
method to select the first 40 examples (excluding seed points).
vehicle-full
vehicle-cars
vehicle-transport
letterDP
letterEF
letterIJ
letterMN
letterUV
letterVY
austra
wdbc
clouds
cross
horseshoe

APM-LR
0.173
0.089
0.087
0.336
0.318
0.314
0.331
0.330
0.318
0.150
0.125
0.119
0.125
0.116

Uncertainty
0.077
0.039
0.037
0.149
0.143
0.139
0.147
0.145
0.143
0.063
0.052
0.053
0.053
0.053

BALD
2.212
1.078
1.036
4.230
4.044
3.941
4.170
4.129
4.063
1.770
1.480
1.522
1.521
1.517

InfoGain
7.166
3.462
3.306
12.755
12.188
11.879
12.531
12.429
12.284
5.089
6.415
2.735
2.722
2.731

Random
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002

MaxVar
0.061
0.030
0.029
0.118
0.113
0.110
0.117
0.115
0.114
0.050
0.042
0.041
0.040
0.040

iterative procedure that we run with an adaptive stopping rule (with convergence defined
as the relative variational parameter difference falling below 1e−6 between iterations),
it presumably requires more iterations to adjust to significant changes in the posterior
distribution due to variability in examples. Although less accurate of an approximation
than VariationalEM, using a Laplace posterior approximation instead would have a constant
update time per method [187].
Table D.4 depicts the total compute time needed for selecting each example, performing
VariationalEM, and retraining the logistic regression classifier at each iteration, summed
over the first 40 examples. The median time needed for retraining the logistic regression
classifier lies within 0.01 to 0.03 seconds across all methods and datasets, and therefore
contributes only marginally to the total. While the spread of running times is more narrow
than it would be when only evaluating selection time, the same general trend holds that
InfoGain is more expensive than BALD and APM-LR.
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Table D.3: Cumulative VariationalEM time: comparison of median cumulative time
(s) for each method to perform VariationalEM over the first 40 examples (excluding seed
points).
vehicle-full
vehicle-cars
vehicle-transport
letterDP
letterEF
letterIJ
letterMN
letterUV
letterVY
austra
wdbc
clouds
cross
horseshoe

D.2.6

APM-LR
10.088
5.420
9.609
7.618
6.866
7.367
8.190
8.029
7.463
12.513
17.966
1.221
1.386
0.996

Uncertainty
4.540
4.412
5.814
6.412
5.701
5.724
6.281
6.556
5.760
6.451
10.880
1.172
2.417
0.908

BALD
10.118
5.605
9.289
6.904
6.320
6.924
7.615
7.137
7.142
12.009
14.183
1.156
1.474
0.863

InfoGain
9.729
5.475
9.083
6.758
6.160
6.708
7.375
7.075
6.910
11.645
13.874
1.322
1.537
0.931

Random
7.469
3.280
11.216
10.694
11.302
10.019
10.082
10.746
8.234
8.541
20.763
3.201
3.138
0.802

MaxVar
18.064
4.558
21.058
11.851
10.755
9.846
13.236
12.585
9.975
13.580
29.778
5.318
4.453
1.208

Failure Mode Analysis

While in many cases APM-LR performs comparably to InfoGain, BALD, and Uncertainty
while outperforming Random and MaxVar, the main exception in our experiments is on
vehicle-cars (Figure D.1b), where APM-LR, Random, and MaxVar outperform InfoGain,
BALD, and Uncertainty. Conceptually, what differentiates these two classes of methods is
that APM-LR, Random, and MaxVar have explicit exploration components to their selection
policies, while InfoGain, BALD, and Uncertainty only seek to directly maximize information
or uncertainty. As we will demonstrate below, on vehicle-cars this difference in exploration
correlates with significant differences in generalization performance.
To isolate the effect of each term in APM-LR (eq. (D.10)) — corresponding to exploitation and exploration — we simulated two pseudo-APM policies where only one of the terms
is active at once. In APM-LR-U, examples are selected that minimize the first term, which
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Table D.4: Cumulative running time: comparison of median cumulative run time (s)
for each method to select each example, perform VariationalEM, and retrain the logistic
regression classifier over the first 40 examples (excluding seed points).
vehicle-full
vehicle-cars
vehicle-transport
letterDP
letterEF
letterIJ
letterMN
letterUV
letterVY
austra
wdbc
clouds
cross
horseshoe

APM-LR
10.288
5.532
9.721
7.992
7.215
7.716
8.561
8.399
7.802
12.690
18.130
1.358
1.534
1.134

Uncertainty
4.637
4.474
5.876
6.583
5.868
5.892
6.455
6.724
5.931
6.538
10.968
1.241
2.490
0.978

BALD
12.365
6.727
10.341
11.139
10.396
10.896
11.813
11.294
11.233
13.801
15.711
2.706
3.028
2.405

InfoGain
16.943
8.980
12.419
19.534
18.414
18.619
19.991
19.552
19.233
16.804
20.323
4.122
4.291
3.741

Random
7.493
3.306
11.238
10.730
11.330
10.048
10.124
10.781
8.260
8.574
20.787
3.224
3.159
0.819

MaxVar
18.148
4.616
21.116
11.995
10.887
9.981
13.374
12.724
10.118
13.655
29.842
5.385
4.515
1.264

has an action similar to uncertainty sampling:

APM-LR-U:

xn = arg min (µTn x)2 .
x∈Un

In APM-LR-V, examples are selected that minimize the second term, which prefers examples
that probe in directions of high posterior variance:

APM-LR-V:

r
p
2
2
T
xn = arg min
x Σn x −
Pn .
π
x∈Un

We start in Figure D.5 by plotting generalization performance as in Figure D.1b, with
the addition of APM-LR-U and APM-LR-V. In all plots below, error bars are removed for
visual clarity, and the query horizon spans the entire training sequence (until the training
pool is exhausted). As expected, APM-LR-V performs comparably to MaxVar, since both
methods prefer examples that probe in directions of large posterior variance. Similarly,
APM-LR-U performs comparably to Uncertainty, since both methods minimize distance to
a hyperplane estimate (the former using the posterior mean hyperplane, the latter using a
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MAP estimate). These results support the hypothesis that it is the exploration component
of APM-LR which leads to improved performance on vehicle-cars over non-exploration
methods, including its own exploitation variant APM-LR-U.

Figure D.5: Test accuracy on vehicle-cars, over expanded method set.
We can explore this hypothesis further by directly evaluating metrics for exploitation
and exploration of each method. To measure exploitation, in Figure D.6, we plot the average
distance from each selected example to the MAP hyperplane estimate. Since distance from
the classifier hyperplane directly corresponds to label uncertainty in logistic regression, this
distance is a direct measure of how often a policy selects uncertain examples. By definition,
Uncertainty begins by querying examples that are closest to the hyperplane estimate, maximally exploiting the estimate to query examples with the highest model uncertainty. The
remaining methods vary in their levels of initial distance from the hyperplane estimate, but
all eventually query close to their respective estimates, either by design or due to exhausting
the full training pool. Notably, the level of initial distance from the hyperplane corresponds
almost exactly to test accuracy performance: high-performing MaxVar and APM-LR-V
initially query far from their hyperplane estimates, while the poorly performing Uncertainty
queries examples close by.
To measure policy exploration, we use two metrics and plot their average values in
Figure D.7. In the first metric, we measure the Euclidean distance from each unlabeled
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Figure D.6: Exploitation metric for vehicle-cars: average distance of selected example to
estimated hyperplane. Small distances reflect high levels of policy exploitation since this
reflects examples being queried that are uncertain with respect to the current hyperplane
estimate.
example to its nearest labeled neighbor, and take the maximum such distance over all
unlabeled examples. This quantity measures the worst-case level of isolation of an unlabeled
point to its nearest labeled neighbor, with lower values corresponding to higher degrees
of policy exploration. A similar quantity is involved in the construction of coresets for
active learning to promote diversity among selected examples [45]. As our second metric,
we consider windows of d examples (recall that d denotes the data space dimension) and
plot the log determinant of the Gram matrix of the examples selected in each window,
which can be used as a measure of example diversity (higher values correspond to higher
levels of example diversity) [220]. In Figure D.7a, MaxVar, APM-LR-V, APM-LR, and
Random have the lowest average maximin distances, corresponding to lower levels of
isolated unlabeled examples. Similarly, these methods generally have large initial Gram
matrix log determinants, as depicted in Figure D.7b.
The ablation of individual terms in APM-LR and direct measurement of exploitation
and exploration of each active learning method suggests that when tested on vehicle-cars,
exploration-based methods outperform methods that do not explicitly optimize for diverse
selection. While this extended analysis is limited to a single dataset, it provides evidence that
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(a)

(b)

Figure D.7: Exploration metrics for vehicle-cars: (a) maximum distance from an unlabeled
example to its closest labeled example. Smaller values indicate lower levels of unlabeled
data isolation, and correspond to higher levels of exploration. (b) Log determinant of Gram
matrix, where larger values correspond to higher levels of exploration.
the exploration term in APM-LR can lead to higher levels of performance on a real-world
dataset, where methods that do not directly account for exploration might fail.
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